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FEB debate 
continues 
BSA retains FEB status, 
NAACP budget undecided 
BY GAYLE BOWERMAN 
SGA reporter 
The Student Government 
Association voted Tuesday 
night for Black Student 
Alliance to remain front-end 
budgeted and for NAACFs 
FEB stalus to be reevaluated in 
committee due to discrepan- 
i ies in its mission statement. 
MSA's status was confirmed 
after two hours of debate, with 
SI senators voting to reject the 
finance committee's recommen- 
dation and nine senators voting 
with the committee to revoke 
BSA's funding status. 
"I'm very relieved," said sen- 
ior Amanda Claytor. president 
of BSA. "I'm glad that the deci- 
sion was made based on the 
senators taking the time to edu- 
cate themselves." 
Ihe decision comes almost 
three weeks after the finance 
committee voted against BSA 
urn,lining front-end budgeted. 
According to the Nov. 21 issue 
of The Breeze, after seven hours 
of heated, emotional debate 
Nov. lu, the student senate 
voted to postpone its vote on 
BSA's status. Claytor said the 
educational aspect of students 
learning more about BSA has 
been positive, even though the 
process was "horrible." 
Parliamentarian Tim Brooks, 
a junior, ruled debate concern- 
ing the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored 
People unconstitutional because 
its mission sl.itement was 
amended between the original 
meeting of the finance commit- 
tee and the meeting of the stu- 
dent senate. 
"I cannot in good conscience 
allow this debate to continue," 
Brooks said, "because the 
finance committee evaluated 
the mission statement in consid- 
eration of FEB status. The FEB 
group before senate tonight is 
not the FEB group that was in 
effect when the finance commit- 
tee evaluated the FEB status of 
the debate." 
According to finance com- 
mittee chairman Mike 
Goodman, a junior, the commit- 
tee voted to revoke NAACfs 
FEB status on the basis that its 
mission statement had not met 
the required criteria 
see SGA. page 5 
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Junior James Tumage voice* Ms 
opinions about the FEB haw. 
Forum educates students 
BY GAYLK BOWKRMAN 
SCA reporter 
Presidents of the Black 
Student Alliance and National 
Association for the 
Advancement of Colored 
People, two Student 
Government Association rep- 
resentatives and an adminis- 
trator spoke at a forum 
Monday night, addressing 
issues concerning the pending 
front-end budgeting issue. 
The event, titled "This 
DOES Concern You," was held 
to educate the JMU population 
about the controversy concern- 
ing the disputed FEB status of 
BSA and NAACP, according to 
organizer junior Kimberly 
Quesenberry, Blue Ridge Hall's 
Community coordinator. 
"We wanted to put every- 
one on an even playing ground 
and give them a chance to say 
how they feel about this issue," 
Quesenberry said. She also 
stressed that the forum was to 
be an information session 
rather than a debate 
The issue in question was 
if SGA should revoke the FEB 
status of BSA and the NAACP 
chapter at JMU. FEB is the 
ability to receive large sums 
at the beginning of each 
school year rather than to be 
funded on a contingency sta- 
tus or a case-by-case basis. 
The five speakers included 
NAACP president Jeremy 
Coleman, a senior, BSA presi- 
dent Amanda Claytor, a senior, 
SGA Finance Committee chair- 
man Mike Goodman, a junior, 
and SGA Director of 
Communications Tom Culligan, 
a sophomore. Rick Larson, the 
associate vice president for 
Student Affairs, served as a 
stand-in advisor for SGA. 
In his presentation, 
Goodman explained that the 
finance committee had voted 
against renewing FEB status 
because the organizations did 
not have "... a campus-wide 
impact and [doesn't] impact a 
large percentage of the student 
see FACULTY, page 5 
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Freshmen Kehtey McArvey and Megan Patterson look over the wish tree at UREC. 
Wish tree 
in eighth 
year of 
giving 
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL 
senior writer 
UREC is offering stu- 
dents the opportunity to 
make the holidays a little 
warmer for underprivileged 
area families with the warm- 
a-winter wish tree in the 
UREC Welcome Center. 
"A lot of times JMU gets a 
bad rap in Harnsonburg." 
Coordinator of Group Fitness 
and Wellness Jillian Zagora, a 
graduate student, said, "but 
events like these allow JMU to 
prove that the students, facul- 
ty and staff are caring individ- 
uals that are taking a serious 
interest in helping others in a 
positive way." 
Students, faculty and staff 
can take a candy cane off the 
tree, purchase the gift on the 
attached tag and return it 
unwrapped to UREC by Dec. 
10, Zagora said. 
Gifts on the tree range 
from $1 to S300 and requested 
items include clothing, food, 
games and gift certificates, 
according to Zagora. 
Additional money collect- 
ed will be used to purchase- 
gifts not taken horn the tree or 
to create "goodie baskets" for 
the families, Zagora said. 
see UREC. page 4 
Theta Chi holds Twelve Days'of toy drive 
BY KAKKN Ki.i.i i 
contributing writer 
Theta Chi fraternity is 
part of a community effort 
to help needy children 
during the holiday season 
through its involvement in 
"Twelve Days." 
Providing an additional 
location to help WHSV TV-3 
in its charity toy drive, Theta 
Chi is sponsoring the Toy 
Convoy, which started Dec. 2 
and runs until Dec. 13. 
According to senior Andy 
Cornell, president of Theta 
Chi, brothers of the fraternity 
are hosting "Twelve Days," in 
which they will take turns 
enduring    the    cold 
weather and collect- 
ing toys all day 
throughout  the 
12 days of Theta 
Chi's toy drive. 
From 10 a.m. 
until 10 p.m. each 
day, members of 
the fraternity are sta- 
tioned outside D-hall col- 
lecting toys and accepting 
donations. From 10 p.m. until 
10 a.m., members will sleep 
in a trailer on the commons 
Theta Chi contacted the 
station two years ago 
expressing  interest   in 
helping out with the 
toy convoy, accord- 
ing to Meadows. 
Trie fraternity pres- 
ident at the time 
felt     Theta     Chi 
needed a main phi- 
lanthropy   project   in 
which to invest a large 
amount of time and dedica- 
tion, according to Cottrell. 
Besides the toy drive, Theta 
Chi assists other fraternities 
and ~'nirities in their pnijccts 
and volunteers at the Special 
Olympics in the spring, 
according to Cottrell. 
The Toy Convoy started as 
a project to give toys to needy 
children in the Harnsonburg 
area, according to Meadows. 
The idea has spread through- 
out Rockingham County and 
is beginning to expand into 
Staunton County, Augusta 
see THETA, page 4 
Decor class offered 
BY SARA CHRISTOPH 
contributing writer 
Identity Leadership 
Team Operator Melanie 
Rowan will lead a work- 
shop entitled, "Botanical. 
Christmas Decorations for 
your Home," Saturday in 
the Modular Building. 
Participants will learn 
how to create a four-foot 
swag, the traditional roping 
that is seen around doors 
and mantle pieces during the 
holidays, from freshly cut 
evergreens, Rowan said. 
Magnolias,    berries,    pine 
cones and other botanical 
treats also will be provided 
to decorate the evergreens as 
each individual prefers. 
Additionally, Rowan said 
every person will be given 
the choice to make a 
Christmas centerpiece or 
door hanging which also 
will be constructed out of 
botanical materials. 
The class costs $45, and 
participants must have been 
registered by Nov. 25. 
"The main idea of the 
tee HANDS-ON. page 4 
Concert lights spirit 
BY JEANINE GAJEWSKI 
senior writer 
JMU's annual Holidayfest 
kicks off the holiday season 
with a concert and tre*Might- 
ing ceremony Sunday. 
The 65 singers of the JMU 
Chorale, led by Susan Reid, 
director of choral activities, 
will   perform   a   60-minute 
Eiece, "Christmas Oratorio" 
y Johann Sebastian Bach at 4 
p.m in the Wilson Hall 
Auditorium. 
Reid said, "The 'Christmas 
Oratorio' is the first half o/ the 
concert and is expected to be 
of big interest to the 
Harnsonburg and JMU com- 
munity because this is the first 
time in 30 years that JMU has 
performed a major Bach 
choral work." 
The JMU Chamber 
Orchestra, directed by Bob 
McCashin, will accompany 
the chorale's performance. 
According to Reid, the piece 
will feature solo performances 
by School of Music voice fac- 
ulty members Dorothy 
Maddison, Carrie Stevens, 
see MUSICAL, page 5 
City Coundl postpones decision to fine landlords for noise problems 
BY GAYLK BOWERMAN 
SGA reporter 
The Harrisonburg City 
Council voted to postpone the 
second vote on fining land- 
lords for noise ordinances 
Tuesday, Nov. 26, due to a 
large community turnout to 
speak on the issue. 
According to councilman 
Dom Peterson, who headed the 
legislation, landlords are being 
requested to put a noise passage 
in their leases. The proposed 
clause would say that once any 
tenant has received three sum- 
monses for noise violations, that 
tenant will be evicted It would 
be the responsibility of the land- 
lord to facilitate this eviction, 
according to the legislation. 
According to Mayor Joseph 
Fitzgerald, the idea is to make it 
quieter in neighborhoods, not 
to punish people. 
The ordinance states that the 
first violation would carry a 
penalty of a class three misde- 
meanor and a recommendation 
of 50 hours community service. 
Any subsequent conviction 
within a three-year period 
would be punished by a class 
one misdemeanor, a charge doc- 
umented on criminal records 
and a recommendation for 100 
hours community service. 
"A fine might very well 
come out of mommy and 
daddy's pockets," Peterson 
said, voting to approve the com- 
munity service clause. 
According to Fitzgerald, 
this is the most severe ordi- 
nance against noise violations 
-46  
Start enforcing laws 
that pertain to underage 
drinking and the loud 
parties will stop. 
- Kevin Williams 
general manager. Forbes Development 
99 
that the city has proposed. 
"The next thing I'm going 
to do is get my bull horn, 
knock on some doors at 6 a.m. 
and say, 'Excuse me, you have 
a noise violation,'" Fitzgerald 
said, discussing the severity of 
the noise ordinance. 
Numerous guests from the 
Harrisonburg community 
were present to voice opin- 
ions on the ordinance. 
Kevin Williams, general 
manager of Forbes 
Development, which owns sev- 
eral apartment complexes in 
Harrisonburg, cited lax enforce- 
ment of laws concerning under- 
age drinking. "Start enforcing 
laws mat pertain to underage 
drinking and the loud parties 
will stop," Williams said. 
In response, Fitzgerald 
said, "The way to deal with 
noise is to come after it as 
noise — not by trying to say 
the cause is alcohol" 
Williams said he feels that 
see COMMUNITY, page 5 
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5 
•  \ bltHxl drive, sponsonxl bv the Office of Residence Life, 
will be held in I iflU IIJII sp.irt\ room and lounge from 2 to 
6: VI p.m < init.ii t Krissv .»t \2-At>] S tor .in appointment, but 
walk-ins alto are wakomt 
• PralM 6. WortWp will N- held at fc30p.m, .it the Baptist 
Student Union House on th»* comer of Canrrell Avenue and 
South Main Street a block from cSBBpUl 
• JML's School of Theatre and Dance presents the Virginia 
Repertory Dance Company in Concert nightly today through 
Saturdaj .it 8 p m in [ ahmer Shaeffer Theatre. This concert 
will feetui* work from VRDC alumni. Tickets are $10 for the 
general public and $o tor lenior citizens, children and JAC 
card holders lor ticket information, call x8-7000. 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6 
• "An American Homestead Christmas" house tour will 
take place from 1 to 5 p.m. The Edith |. Carrier Arboretum 
Bad Bot.inic.il Cardem* is sponsoring a bus trip to Buffalo 
Spriiuji Herb I arm. an lStn-centurv farmhouse, depend- 
nt us and gardens. Cost is $25 and to register, call x8- 
H94 Partrapanto are asked to meet at the Convocation 
Center parking lot. 
• JMU'S innueJ HoUdayfnt of aeeeonail music will begin at 
4 p.m. in the Wilson Hall Auditorium. Featuring selections 
from Tchaikovsky's "The Nutcracker Suite" and Bach's 
"Christmas Oratorio," the concert will be performed by th* 
(Ml' Chorale. Brass l-nseinble ami Symphony Orchestra. 
Admission is $8 for the public and $6 for senior citizens 60 
and over, children 12 and younger and (AC card holders. 
For reservations, call x8-70OO. 
• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry will hold a Huchanst service 
at 5 p.m., followed by a home-cooked meal. The Canterbury 
House is loi a ted on South Main Street across from the Quad, 
between Buffalo Wild Wings and the Zirkle House With qua 
tions, call 432-9613. 
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT 
F-mail Kyra of The Breeze at papafikc with the information 
(event, date, location, contact info, etc ) 
Please submit bv Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for 
a Thursday issue. 
POLICE LOG 
Bv SHARON BI I \KHB\ 
police log reporter 
Katie Memtt, 19, of Noi'oilj, was 
with a felony hit and r 
suspended license at tna Camei ttlve 
crosswalk Nov 21 at 3:45 p.m. T)ie *uck 
JMU student was transported to 
Rockingham Memori«H-losp(te(6y the 
rescue squad tor minor cuts an) bruise*. 
In other matters, carnjus police report 
following: 
Grand Larceny 
A JMU student reported the tarceny of the 
front bumper, front head lights and license 
plate from a vehicle in R-Sfot betwee/i 
Nov. 21 at 7 p.m an<1 Nov. 22 ana^l 
Petty Larceny 
A JMU slu ipnt reported the larceny of a 
"JAC can? ana ID holder from the second 
Pgrftunge ofttie Studio Arts Center Nov. 
1:55 p.m 
WEATHER 
A JMU student 
ject removed a 
KeezelHal 
:ed an unknown sub- 
l's mountain bike from 
Nov. 29 at 5 p.m. 
A JMU student reported the larceny of - 
viola from a locker in the Music Building. 
between Nov 27 at 2 p m aMOecjT^ 
2:30 p.m. 
Property Damage 
IIJ student's, vehicle was broken into 
of the Convocation Center 
Nov. 21 at 5 p.m. and Nov. 22 at 
7 am A cinder block was used to break 
out the front passenger side window. A 
aterep cornportert was missing and all 
wires aprJearedatbe severed by an 
unknown tool. 
A non-studant reported damage to a vehi- 
I'S passafhger side rear quarter panel of 
fVI lot between Nov. 22 at 7 p.m 
and Nov. 23 at " ,>!> p.m 
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How to place a classified Come to The Breeze 
office weekdays between 8 am and 5p.m. 
Cost: S3 00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each 
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10 
per column inch 
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon 
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Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa 
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen 
801-8070 In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall Next to Sprint 
Fall Specials 
■•'till Set $20 
Fill In $13 
Manicure $10 
•Includes Parafin Wax 
Hours: Mon-Wed ioam-8pm 
Tliurs-Sat 9am-8pm 
- 
Pedicure $18 
•With Whirlpool Spa 
Eyebrow Wax $8 
Walk -in appointments welcome. 
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FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS DISCOVER 
The Christian Science Monitor 
An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper 
with worldwide readership, founded in 1908 
"To injure no man, but to bless all mankind" 
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing 
concise analysis of world events - special features cover 
work/money, learning/ideas, arts/leisure, 
science/technology, and MORE!   A great research tool. 
Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library or 
visit their award winning website:   www.csmonltor.com 
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cane pn enjoy a happy 
and heahhy holiday season 
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hzaberh S willow. MD • Carhv Rmenhouse, NP 
Harrisonburg 
530 Neff Ave. 
(Behind The Mall) 
432-1234 
Elkton 
504 W. Spotswood Tr. 
(33 Bus.) 
298-1234 
■'ELY? 
Call me.   I can help. 
442-7878 
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan 
Visa and MasterCard accepted 
NO MORE HASSLES! 
NEWS 
L- New bookstore opens 
The long-awaited new JMU 
bookstore, located in the 
Godwin parking lot, opened 
for business Nov. 25. 
THURSDAY, DEC. 5,20021 THE BREEZE 13 
"There is no place for a two- 
state solution. 
Avi JORISCH 
Soref research fellow 
bookstore 
s in time for 
uy back 
II UhlOVkMANtafpiMfHytor 
BY-DAVE NORMAN 
staff writer 
JMU's new bookstore opened 
Nov. 25 i n tlv Godwin parking kit 
after almost a year of construction. 
"For the first time in over 
five years, JMU's bookstore 
operations will run complete- 
ly under one roof," said direc- 
tor of the bookstore John 
Rheault. Rheault is employed 
by Follett Higher Education 
Group, who provides the 
services to the bookstore 
According to Rheault, "The 
university population grew 
and the bookstore was not able 
to do so until now." He said 
the system the old bwkstore 
was using — transitioning all 
of the books to the PC 
Ballroom in the beginning of 
the semesters — was also time 
consuming and inefficient. 
"Sometimes we wouldn't 
know if the correct books and 
correct quantities were on the 
shelves when the students 
needed them, KIH.MIIIt said, and 
online orders often weren't able 
to be picked up until right 
before classes began." 
Rheault said the clearest bene- 
fit of the new bookstore will be the 
shopping environment because 
the comftrtable atmosphere adds 
value for the customers. Rheault 
said he hopes the bookstore will be 
almost a "one-stop shop" for stu- 
dents to provide tor all lif their aca- 
dgnic shopping needs.  
Rheault said that the new 
store stocks over four times the 
amount of school supplies and 
nearly six times the amount of 
computer products. "The new 
bookstore has it all, and it's 
going to make getting book- I 
lot easier," sophomore Kevin 
McKernan said. 
Rheault said the new book- 
store will provide major 
impiwements to book buying 
and picking up of online 
orders, because everything is 
done in one facility. 
Rheault said he is excited 
about the way book buy back, 
which began yesterday, will 
operate this year and in the 
years to come. He said the 
bookstore is hoping to be able 
to offer more used books to stu- 
dents because the process is 
more centralized. 
Rheault said the bookstore 
intends to offer buy backs 
through the beginning of 
next semester for certain 
texts that teachers may not 
know they are going to be 
using for next semester. 
The satellite locations of Zane 
Showker, the College Center and 
Ashby Crossing club house — 
still will be used for buy back. 
Construction began on the 
new bookstore in April and 
roughly eight months later 
the new building welcomed 
its first customers, according 
to Rheault. 
Rheault noted that no price 
raises will occur to compensate 
for the new facility. He said 
Follett actually provided the 
funding to construct the book- 
store. They allotted a total of $4 
million for construction of the 
new building. 
While the bookstore is open 
for business, it is not 100 percent 
complete. Rheault said. 
"I was hoping for more 
couches and a lounge area," jun- 
ior Brad Connors said. Rheault 
said that upstairs will be a 
lounge with couches and chairs 
for students to relax, read, do 
work or hold meetings. 
He said this lounge will also 
be outfitted with wireless inter- 
net connectivity for students or 
faculty who have laptops to 
browse the internet. The lounge 
is expected to be done by 
January, Rheault Mid. 
According to Rheault, stu- 
dents seem to be very happy 
with the new bookstore. 
"The arrangement of pnxl- 
ucts is far superior to the old 
bookstore," sophomore Anthony 
Trzeciak said. 
Sophomore Trinity Massey 
said, "It's aesthetically pleas- 
ing and the checkout counters 
were nicely located and made 
for quick and easy checkout." 
To add to checkout ease, 
Rheault said that 21 cash regis- 
ters will be implemented for 
the beginning semester rush 
and a new point of sale is 
going to be added in February 
that will provide for barcode 
scanning of all merchandise. 
Rheault said there will be <i 
grand opening celebration for 
the new bookstore following 
Winter Break. The tentative 
date for the grand opening is 
Jan. 23,2003. 
>1AS'*r,fff/•h-uigrii/'her 
Th» rww bookstore, which opened for business on Nov. 25, features all merchandise on the 
first floor and textbooks on the second floor. Bookstore director John Rheault said, "For the 
first time In over five years JMU's bookstore operations will run completely under one roof." 
Arab politics expert talks on Hizbollah 
HUE l<AKMAN,«uffp)n(„».u(i* 
Soref retearch tallow Avi Jorisch lectured to students on tho 
danger* of Hizbollah and tatroriam Nov. 2S In Taylor 202 
BY BRETT MOULTON 
contributing writer 
Giving insight into the foreign 
world of terrorism and propagan- 
da, an expert on Arab politics dis- 
cussed "The Language of 
Terrorism. Case Study: Hizbollah" 
Nov. 25 in Taylor 202. 
"1 want you to remember two 
things from this lecture tonight," 
Avi Jorisch told the audience of 
around 10 students. "One, that 
they (Hizbollah) want to destroy 
Israel. And two, that they are 
masters of propaganda." 
Jorisch is a Soref research fel- 
low at The Washington Institute 
for Near East Policy specializing 
in Arab politics and Islamic soci- 
ety. He received a Masters of Arts 
in Islamic History from the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 
According to the Washington 
Institute Web site, www.washing- 
loninstitute.com, the Soref 
research fellowship provides an 
opportunity for independant 
research and to learn first-hand 
about the making of US. policy 
in the Middle East. 
According      to      Jorisch, 
Hizbollah is an Islamic organiza- 
tion based out of Lebanon whose 
primary goal is the destruction of 
the state of Israel, which they call 
the Zionist Entity. 
Hizbollah was formed in the 
early 1980S through funding from 
the newly-seated Islamic govern- 
ment of Iran headed by Imam 
Khomeini in older to divide and 
conquer Lebanon, whose south- 
em portion had recently had been 
occupied by Israel. 
Jorisch said that in 1983 
Hizbollah was credited with the 
first modern-day suicide bomb- 
ings that occurred in Lebanon 
destroying the French Embassy, 
killing 283 American Marines. 
As a result of these attacks, 
Prench and American troops 
pulled out of Lebanon, he said. 
As of today, Hizbollah 
divides the world into the 
oppressors and the oppressed, 
according to Jorisch. It has four 
public enemies: Israel (Zionist 
Entity), United States (Great 
Satan), any country that occu- 
pies land and anyone that bows 
their head to the authority of the 
United States. 
"I went and interviewed 
Hizbollah about four months 
ago," Jorisch said, "and asked 
them what is your story, and 
they said that there is no place 
for Jews anywhere. Those that 
came before 1948 can stay; those 
that were bom or came after 
1948 (formation of the state of 
Israel) cannot stay. There is no 
place for a two-state solution." 
In 1991, Hizbollah started the 
television station "Al-Manar," 
which is the No. 2 station in Gaza 
and the West Bank, and the No. 5 
station in the Arab world, 
according to Jorisch. 
"What is the most effective 
way to get your message of 
hate, goodness, tolerance, love 
or frustration out to the rest of 
the world?" Jorisch asked. 
"Hizbollah is very media savvy, 
and what they're specializing in 
today is sending out their mes- 
ial SOREF. page 6 
Hebrew U. professor speaks at JMU 
BY MATT LIBERATI 
staff writer 
Over 150 students and facul- 
ty listened to a presentation by a 
Soref leadership fellow about 
Islam Monday in Miller Hall. 
The history department and 
the international studies pro- 
gram sponsored the event. The 
speaker was Nehemia 
Levtzion, a professor of the 
Muslim peoples at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. 
I ovt/ion spoke about the 
divide between radical and 
mainstream Muslims and the 
difficulty to distinguish the two 
groups. Levtzion stated that 
radical Muslims "declare other 
Muslims as infidels." Levtzion 
further explained that moderate 
Muslims view all Muslims as a 
collective cohesive group. 
Mainstream Muslims draw 
strong support from student 
activists and highly educated 
Muslims. Levtzion said. These 
moderate Muslims are unhappy 
with the current state of oppres- 
sive governments in almost all 
Islamic countries and the grow- 
ing economic gap between rich 
and poor, according to Levtzion. 
To help rectify this problem, 
Levtzion emphasized several 
goals that moderate Muslims 
have. These goals are directed 
mainly at helping and educating 
Islamic citizens. The goals indude 
being active in public life, helping 
the poor through charity works 
and promoting political activism 
and non-violence. 
levtzion was encouraged 
by the recent political elections 
in Turkey. The moderate 
Muslim party captured two- 
thirds of the available positions 
in the government. According 
to Levtzion. Turkey wants to 
join the European Union and 
increase its economic strength 
and efficiency. 
However, Levtzion cau- 
tioned that real change is compli- 
cated by the rich "history, reli- 
gion and culture of the Muslim 
religion." He said it is hard for 
moderate Muslims to have a 
voice in many Islamic countries, 
adding that many moderates 
have been threatened and even 
killed for their views. 
He said he has served as the 
chair of the African studies 
department at the Hebrew 
University. He has traveled 
extensively and devoted consid- 
erable time to the study and his- 
tory of Islam. 
Levtzion, the author of sev- 
eral books chronicling West 
African   history,   also   spoke 
set SPEAKER, page 6 
MANNA MARTINSON/,.»inhumgptumairaphu 
The history department and the International studies program 
sponsored speaker Nehemia Levtzion Monday In Miller Hall. 
Winter blues, 
SAD not 
uncommon, 
can be treated 
BY JANE MCHUOH 
senior writer 
Seasonal changes in weather 
and a decrease in sunny days 
may leave some people feeling 
overwhelmingly sad. 
Shirley Cobb, associate direc- 
tor of the Counseling and 
Student Development Center, 
said that seasonal affective disor- 
der varies from person to person. 
"People are affected at some 
point in the winter (duc| to vary- 
ing degrees |of| cold tempera- 
tures and gray days," she said. 
According to WebMD, 
wum>.webmd.com, the disorder is 
sometimes referred to as the 
winter blues, because SAD is the 
reoccurring episodes of depres- 
sion that mainly takes place in 
the winter, months each year. 
The site breaks SAD down 
into a few central characteristics. 
The first is that a major depres- 
sive episode begins at the same 
time each year, usually in 
September or October, and ends 
at the same time each year, usu- 
ally in April or May. Second, a 
significant absence of the symp- 
toms occurs throughout the rest 
of the year, indicating a full 
recovery. Finally, the depressive 
episodes take place for at least 
two consecutive years. 
Cobb said the main symp- 
toms of this theoretically genetic 
disorder are "low energy, desire 
to sleep more than usual, [a] 
pessimistic outlook and (a) ten- 
dency to eat more." 
WebMD stated other com- 
mon symptoms include prob- 
lems concentrating, weight gain 
and moodiness such as feeling 
sad and being unusually quiet. 
According to the Web site, 
doctors typically diagnose 
SAD by analyzing a person's 
medical history, performing a 
physical exam to rule out other 
causes of the symptoms and 
sometimes administrating a 
wrilten questionnaire. 
-66  
I've been able to 
witness [the] symptoms 
first-hand and I know it 
can be quite difficult to 
deal with. 
-KeUeyWotft 
graduate student 
55 
While she is not certain quite 
how common SAD is among 
college students, Cobb said she 
has seen students who have it 
come into the Counseling and 
Student Development Center. 
Graduate student Kelley 
Wolfe said she knows someone 
with the disorder and 
describes the individual as 
feeling depressed mainly 
because she is unable to enjoy 
the outdoors as she would in 
the summer months. 
"I've been able to witness her 
symptoms first-hand, and I 
know it can be quite difficult to 
deal with," Wolfe said. 
As far as treatment for SAD, 
Cobb said, "There are certain 
light treatments which are very 
effective [that] can be purchased 
in many pharmacies." In addi- 
tion, she said the new Serotonin- 
specific Re-uptake Inhibitors 
antidepressant medications are 
somewhat successful in alleviat- 
! ing symptoms. 
According to WebMD, anoth- 
er possible option for treatment 
of SAD is counseling, such as 
"interpersonal therapy and cog- 
nitive behavioral therapy." 
Although the onset of SAD 
may be difficult for some to 
escape, Cobb said there are steps 
that can be taken to prevent it. 
Some of these steps include 
"major lifestyle buffers such as a 
good balance between rest, exer- 
cise, fulfilling relationships, 
meaningfulness in life and [a] 
sense of direction." 
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Theta Chi gives back to community Hands-on workshop 
gives decorating tips according to Cottrell. 
"The community teflda to 
look down Oil College s(u- 
dents. |nd I think it is 
admirable lh.it S college fra- 
ternity goes out ot their way 
to ,uid value to I he communi- 
ty. "   Mcadowi   -.ud,   adding 
that an on-ctnuMu drop-on 
siti' is convenlenl lor students. 
Many     places      around 
Harrisonbufg hi'lp the cause. 
mostly contributing mono- 
t.irv donations Kmart, how- 
ever otters I 10 percent dis- 
count on all tovs going 
toward the drive, according 
to -tore manager Sue 
McKecver. Customers can 
receive their discount and 
then go tO the parking lot 
where a trailer tor the new, 
unwrapped tovs is stationed. 
"I think that this |g ,m BXOBl- 
lent  program,   which   gives 
isaorlalu md customers .1 
chance to help others easily." 
McKeever MM 
Theta Chi  will  be con- 
tributing  several   hours   to 
help the Salvation Army col- 
lect enough to\s tor the 
aim's deprived children this 
vr.u as it has done the last 
two years. According to 
Cottrell, people generally 
begin to feel sorry tor the 
members after seeing them in 
the cold for five or six hours 
at a time. "If you see a broth- 
er out there freezing, you BIS 
more than welcome to stop 
by and bring them some hot 
chocolate," Cottrell said. 
At the end of "Twelve 
Days," the toys and money 
collected by the fraternity 
will be picked up by TV-3 
and then will be transported 
to Salvation Army, where the 
tovs will be distributed. 
UREC houses warm-a-winter wish tree 
1 HI <   frxmptge I 
-a-winter wish program pro- 
\ ides »;itts tor underprivi- 
leged  families recommended 
to I RIC by the Valley AIDS 
\etwoik and Mercy Mouse 
This is the tirsf vear Mercy 
House   hai   been   involved, 
according to Zagora. This 
year, 46 families, comprising 
150 Individual! are repre- 
sented on the tree 
1 said ttt.it the ihari- 
ty had received such over- 
whelming support in years 
past that they adopted the 
remaining 10 families from 
Mercy House's "Adopt a 
Family" program this season. 
The coordinators of the 
Valley AIDS Network and 
Mercy House provided UREC 
with the gender and age of 
each person and possibly a 
wish list. If no wish list is 
sent,   one   is   created   by   the 
UREC staff, Zagora said. 
Once the presents are 
returned to UREC, the staff 
will have its annual wrapping 
party Dec. 12 to wrap the gifts 
prior to sending them to the 
organizations to be distrib- 
uted among the families. 
Zagora said that the 
wrapping party  helps   the 
statt celebrate the charity of 
the season. Along with wrap- 
ping the presents, the group 
will sing holiday sortgs, 
receive a visit from Santa 
Claus and the BluesTones 
will perform 
"We are always over- 
whelmed with the generosity 
of the UREC student employ- 
ees and the JMU community," 
Zagora said. "We are hoping 
th.it this js the best vear ever ' 
I hose interested in donat- 
ing cash can contact ZaflOfS Bl 
x8-8715 or zagorajd. 
HANDS-ON, from page 1 
workshop is that it is all 
hands-on," Rowan Mid 
pointing out that all the mate- 
rials will be provided and 
participants are asked to 
bring their own clippers and 
gardening gloves. 
The class members also 
will learn about year-round 
decorating beyond the holi- 
day Mason Rowan laid she 
plans to show a how-to 
video on pruning and other 
techniques on gathering 
greenery that will help the 
participants continue their 
botanical creativity through- 
out the year. 
Sponsored by the Edith J. 
Carrier Arboretum and 
Botanical Gardens, the seminar 
will run from 9:30 am to 12:30 
p.m. This is the first annual 
workshop,      and      although 
Rowan has taught Christmas 
decor before, this is the first 
time she has held the tutorial .it 
JMU, Row .in s.iul 
Rowan said she antici- 
pates about 15 people to 
attend. Although it is open to 
students, Rowan expects 
most participants to be facul- 
ty members and other mem- 
ben of the community. "I 
love arts and crafts, and I 
think that if more students 
had heard about it, the class 
would have attracted many 
more than 15," freshman 
Rachel I'osner said. 
Although it may be too 
late to register for this year, 
the sponsors hope it will be 
such a success that next year 
a second annual workshop 
will follow. 
"If all goes well, we would 
love to do it again," Rowan said. 
Freshman Jessica Misner 
said, "I think the workshop 
sounds like it would be really 
fun. I hope they will have it 
•gain next year, or even for 
mother season or invasion " 
YELLOW CAB 
• Radio Dispatched 
• Service 10 all major airporls 
• Wheelehali accessible vehicles 
•Prompt. Courteous Service* 
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available 
with 
Win to (lave the tnp ot your Wetone? Art the tiptrty 
wtVt been mere Cancun, Jamaica, S. Florida, Belize, 
Bahamaa, Costa Rica. London. Parn, Barcelona 
i_itu.iuiii.ynn aORIOINA(.IHAVt>you,r" ""* 
188-737-6472 
HEAVENLY HAM 
182 Neff Ave„ Harrisonburg 
Behind Wal-Mart at the Valley Mall 
434-5700; 434-5011 (fax) 
Ham and Much More! 
Eat-In        Party Platters 
Take-Out        Tailgating 
$1«° off Box Lunch 
Expires: 12/15/02 
Valid in Harrisonburg store only 
Not valid on deliveries or with other offers. 
/toe ff ou 
UM the deanch id oven.' 
uv 
is your off-campus housing solution 
Hoty[accepting 
S2003* 
Apply todoif and 
have ijouri aecunity 
deposit waived 
1191 Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
4321001 irXatMOUtac 
n>fa»>\*»r* 
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SGA votes on front-end budgeting issues 
JENN ACKERMAN/crwfro 
Guest speaker James Tumage, a senior, talks to the senate, BSA, 
NAACP and other present IwJIvWuars about front-end budcettnf. 
Ml, from page 1 
Groups defined as FEB 
receive money for their 
budget up-front .it the Marl 
o4 MCh fisc.il year with no 
maximum cap on proposed 
budgets. Currently there are 
seven FEB groups in addition 
to NAACP and BSA, all of 
which were given renewed 
•ttrttis. They include Campus 
Assault ResponsE, 
lnterFraternity Council. 
Panhellenic Council, Sports 
Club Council, Student 
Ambassadors, SGA and 
University Program Board. 
Loss of FEB status OHMS 
those organizations must gen- 
■nfa their own funds to cover 
expenses and may request up 
to $4,000 in contingency 
funds from SGA on a case-by- 
case basis, according to Kick 
Larson, assistant vice presi- 
dent of Student Life. 
To acquire and maintain 
FEB status, SGA bylaws state 
that "the organization has a 
wide campus impact and 
impact a large percentage of 
the student populace" and 
that "the --kiils. knowledge, 
enlightenment and education 
that students gain from this 
group should be so great that 
it must be budgeted on the 
front end versus contingency" 
Several senators said tluv 
wondered why the mission 
■statement of NAACP was 
amended. The organization 
replied that it wanted to 
make its mission statement 
more encompassing and to 
incorporate more of the dif- 
ferent minority segments on 
campus. NAACP advisor 
Celeste Thomas said the mis- 
sion statement was changed 
to be more inclusive of 
everyone that the organiza- 
tion services. 
According to NAACP 
President Jeremy Coleman, a 
senior, the word "political" 
was removed from the si,iu 
ment because its meaning 
had been "horribly mistak- 
en NAACP Vice President 
Kcntyn Fauntleroy, a junior, 
said, "We are not a political 
organization; we are a civil 
rights organization." 
These statements were in 
response to previous expla- 
nations citing NAACP as a 
political organization moti- 
vating the revokation of 
NAACP's funding, accord- 
ing to Goodman. 
NAACP members said 
they had very little time to 
prepare for the original 
finance review and thus 
were not able to compile as 
lengthy or comprehensive an 
argument as desired. 
Goodman said NAACP had 
just as much notice as the 
other FEB groups. 
During their presentation 
to the Senate, the NAACP 
addressed each specific FEB 
requirement and how they 
met that requirement. They 
gave examples of events 
NAACP has sponsored, pro- 
moted themselves ,is the only 
FEB-funded civil and human 
rights organization and noted 
a number of speakers the 
group brought to campus 
Following the presentation 
was a question-and-answer 
SCSSiOfl where senators could 
ask members of NAACP and 
Goodman questions to clarify 
the situation. 
The bill with the amended 
mission statement will be 
considered at Thursday's 
weekly finance committee 
meeting to be held at 5 p.m. 
in Taylor 304, according to 
junior Tom Culligan, SGA 
director of communications. 
Claytor said, "! would 
encourage people to still 
come out and support the 
NAACP, because their fight 
still isn't over yet." 
Community responds to tenant noise levels 
COMMUNITY, from page 1 
one of the long-term effects of 
this ordinance would be a shift 
from renting to owning proper- 
tii-s because rental corporations 
would be driven fmm the city. 
"You are forcing current 
landlords to sell their units, 
going to owner-occupied hous- 
ing," Williams said. 
Other speakers argued that 
tenants, not landlords, ulti- 
mately should be responsible 
tor their actions. 
"We should punish those 
who do the crime for the 
crime," local resident Harry 
Chandler said. 
Several speakers elaborat- 
ed on the issue of KSponefbUI 
ty of the landlords for their 
tenants. Local resident Les 
Bowl said, "If you have a con- 
tinuing problem at one house 
or complex, then you have .in 
issue with the landlord." 
Kathy Slusher of Old Town 
Harrisonburg also encour- 
snd landlords to select and 
educate their tenants. 
"I urge you to realize that 
they are young adults and that 
for many this is their first time 
living away from home," 
Slusher said. She said that 
landlords should teach ten- 
ants to be contributing mem- 
bers of the neighborhood by 
keeping the noise level down 
and the yards free of debris. 
The vote on this ordinance 
has been postponed until Jan. 14, 
2003. It is up for its second vote, 
having been approved once by 
City Council at the Nov. 12 meet- 
ing. According to Fitzgerald, it s 
standard procedure to vote 
twice on ordinances. 
"The message we're try- 
ing to send is simple," 
Fitzgerald said. "Don't wake 
up your neighbors." 
Faculty, SGA, BSA, NAACP educate students on FEB 
FACULTY, from page i 
populace," a required criterion. 
A primary topic was confu- 
sion over the definition of the 
ptnst 'campus-wide impact." 
"That's why [senate] has 
debated, because there is not a 
definition of campus-wide 
impact," Goodman said. "I feel, 
and it was the opinion of the 
committee, that ISA impacts 
predominantly one minority 
group." The committee also felt 
that NAACP is a political 
organization, promoting a spe- 
cific viewpoint on appnwehing 
ideals, according to Goodman. 
Senior Jacquie Maier voiced 
strong opinions concerning the 
issue of campus-wide impact. 
She felt that members of SGA 
don't attend pn>grams given by 
NAACP and BSA and thus can- 
not judge the degree of impact 
that tin's*' organizations have. 
"Impact is not what is placed 
upon you. You have to go and 
s,vk it," Mauersaid It's all rel- 
ative. As a white student 1 
believe diversity is important. 
and 1 go to these programs 
There are more than just 
African-American students at 
the events that BSA and 
NAACP sponsor." 
In response, Culligan said 
that SGA is composed of 140 
members who are all active in 
the community, adding that he 
believes the members are a 
varied representation of the 
campus population 
"There are people in SGA 
who are also members of BSA 
or NAACP," Culligan said. 
A primary point in BSA's 
argument to retain FEB fund- 
ing was that they work to pro- 
mote minority student recruit- 
ment and retention at JMU. 
When questioned about the 
effects that cutting FFB status 
would have on that recruit- 
ment,    Culligan    addressed 
SGA's concerns on the matter. 
"We are worried about the 
impact and perspective this is 
placing on JMU since it is so 
easily misconstrued, especially 
with it being broadcast on the 
radio and in newspapers across 
Virginia," Culligan said. "SGA 
has to look at this fn>m a purely 
financial perspective." 
Another issue was where 
money allocated to BSA and 
NAACP would go if revoked. 
According to Goodman, it will 
either be totally cut from SGA's 
budget, be divided up among 
the remaining FFB gnwps or be 
added to contingency funds. 
Musical seasoning 
MUSICAL, from page 1 
John Little and In D.il Choi. 
"It is a stunning work, and 
the Chorale, Chamber 
Orchestra and soloists have 
worked very hard and sound 
neat/* Reid said. 
McCashin said, "It is a ter- 
rific experience for the stu- 
dents in any of our ensembles 
to have an opportunity to play 
the master works, and the 
Bach 'Christmas Oratorio' cer- 
tainly ranks as a master work 
for chorus and orchestra." 
After intermission, the 
C h.imber Orchestra will per- 
form "Christmas Concerto" 
by Arcangelo Corelli and 
adecttOM from Tchaikovsky's 
"Nutcracker Suite," accord- 
ing to McCashin. "It's all 
incredibly enjoyable in musi- 
cal content and spirit," 
McCashin said. 
Before the concert, the JMU 
IM.!--. I nsemble, directed by 
Kevin Stees, will provide pre- 
concert holiday music begin- 
ning at 3:30 p.m., Reid said. 
Together with the Chamber 
Orchestra, the Brass Ensemble 
will lead the audience in a tra- 
ditional sing-a-long in the sec- 
ond half of the concert. 
Continuing the festivities, 
the audience will proceed to the 
Quad for the lighting of (Mil's 
holiday tree. The event, emceed 
by SG A President U'\ .11 Stoney, 
will feature the Contemporary 
Gospel Singer-, and the Brass 
Ensemble leading the audience 
in ,1 can>l sing, according to Bill 
Posey, director of concert and 
support sen-id's tor the School 
of Music. Vice President of 
Student Affairs Mark Warner 
will light the holiday tree, 
which is donated by local farm- 
ers or landowners, according to 
Posey. Hot chocolate and cook- 
ies will be provided. 
"What I like most about 
the tradition is that it pro- 
vides an opportunity for 
Harrisonburg/ Rockingham 
County residents, student- 
faculty and staff to join 
together to reflect upon and 
appreciate the holiday sea- 
son," Warner said. 
Posey said, "It's a great way 
to start the holidav sfttson with 
theJMUfamiK 
For reservations to the con- 
cert, call the JMU Masterpiece 
Season box office at X8-7000. 
SSI 
it's not for everyone, 
but that's [the point] 
Sure, Army ROTC isn't a piece of cake. After all, in here you'll push yourself. Test your limits. 
And in the process, develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think oq your feet and be 
a good leader and decision maker. You could even get a scholarship. Register today for an Army 
ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone." 
ARMY ROTC   Unlike any other college course you can take. 
Sign up for classes nowl 
Contact CPT Rosenkranzat 568-3633 
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Soref fellow speaks on 
world of Hizbollah 
NEWS 
SOUKF, from page S 
•age, which is to destroy Israel." 
A typical 30-minute news 
segment on "Al-Manar," accord- 
ing to Jorisch, goes as follows: 
The first 17 minutes are devoted 
to aggressions of the Zionist 
Entity, minutes 17 through 20 
discuss U.S. terrorist operations 
in Afghanistan, minutes 21 
through 24 engage Lebanese 
domestic politics and minutes 24 
through 30 recap sports. 
-U  
This discussion realIx 
informed me on 
Hizbollah's goals and 
how they evolved. 
— Jason Caine 
freshman 
Some of the more popular 
shows include "The Spider's 
HOUM* in which members ol 
Hizbollah discuss and look for 
weakness of the Zionist Entity, 
comparing Israel to a spider's 
web that looks strong, but is 
really weak. Jorisch said the 
show "Blood On The Rifle," 
promotes suicide bombings and 
guerrilla warfare. 
Student reaction to the lec- 
ture was positive. "I thought the 
presentation was very interac- 
tive," junior Louis Dodero said 
of the informal presentation 
"Jorisch was a great speaker, 
and seemed very informed " 
Freshman Jason Caine said, 
"I didn't really understand the 
hMory of this particular terror- 
ist group. I know they all have 
different names and different 
goals, and not all of them are 
united. This discussion really 
informed me on Hizbollah's 
.ils and how thev evolved." 
Speaker 
lectures on 
Islamic past 
SMUMEt, from page) 
about (he history of Islam. He 
commented on the quick spread 
of Islam into a strong empire 
and the goal to establish the 
kingdom of God on earth. He 
also discussed the effectiveness 
of the first organized oil embar- 
go in 1973 that "greatly ham- 
pered the West." 
Students also benefited from 
1-evtzion's lecture, entitled 
"Islam and Politics: Lessons 
from the Past." 
Freshman Ashley Bullard 
said she found the speech 
"enlightening and full of Isl.un 
culture and history not ade- 
quately covered by the media." 
Freshman Jennifer Ash said 
Levtzion provided different 
views of Islam. "[Thel average 
American is overwhelmed by 
information focused on Islam 
neKAtive stereotypes," Ash said. 
P01JCE LOG, from page 2 
A JMU student reported a 
small dent to the rear passen- 
ger side door of a vehicle in 
the parking deck between 
Nov. 26 and Nov. 27. 
A ROTC van was reportedly 
damaged between Nov. 24 at 6 
p.m. and Nov. 25 at 8 JO am. The 
van was denied on the driver 
side in front of the rear wheel, 
scratched all the way down the 
passenger side and trie passenger 
side mirror also was broken off. 
Possession of Marijuana 
Jordan    M.   Cooke,    19,   of 
Mahopac, N.Y., was .un-icil 
and charged with possession of 
marijuana Nov. 23 at 12:13 p.m. 
Steven M. McGlnigle, 18, of 
Chapel Hill, N.C., was arrested 
and charged with possession of 
marijuana Nov. 24 at 4:06 p.m. 
Jeffrey N. Jordan Jr., 19, of 
Roanoke. was arrested and 
charged with possession of 
m.iri|i].\na Nov. 25 at 2:15 p.m. 
Number of drunk in public 
charges since Aug. 26: 65 
\Good luck on finals 
and have a safe 
Winter Break!! 
Seats five, has 53 cubic 
feet of cargo space, and 
is available with 180 hp 
and a 6-speed manual 
shift. Even evolution 
can't fully explain it. 
62002 TOYOIA MOTOR SALES. USA. INC BUCKLE UP 
DO IT FOR THOSE WHO LfflfE YOU 'MSRPINCLU0ES 
DELIVERY. PROCESSING AND HANDUNG FEE. EXCLUDES TAX. 
TITLE. LICENSE, OPTIONS ANO REGONAUY RE00IRED 
EQUIPMENT ACTUAL DEALER PRICE MAY VARY 
Saturday 
Dec. 7th 
An End of 
Z Semester 
SPECIAL EVENT! 
AMERICAN MUSIC AWARD WINNER 
& REST UNSIGNED RAND IN AMERICA 
with their special guest, 
Female Sensation 
owle" 
10 pm, 18 & up 
Tickets for this special JMU event will be sold at 
a discount price, just $7.00! 
Tickets available at Mainstreet Bar & Grill 
and Plan 9 Music in Harrisonburg. 
153 South Mainstreet. Harrisonburg 
For More Information Call 
432.9963 
Visit Us at Our Website 
www.mainstreetrocks.com 
Olde Mill Village 
"It's more laid-back over here...and 
you can't beat the price and location." 
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease. 
* *     *     *     * 
"This is great! This is definitely a 
'best kept secret'." 
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village 
* *     *     *     * 
Free ether net, cable, and 
phone service in each room! 
Now for thr 2003-2004 school year. 
Office hours:  9 am-12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday, 
10 am-2 pm Saturday 
11 ASouthAve. 
432-9502 
www.oldemillvillage.com 
~~^/|pvANrAC;i: niAin 
yf \NA>.IMINI i.wn:r aa 
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One can only wonder what 
prompted this change of heart. 
tee house editorial, below 
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Now — and perhaps for the better — we 
turn toward fictional "pro-eaters" like 
Homer Simpson and Tony Soprano for 
comfort... 
ZAK SALIH 
senior 
see column, pas* 11 
HOUSE     EDITORIAL 
FEB decision shows SGA weakens under pressure 
After weeks of heated 
debates and mounting pres- 
sure, the Student Covemment 
Association has allowed the 
Black Student Alliance to 
escape unscathed, with its 
front-end budget status com- 
fortably assured (see story Page 
1). An overwhelming majority 
of senators — 54 to 9 — voted 
Tuesday night to reject the SGA 
Finance Committee's recom- 
mendation that BSA be denied 
FEB status because it did not 
meet the set criteria. 
One can only wonder what 
prompted this change of heart. 
The SGA charged its finance com- 
mittee with one task at its Nov. 14 
meeting in Carrier Library to 
reevaluate FFB groups to deter- 
mine if they still met FEB require- 
ments. According to the Nov. 18 
issue of The Breeze, the finance 
committee voted to cut both the 
BSA and the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored 
People from FEB status. 
It would be logical that the 
SGA would follow the recom- 
mendation of the commitUr il 
appointed to give expert advice 
on whether or not a group met 
FEB criteria. Tuesday night, 
however, a month after the 
decision was made, the senate 
made it clear that the commit- 
tee's recommendation carried 
little weight. 
Until the night before the 
senate was to vote, the topic still 
was being hotly debated. 
Representatives from SGA, 
NAACP and BSA held a forum 
Monday night to discuss 
whether the groups met FEB cri- 
teria (see story Page 1). The big 
question centered on the defini- 
tion of a group having a "cam- 
pus-wide impact," one of the 
four criteria for FEB status. SGA 
Finance Committee chairman 
junior Mike Goodman main- 
tained the position he held since 
the committee's initial meeting: 
that BSA did not have a cam- 
pus-wide impact, nor did it 
impact a large percentage of the 
student populace. "I felt, and it 
was the opinion of the commit 
tee, that BSA impacts predomi- 
nantly one minority group," 
Goodman saul 
At the same forum, sopho- 
more Tom Culligan, SGA 
director of communications, 
said "We are worried about 
the impact and perspective 
this is placing on JMU since it 
is so easily misconstrued." 
It is possible th.it the senate 
reached this inevitable decision 
based on the cold hard facts of 
the issue, but it seems more like- 
ly that SGA became caught up 
in the racial debate that over- 
shadowed the issue. According 
to the Nov. 25 issue of The Breeze, 
the SGA found itself being pres- 
sured by students, alumni and 
administrators to support the 
BSA and NAACP in the funding 
debate. SGA President Levar 
Stoney reported receiving 30 e- 
mails and 15 telephone calls 
from alumni demanding the 
SGA allow the groups to retain 
FEB status. Administrators 
broke precedent and sat in on 
the senate's Nov. 23 meeting, 
asking that speaking time be 
yielded to them in order to 
plead support for BSA. 
Sophomore Matt Gray, SGA 
president pro tempore, said, 
"Senators are being genuinely 
frightened. They're so angry 
and upset." 
What began as a simple 
financial decision quickly esca- 
lated into an emotional debate 
over the importance of minori- 
ty organizations on campus. 
Given the circumstances, if sen- 
ators were "genuinely fright- 
ened" and overwhelmed with 
the tangential implications of 
their decisions, who could 
blame them if their desire to 
defuse a hot situation super- 
seded their desire to make a 
sound financial decision? As it 
is each SGA member's duty, 
however, not to cave under 
pressure and not to subvert his 
or her own convictions in favor 
of placating constituents, it is 
disappointing that many SGA 
members did just that. 
The ongoing debate contin- 
ues as the SGA voted Tuesday 
to postpone voting on 
NAACP's FEB status until its 
newly amended mission state- 
ment can be reevaluated. In 
the time that elapsed between 
tnc hnance committee's origi- 
nal recommendation and 
Tuesday's senate meeting, 
NAACP reworded its mission 
statement, conveniently 
expanding its inclusivity and 
omitting any words implying 
it was a political organization 
— changes that put its mission 
statement directly in line with 
the criteria that would allow it 
to remain front-end budgeted. 
The new statement goes to the 
finance committee to be 
reviewed today. Will the com- 
mittee buy into NAACP's 
changes and alter their budg- 
eting tune? Hopefully, SGA 
will be able to look at the issue 
objectively and make the best 
financial decision. 
Darts 
f>ans A Pals are submitted anonymously 
and primed on a space-available basis. 
Submissions are based upon one person s 
opinion of a given situation. per.\<>/ 
and da not necessarily reflect the truth 
Pat... 
A "let-it-snow" pat to the two musi- 
cians who spontaneously played 
Christmas carols on the Quad last Tuesday 
when it began to snow. 
From someone u4to went home for the lioli- 
day with an even bigger smile than usual, hop- 
ing there'll be an encore 
Dart... 
A "your-timing-sucks" dart to the 
I larrisonburg traffic commission for decid- 
ing to install a traffic light right in front of 
Interstate 81 on the day that all 15,000 stu- 
dents were rushing to get home. 
Sent in by a frustrated sophomore who start- 
ed her six-hour drhv home by spending 15 nun 
utes getting out cfAshby, only to sit for another 
20 minutes before getting on 1-81. 
Pat... 
A "thank-you-for-bringing-llanukk.ih n 
early-this-year" pat to the Hebrew calendar 
Sent in by a jew who loves nothing 
more than when the eight craziest nights 
of the year are not overshadowed by 
lesus Christ's birthday. 
The Breeze 
Editor 
Managing editor 
Ads manager 
News editor 
News editor 
AMI. news editor 
Opinion editor 
Style editor 
Asat. style editor 
Focus editor 
Sports editor 
Asst. sports editor 
Copy editor 
Copy editor 
Jcinin* Gjjewski 
Travis Clingc npcrl 
Gail < tupolini 
David Ciementenn 
Mijhl Gjrriott 
Kyra Papafil 
|e«Hca Hanc bury 
Brrnnj Walton 
Alison Fargo 
Lisa ManrlU 
Drew Wilton 
Dan Bowman 
Lucia Lodato 
Lauren York 
Photo editor 
Photo editor 
Art Direttor 
Graphics editor 
Webmaster 
Online editor 
MiM editor 
Ada m 
Pats 
E-mail darts and pals lo bree2edp0hounail.com 
Dart... 
An Tm-glad-safety-is-job-one" dart to JMU 
Parking Services who seem to feel its OK to give 
out zillions of tickets in the parking deck, but 
won't get the elevator that is 11 months past due 
for inspection checked out. 
From a sophomore who wonders what his SI40 
parking pass pays for and will be very angry if he is 
given a ticket anywhere on campus when the univer- 
sity ticketing fails lo fulfill Us obligations 
Pat... 
A "you-fed-a-hungry-child" pat to a really 
nice guy who used his punch to pay for my din- 
ner at Dukes Sunday night. 
Sent in by a somewhat embarrassed but very 
tlmnkful sophomore who forgot about the 3:30 p.m. 
dinner punch rule and didn't hatv any Dining 
Dollars left. 
Dart... 
A who-does-that?" dart to the disturbed 
individual who decided to steal my toilet scat 
and cover Saturday night, forcing me lo resort to 
squatting all day Sunday 
From a sore-legged junior who thinks that's a pret- 
ty crappy way of thanking someone for providing you 
with free alcoliol all night Ion? 
RacheMr Larroii 
Laura Dean 
Hi.Iijul Tharp 
Sarah si.mil/ 
Theresa Sullivan 
Kevin Marinak 
Sieve Crmbrintkl 
Flip De I II, j 
Alan Neckntvilr. 
"To bWpren alone, chmimd M it is with abuses, 
the toorld is indebted for all the triumph which' 
Irnv been gained by 
reason and humanity over error and oppression." 
— lames Madison 
EDITORIAL  POLICY 
The home editorial reflects rhe i .pinion of rhe editorial 
hard ai a whole, and i. noi nr.ru.inly thr opinion ifiny 
individual ,t.,rt mrmhri nt iTlr flreere. 
Editorial Board: 
Jranlnr (iawjeiki hditor 
Travii Clinimpeel Managing Editor 
Jnaiea Hanrburv Opinion Editor 
Lerten to the editor should Ke no more than 500 words, 
columns should he no mere rhin 1000 word., and h.th 
will he published on a space available basis. They must he 
drlivered ro TV Brrerr hy noon Tursday at 5 pars, Friday. 
TV Brerrc rrterves thr right to edit f.ir clarity and space 
The opinions In this section do not nrcrssarily irflr, i 
(lie . .pinion ol the newspaper lhis«.trl. or James 
Madivm Univrioii 
H ZAK SALIH BETWEEN THE LINES 
Holiday gluttony 
looked down upon 
-66  
... the message remains 
the same: indulge too 
much in food and 
great troubles await. 
 95 
In Dante's "Inferno" — 
written centuries before the 
health-conscious preaching of 
Jenny Craig and the advent of 
the Weight Watchers point sys- 
tem — those who perpetrated 
the sin of gluttony were con- 
signed to the third circle of the 
poet's imaginary hell. In this 
arena, the souls of the sinners 
repeatedly would be ripped 
apart and eaten by Cerberus, 
the three-headed, mythological 
dog with the temperament of 
an undomesticated Clifford. 
The descriptions read like an 
eternal punishment more 
painful than a three-week stay 
at a fat farm or a freezer full of 
tasteless low-fat microwave 
dinners. On the Wednesday 
before Thanksgiving — also 
known as All Gluttons Eve — 
one can turn on the television 
and heat the latest medical 
findings on how to avoid 
clogged arteries and how to 
properly count calories while 
you eat; switch to TI.C or The 
Discovery Channel and you 
can watch masked doctors suck 
away the fatty deposits of 
celebrities or attempt to revive 
an obese man from cardiac 
arrest to the monotonous 
soundtrack of his flat-lined 
pulse. Whether it's the 
medieval 14th century or the 
nu-diated 21st century, the mes- 
sage remains the same: Indulge 
too much in food and great 
troubles await 
Yet how does one reconcile 
the punishments visited by 
mythological canines and con- 
gested arteries with the holiday 
season, that festival of food that 
reaches its peak with 
Thanksgiving and Christmas, 
then climaxes with the clinking 
of full champagne flutes on New 
Year's Eve? How can we even 
begin to enjoy ourselves when 
we constantly are surrounded 
by bountiful meals celebrating 
the end of Ramadan. Christmas, 
Kwanzaa. Hanukkah and 
Woody Allen's birthday? 
Overeating remains a secre- 
tive vice in contemporary socie- 
ty.; if sex is out in the open now, 
then overeating looms behind 
closed doors. Overeating — 
that is, eating for pleasure and 
not satiation — is an activity 
praised by money-hungry fast 
food advertising executives 
and panned by body-conscious 
clothing marketing CEOs. Less 
and less does one feel comfort- 
able indulging himself or her- 
self when it comes to eating. In 
public, it's "a nip here, "a 
piece there;" in the private safe- 
ty of our cars at drive-thrus, it's 
"super-size this" and "super- 
size that." Overweight individ- 
uals like myself find our mas- 
cots of old — those whose 
appearance told us it's OK to 
U'l go once in a while — disap- 
pearing. These fallen idols opt 
to take the easy way out 
through catastrophically 
expensive stomach surgeries 
instead of struggling and 
-AM.iting on treadmills or in 
racquetball courts. Now — and 
perhaps for the better — we 
turn toward fictional "pro- 
eaters" like Homer Simpson 
and Tony Soprano for comfort, 
to validate our vice and instill 
us with the belief (however 
temporary) that overweight 
people can be attractive to oth- 
ers, can be taken seriously, can 
be threatening or gentle and 
can kick some serious ass. 
Mow would Tony Soprano 
celebrate the holidays, I won- 
der? No doubt the mobster, 
who feasts weekly on Turkey 
Hill ice cream sundaes Italian 
cold cuts and pastries, would 
indulge himself to no end. This, 
see ISSUES, page 8 
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"/ will just end up 
working. That's not a 
good answer." 
Traber Smith 
sophomore, physics 
"Recover from the 
extra week of 
partying." 
Ivy Hobson 
junior, sociology 
"My boyfriend is 
visiting and I'm 
going to clubs with 
my crew." 
"I'm graduating next 
week, so it doesn't 
-'■ really matter." 
TALLY JOHNSTON/nwnlwi.i, ptwtrurh,. 
Nicole Zavros 
freshman, biology 
Andrew Bush 
senior, anthropology 
Topic: What will you do with the extra Week of Winter Break? 
Holiday food gets bad rap in recent decades 
HOIJMY.trpmpageS 
then, is the message all of us — 
fat or thin — should adapt to 
the current proliferation of 
calorie packed holiday dishes: 
Go ahead and pig out. Now is 
the worst time to pull out the 
calculator and count calories, 
to pass on the second helping 
of ham. mashed potatoes or 
pumpkin pie, to concern our- 
selves with the physical and 
mental damage overeating can 
inflict on the self-conscious 
and weak-minded. 
Already I've begun my hol- 
iday indulgence — though the 
people who live around me 
will swear the indulgonu i. 
continuous and not holiday- 
oriented. As I write these 
words, the Thanksgiving ban- 
quet is making a slow, daily 
progress through my digestive 
system: antipasti, a 30-pound 
turkey (for nine people), 
sausage stuffing, broccoli 
casserole, mashed potatoes, 
sweet potato surprise — not 
like  the   snake   surprise   in 
"Indiana (ones and the Temple 
of Doom" but only a harmless 
layer of coconut and brown 
sugar — assorted Italian pas- 
tries and cookies, apple and 
pecan pie, soda, coffee, wine, 
•"BRnog, tea, hot chocolate 
Every meal eaten between now 
and Christmas will be merely 
interim meals, weigh stations 
between Thanksgiving and the 
cuisine of another bloated 
Hallmark Christmas. 
Of course,  the  holidays 
arc noted for their thankful- 
ness, a theme that should nc. 
be forgotten during the sea- 
son of 40 percent off sales 
and leftovers in Tupperware. 
All too often we associate 
thankfulness with abstinence 
when being thankful can 
involve indulgence as well, 
thanking whoever or what- 
ever for every single unnec- 
essary bite or sip we are per- 
mitted, in our fortune, to 
take and enjoy. 
For those consumed by nutri- 
tional and emotional woes dur- 
ing this annual feeding frenzy, let 
us offer a moment of silence. As 
for the rest of us, those who are 
unafraid to immerse themselves 
temporarily in the hedonism and 
gluttony of the season: eat, drink, 
be merry and thankful. The 
three-headed dogs and grave 
medical advice can wait for the 
wintry silence of early 2003. 
After all. we can always make 
losing weight our New Year's 
resolution. 
Zak    Salih    is    t    junior 
English and SMAD major. 
Break is 
cancelled. 
(just kidding.) 
Well, see ya later. 
Way later. 
Like January. 
Think you may be 
pregnant? 
HARRISONBURG 
LPxeqnancu   Gzntzx 
FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTS 
Call 434-7528 
FEELING SPIRITUALLY DISCONNECTEDP 
"Vie respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person." 
We provide an atmosphere to assist you in 
realizing your own spiritual path. 
For further information about IMU campus meetings, 
contact Merle Wenger. mrfurn@msn.com 
Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists 
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE 
http://HUUweb.org     Phone: 867-0073     Sunday Worship 10:30 AM 
433-3322 
and 
564 - 2770 
Christmas Gift Certificates on Sale 
Candie's Spa 
THE LOOK 
Corner of UoirtMmr Bh-d 
ind RiHr"¥« 
(*<roti from SSwa) 
Wilfcint Dnunu from 
SunChlH. Sion. Gilt. Bli» &<%« 
Polemic > CMuonte 
Professional 
HAIRSTYLINC -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA & MASSAGE 
Perms  1/2 Price 
Full Body 
Massage $2S 
Gift Certificates 
Available 
$ 1.00 Tanning Visits 
(minimum purchase 
10 visits-no limit) 
FREE Soft Drink 
with any 
Hair Service 
Haircuts $10 
Highlights S35 
Pay with FLEX 
Get Ready for life Skills 
cob.jmu.edu/lifeskills 
SOLD OUT LAST YEAR! 
Call 568-3249 or 
stop by Zane Showker 621 
TODAY! 
Real Skills for Real Life 
Tuesday Nights 
January 14 - February 25 
7-9 PM, 105 Zane Showker 
Learn Valuable Skills in: 
Personal Banking • Legal Matters 
Insurance Issues & Options 
Financial Planning • Financial Markets 
Career & Life Planning 
Job Search Fundamentals 
Only $169 -14 hours with 
area industry experts! 
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USE YOUR DETECTIVE INSTINCTS 
AND FIND THE BREEZE NEAR YOU 
On-campus 
Alumnae Hall 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 
Burruss Hall 
Carrier Library 
Chandler Hall 
CISAT 
Duke Hall 
Facilities Management 
Frederikson Hall 
Frye Building 
Gibbons Dining Hall 
Godwin Bus Stop 
Godwin Hall 
Harrison Hall 
Health Center 
Hillcrest House 
Hoffman Hall 
Huffman Hall 
Jackson Hall 
Johnston Hall 
Keezell Hall 
Maury Hall 
Medical Arts 
Miller Hall 
Modular Building 
Moody Hall 
Mr. Chips 
Music Building 
PC Dukes 
Roop Hall 
Sheldon Hall 
Shenandoah Hall 
Sonner Hall 
Taylor Hall 
Theatre II 
UREC 
Varner House 
Wampler Hall 
Warren Hall 
Wellington Hall 
Wilson Hall 
Zane Showker Hall 
Off-campus 
Anthony's Pizza 
Artful Dodger 
Biltmore Grill 
Calhoun's 
Dukes Mobil 
Hole in the Wall 
Jess' Quick Lunch 
Laughing Dog 
Luigi's 
Main Street Bar & Grill 
Mike's Mini-Mart 
Mr. Gatti's 
Mr. J's Bagels 
Nautilus Fitness Center 
Neighbor's Exxon 
Pizza Hut 
Port Road Exxon 
Purple Dawg 
Runner's Corner 
Simple Pleasures 
Spanky's 
The Look 
These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations tor The Breeze 
Classes starting soon! 
Classes for the April 26, 2003 MCAT 
I'-ilsflTlTiTl^i r irirlTl ?|? TrlTlTl?! f iwivi z\'r\?\"?\? 
Jamos Madison University Hsrrisonburg. VA 
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Call or visit us online today to enroll! 
KAPLAN 
1-800-KAP  TEST 
kaptest.com 
AOL keyword: Kaplan 
tl i» ( >tf««M 'rM 
Last Chance Before Break 
to Get Your 
Chanello's Pizza Fix 
The Campus Pizza 
Large    $ ^r .99    ^ ^Am 
2 Topping O        W 
Pizza 
The Campus Pizza 
OPEN UNTIL 
3 am everyday 
for Exam Week 
JAC accepted on delivery 
even during the break 
"■A JAC 574-4700 
425 N. Main St • Harrisonburg 
Hours: 
Sun-Wed. 11 am-2 am 
Thurs-Sat. 11 am-3:30 am 
Monday 
Deal 
2 Large 1 Topping 
Pizzas 
Tuesday 
Deal 
Add a Two Liter 
Coke 
Wednesday 
Deal 
Add an Order of 
Breadsticks 
The Chanello's Crew 
wishes you a happy and 
safe holiday season. 
See you soon in 
the New Year! 
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3 This is what a textbook looks like when you're done with it, 
You'll need stuff. 
GASH FOR B 
No matter where you bought them, 
we'll buy them back.* 
O JAMES 
^MADISON 
UNIVERSITY. 
BOOKSTORE 
I main ItooUnrc Building' I'hnrn  W 
Additional Buyback Locations: 
Ashby Crossing Club House     Dec. 9-12 9am-5pm 
Zane Showker Lobby           Dec. 9-13 '              9am-Spm 
Festival, College Center         Dec. 9-12 1 lam-7pm 
& Dec. 13 llam-3pm 
Get used books early at efollett.com 
'current market value applies 
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MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
vs. 
AKRON 
rfMjM/AL 
Saturday 
December 7 
7 p.m. 
Convocation Center 
WHSV TV 3 and JMU ATHLETICS 
1   ~~" 
Students, faculty and staff are encouraged 
to bring an unwrapped toy to the game to 
donate to the toy drive. 
ATTENTION JMU STUDENTS 
AFROTC 
SCHOLARSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES 
UP TO $15,000 PER YEAR 
The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC 
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor 
You may reach me at 540-438-1000 
71 Court Square, Suite B 
Harrisonburg 
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS 
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES 
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
DRUG OFFENSES 
TRAFFIC OFFENSES 
Tuesday, December IP 
UREC Smoothie Bar closes at 9:30 pm 
Wednesday. December 11 
Let's Go! closes at 2:00 pm 
Mrs. Green's closes at 2:00 pm 
Lakeside Express closes at 11:00 pm 
C-Store East closes at 12:00 Midnight 
Thursday. December 12 
Market One closes at 2:00 pm 
PC Dukes closes at 10:00 pm 
TDU Java City closes at 9:30 pm 
Festival Java City closes at 8:00 pm 
Friday. Pecemfrer 13 
Madison Grill closes at 2:00 pm 
Festival closes at 2:00 pm 
Chick-fil-A closes at 2:00 pm 
Door 4 Subs doses at 2:00 pm* 
D-Hall doses at 2:00 pm 
Mr. Chips closes at 5:00 pm** 
♦Door 4 Subs will be open 11 am - 
1:30 pm on Dec. 16-20 and Jan. 2-3, 
Jan. 6-10, and reopens Jan. 13 at 11 am. 
**Mr. Chips will be open 8 am -11 am 
on Dec. 16, 8am-2pm on Dec. 
17-20, Jan. 2-3, and Jan. 6-10. 
Reopens Jan. 12 at 5 pm. 
U.S.AIRFORCE 
RO'TC 
www.virginia.edu/-afrotc/ 
1 st Lt George Torres 
at4w@virginia.edu 
(434) 924-6833 
Program is in cooperation with 
Univ of Virgina AFROTC Det 890        ^^. 
M Mty ftlQJ 
The staff at Gibbons 
Dining Hall invites 
you to join them for 
their Holiday Dinner 
on Friday, December 
6th from 4i30pm - 
7i30pm. 
(food Jluc6 OH *?i*ud&! 
?4ad (uioe <x to^e <z*td 
{fiom atC a^ u4 <M 
*Di*iuty Scivicetf 
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HOROSCOPES 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging. 
Today's Birthday (Dec. 5). You have amazing powers this year. You're smart, so don't let this opportunity 
slip away. You can achieve a goal you've had (or years. Figure out how to keep the money coming in 
without working so hard. Now is the time! i  
Aries March 21-April 19 
f. Today is an 8 - You're drawing the atten- 
uation ot those in authority. They're think- 
"' ing you could handle more responsibili- 
ty. Don't be afraid. Follow an older per- 
son's advice. 
Taurus April 20-May 20 
^^» Today is a 7 - If you have to get out of 
I^Bbtoun id find th.- best deal, you d better go 
^^W stH)n It you must wait for th*' weekend 
Saturday morning at the latest. 
Gemini May 21-June 21 
Today is a 7 - You and your mate need to 
have a talk about money. Do it now, before 
one of you spends more than the other 
> thinks you can afford. 
Cancer June 22-July 22 
Today is a 6 - All of a sudden your hero or 
heroine appears. This wi»», competent per- 
son is glad to help you carry your heavy 
load. This could be a friend or a stranger, 
but for you. he or she is an angel 
/yv\t 
e^ 
Leo July 23-Aug. 22 
Today is a 7 - Your recent burst of cre- 
jfa       ativity leads to a lot of great new proj- 
ects. How will you get them all done? 
Get organized - now! 
Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
».   Today is a 6 - You should be just about fin- 
,^n ished, -md not ,i moment too soon. Don't 
Mf\ worry about perfection anymore You're 
^StV close enough. Wrap it up! 
Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22 
.       Today is a 7 - You should almost be past the 
A I A Panning stage and the supply-acquisition 
-=J^- phase. The doing phase is fast approaching. 
Look out, world! 
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
Today is a 5 - You may be almost out of 
ideas, but that's OK. There are more ideas 
that other people have discovered and left 
for you in books. Keep hunting and you'll 
find the perfect one. 
Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
Today is an 8 - You re very persuasive now. 
^^» Be careful what you ask for, because you 
«)PL, just might Set it  But here's the rub You 
may have to pay for it. 
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Today is a 7 - You should be able to see the 
a.      light at the end of the tunnel by now. It's an 
-£k  indication of success, not the train coming. 
'*= ™ Tomorrow will be even better. 
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
A Today is a 7 - You're good at evaluations, but 
how are you at setting priorities and making 
snap decisions. You'll soon get to practice. 
Pisces Feb. 19-March 20 
Today is a 6 - You show your love in subtle 
afflW ways- You don't always come right out and 
**jF "y it. but people get the message. Make 
sure an older person knows. 
—Tribune Media Services 
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ACROSS 
1 Mineral springs 
5 Political policy 
declarations 
15 Fourth-down 
option 
16 Cinematic pet 
detective 
17 Sicilian peak 
18 "Raiders of the 
Lost Ark" co- 
star 
19Cavity: suff. 
20 Dutch com- 
mune 
21 Embers 
22 Removes 
restrictions 
24 Fails to be 
27 "Key _" 
28 In a sluggish 
way 
29 Sign of the 
future 
33 Year in Lisbon 
34 Throat 
guardian 
36 What cons do 
37 Hide proces- 
sors 
39 Military rank 
41 External: pref. 
42 Ore of lead 
44 Those elected 
45 British gun 
46 Colonial black 
cuckoos 
47 Botch 
49 Leg joint 
50 Chinese gam- 
bling game 
51 Suspect story? 
55 volente 
57 Distribute 
58 Debate hosts 
61 Saharan 
62 Itemized analy- 
ses 
63 Look after 
64 With bated 
breath 
65 On pins and 
needles 
DOWN 
1 Conjectures 
2 Play the hyp- 
ocrite 
3 "Agnes Grey" 
author 
4 "_ 17" 
5 Manufactures 
6 Part of USMA 
7 Sea nymphs 
8 been had! 
9 Marsh 
10 Perform 
11 Normandy town 
12 City south of 
Moscow 
13 Hershiser of 
baseball 
14 Without 
23 Memory 
method 
25 Pizza portions 
26 Synthetic fiber 
28 Mad 
29 Ear: pref. 
30 Performed the 
functions of a 
cleric 
31 Making textual 
corrections 
32 Jeanette 
MacDonald's 
partner 
35 Body part 
38 Persona _ 
grata 
40 Tibetan monk 
43 Do little or 
nothing 
48 Prisoner 
49 Scots' church- 
es 
50 "All That Jazz" 
director 
51 Dextrous 
beginner? 
52 Bereft 
53 Caesar's last 
date? 
54 Suitor 
56 Sea fliers 
59 General work 
of a computer 
60 Digit on the 
line? 
V 
• 
Your Housing Needs for Next Year...Met! 
Indmduall\ Leased 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath 
luxury \partments 
Phenomenal Pool and .Sunbathing Area 
Fantastic Fulh Equipped Fitness Center- 
State of the Art Clubhouse 
featuring a \\ide Screen I\ and 
Hicjh lech Stereo System 
4424800 
www.8uncha8e.com 
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Light the seventh candle, 
spin the dreidel, as JMU 
celebrates Hanukkah 
Story by senior writer Lucia Lodato • Graphics by art director Nate Tharp 
This year the day after Thanksgiving was 
more than the infamous biggest shopping 
day of the year Sunset Nov. 29 marked the 
beginning of the Jewish holiday known as 
Hanukkah, or the Festival of Lights. 
Hanukkah "commemorates the Jewish people's 
victory in the first recorded battle for religious liber- 
ty," according to the book by Rabbi Morris N. 
Kertzer, "What is a Jew?" 
According to senior Amanda Wattenmaker, pres- 
ident of JMU's chapter of Hillel (an international 
Jewish student organization), "About 2,200 years 
ago, the Greek-Syrian ruler, Anhochus IV, forbade 
the Israelites from practicing their religious practices. 
Those who practiced them anyway were killed. The 
First Temple in Jerusalem was destroyed during bat- 
tle. Mattathias the Hasmonean and his son Judah led 
the Israelites in defending their freedom." 
After the Temple was destroyed, the Israelites 
returned to find only enough oil for the Eternal 
Light (a symbol of God's presence that stays lit 
above the Torah, which are the first five books of 
the Old Testament) to bum for one day. The mir- 
acle was that the oil lasted for eight days, which 
is why Hanukkah is celebrated for eight nights, 
Wattenmaker said. 
There often are misconceptions about the cele- 
bration of Hanukkah. "Contrary to popular belief, 
Hanukkah is a fairly minor Jewish holiday," 
Wattenmaker said. Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New 
Year) and Yom Kippur (the Day of Atonement) are 
Judaism's most important holidays, she said. 
Contrary to popular belief, Hanukkah 
is a fairly minor Jewish holiday. 
—Amanda Wattenmaker 
senior 
 9? 
According to Kertzer, although the holiday is 
minor in theory, more Jews celebrate Hanukkah 
than any other Jewish holiday. The explanation is 
that because Hanukkah falls so close to Christmas, 
"it has been built up to balance Christmas in a 
Christian society," Kertzer said in his book. 
unior Ev'an Schwartz said, "It's not the Jewish 
equivalent of Christmas, as some might think." 
During the eight nights of Hanukkah, candles 
are lit in a nine-branched candelabrum known as a 
menorah- The middle candle, the shammash, is 
raised and lit first before using it to light the other 
candles, Wattenmaker said. 
On the first night, the shammash is lit and then 
used to light one candle. On the second night the 
shammash is lit again and used to light two candles 
The cycle continues with one more candle being lit 
each night through the eight consecutive nights. 
According to Kertzer, the shammash carries a 
special meaning. "Its flame gives of itself to create an 
additional flame without losing any of its own 
brightness. (It's symbolic that! we too may give of 
our love to others without losing anything for our- 
selves," Kertzer said in his book. 
Schwartz said, "It's not just about the miracle of 
—64  
It's not just about the miracle of a 
little bit of oil lasting for eight days. 
It's about dedication to the faith. 
—Evan Schwartz 
junior 
99 
a little bit of oil lasting for eight days. It's about 
dedication to the faith/' 
Another Hanukkah tradition is dreidel, a game 
with historical significance that is played during 
the holiday. "It was used when the Syrians for- 
bade the Israelites from studying the Torah," 
Wattenmaker said. "Some Israelites studied in 
secret and kept the spinning tops in case they 
were found studying so that they could quickly 
pretend that they were playing a game." 
Dreidel is both the name of the game and the 
four-sided top used to play it. There is a Hebrew let- 
ter on each side of the dreidel, standing for "Nes 
Gadol Haya Sham" or "A great miracle happened 
there," Wattenmaker said. In the game, each player 
starts with the same amount of candy, peanuts or 
chocolate coins as tokens or chips. Some also are 
placed in the middle, known as the pot. Players take 
turns spinning the dreidel, and the letter the dreidel 
lands on determines whether you add to the pot, 
take half of the pot, take all of it or do nothing. The 
game then ends when one person has all of the items. 
Another common practice in the celebration 
of Hanukkah is a gift exchange. However, gift 
giving has not always been a tradition associat- 
ed with Hanukkah. "We take part in the com- 
mercialization of the holidays, just like in 
Christmas," Schv.drtz said. 
Sophomore Amelia Cohen said, "My brother, 
sister and I get a small gift every night of 
Hanukkah (from our parents), and we each give 
ourparents one gift." 
There are several traditional foods that Jews eat 
during Hanukkah. These include latkes, which are 
potato pancakes, and donuts, according to 
Wartenmaker. "Many of (the foods of Hanukkah] 
are cooked in oil, in remembrance of the oil that 
burned in the Temple," she said. 
According to Kertzer in his book, the 
Jewish calendar is based on the lunar 
calendar, which causes Hanukkah to 
occur at different times each year. 
This year, with the holiday beginning over 
Thanksgiving break, Jewish students at JMU were 
able to spend the first two nights of Hanukkah 
with their families before returning to school for 
the last week of classes and finals. The remaining 
nights have been spent back at JMU with 
Hanukkah culminating tomorrow evening. 
"I am really glad that I was able to be home with 
my family this year for the first two nights of 
Hanukkah so that I could participate in some of my 
family's traditions," Wartenmaker said. 
Some students who celebrate Hanukkah find it 
difficult to be away from their families during the 
holiday. "Even though it's not a really big holi- 
day," junior Nicolette I-eBlanc said, "it's a family 
holiday for me ... so that's hard." 
Schwartz said, "Of course it is painful that we are 
away from our families. But it's also really cool to be 
celebrating with our friends this year." 
Many students have enjoyed sharing their 
traditions of Hanukkah with both Jewish and 
non-Jewish friends at JMU. "When I'm at school, 
I'll celebrate with my roommate ... even though 
she's Catholic," LeBlanc said. 
leBlanc said she has found a lot of people at 
JMU, particularly her roommate and suitemates, 
who want to learn more about Judaism and the cel- 
ebration of Hanukkah. Cohen said, "I got my friends 
Hanukkah presents." 
I-eBlanc said, "Also, every year we have a 
Hanukkah party with Hillel." 
Some Jewish students that live on campus 
may have trouble participating in the tradi- 
tional menorah lighting during Hanukkah 
due to rules prohibiting candles in the 
dorms. A few students have dealt with the rules by 
bringing electric menorahs with screw-in light 
bulbs to school, while some have found other 
alternatives. "I've lived in a residence hall for the 
past three years, so I have a static cling menorah 
on my window," LeBlanc said. 
For more information concerning Hillel and 
the Jewish faith, their Web site is 
uninv.jmu.edu/orgs/hilM/counseL 
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* LATE NIGHT SPECIAL * 
133-7272   [PftJMJMJSl   433-7272 
Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza, 
LARGE ONE TOPPING 
AND 
BREADSTICKS 
OXLY $10.00 
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY! 
1:30 am Mon-Thurs     3:30 am Fri & Sat 
Uf 1 2:30 am Sun 
AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03 
LARGE ONETOPPING 
$8.50 W/ COUPON 
SWOOSH 
Ski Package 
o*w ,Wtt&" *"»33 
2 nights from 
$109 
per person, 
double occupancy, 
restrictions apply, vo//rf 
opening through 12/25/02 
0°v • "* J,r"»)pT  
a few f«^«ifl .Stefe rfW Warding • Tub^ 
800-622-4121 
www.canaanresort.com 
Rockingham Cooperative 
Win a Jeep! 
#V|* 
..»  w 
Don't miss your chance 
to win this Jeep! 
Grand Prize Drawing 
12/14/02 
Complete Rules and Registration box 
available at all locations. 
Register once each day you are in one of the 
Rockingham Cooperative stores. 
Registration Deadline 12/12/02 
Sponsor-. 
Rockingham Cooperative 
Tru Value 
Mossy Oak Apparel 
Alpin Binoculars 
Bleu Water Company 
American Security Safes 
Locations: 
Harrisonburg 
Bridgewater 
Elkton 
Tlmberville 
Woodstock 
Monterey 
Sponsors: 
Hartman Motors 
Cline Energy 
Swift Rifle Scopes 
Rocky Footwear 
Verstandig Broadcasting 
Parker Compound Bows 
STYLE L Get Back to The Roots Philadelphia's premier hip-hop group releases its fifth album. "Phrenology." SM story pact 17 
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"Above all. this experience has given me 
more respect for the amount of work and 
planning that directors have to do ..." 
BRIAN KLOSKE 
senior 
999 stary MWV 
Annual 
Director's Fest 
showcases 
talent 
on, offstage 
BY CORINNR LAIRD 
contributing writer 
An annual production of 
one-act plays directed and 
designed by students Director's 
Fest, will take place this week- 
end at Theatre II 
This year's production will 
feature 11 plays, each one rang- 
ing from 15 to 40 minutes in 
length, providing a treat for any- 
one with a short attention span 
who is interested in experimen- 
tal theater and a variety of enter- 
tainment. The plays ail have 
been directed by students 
enrolled in Roger Hall's Theater 
355 class, "Directing." 
In the past, Director's Fest 
has been popular with audi- 
ences for its mosaic of the- 
atrical and directing styles 
and is a wonderful opportu- 
nity for both the actors and 
directors involved who are 
interested in experimenting 
with the art of theater, 
according to students who 
are enrolled in the class. 
Senior Amy Kurzban, 
who will direct "The One 
Thing" summed up the 
essence of the event. 
"Director's Fest is a show- 
case of students' individual 
work," Kurzban said. "It 
provides an opportunity to 
many aspiring directors to 
experiment with the craft. 
Some of the directors may be 
actors who are interested in 
gaining some perspective on 
what it is like to be on the 
other side of the stage." 
Junior Bryce Gerlach, who 
has performed in several 
Theatre II productions and will 
direct "Botticelli," agreed. 
"Directing is an excellent 
change for me as an actor. It has 
opened my eyes to a lot of 
aspects of theater," he said. 
Students in the class have 
gained valuable insight through 
working on this project. 
Senior Brian Kloske, who 
will direct "The Actor's 
Nightmare," said, "Above all, 
this experience has given me 
more respect for the amount of 
work and planning that direc- 
tors have to do and has taught 
me how to deal with very dif- 
ferent kinds of actors." 
In addition to directing, each 
student was assigned to another 
aspect of preparing a theater 
production, such as lighting, 
sound, costumes and set, giving 
them additional experience in 
behind-the-scenes work. 
Perhaps what is most unique 
about Director's Fest is the stu- 
dents' license to play with dif- 
ferent directing styles, thus giv- 
ing the audience a montage of 
theatrical productions back-to 
back, according to the students 
MORGAN RlfHUtkUjphmoiinipher 
Junior Gavin Wade rehearses a scene In "Botticelli," directed b • Junior Bryce Qerlach In 
this year's Director's Fest, running this weekend at Theatre II. llckets are $2. 
in the class. Hall anticipated 
that "the audience can expect to 
see a great variety in every set of 
plays and great differences in 
subject matter and style." 
Students also were given 
free reign in the plays they 
chose to direct, one of them 
even writing the script herself. 
"Regeneration/' was written 
by senior Becca Worthington 
and directed by junior Keith 
Foster. Worthington's second 
play performed at Theatre II 
this semester, "Regeneration" 
reflects upon a couple's divorce 
and the wife's reconciliation 
with her estranged father. In 
addition to having written this 
script, Worthington also will 
appear in "The Winged Man," 
directed by senior laura Riley. 
Kurzban said, "Director's 
Fest is a great place for stu- 
dents to see multiple styles of 
directing in one night. Each 
show has its own personality 
and illustrates many differ- 
ent theater techniques." 
While this production prom- 
ises to present audiences with a 
variety of themes, the quick set 
changes and multiple plays 
restrict aesthetic design so audi- 
ences should not expect fancy 
lignting or sets. 
The student directors and the 
plays   they   will   present   are 
Damon Krometis with "Sunrise 
Over the Gulf," Gerlach with 
"Botticelli," Riley with "The 
Winged Man," Kurzban with 
"The One Thing," Foster with 
"Regeneration," senior Travis 
Lawhorne with "Vivien," junior 
Elise Boyd with "The Problem," 
Kloske with "The Actor's 
Nightmare," sophomore 
Courtney Griffin with 
"W.AS.P," senior Tim Bambara 
with "Speed the Play" and senior 
Kristin Asgrirsdottir with 
"Louisa May Incest." 
Performances will be at 8 pm 
tonight, 7 p.m. and 9*30 pm 
Friday and 3 pm., 7 pm and 9 
p.m. Saturday. Tickets are $2. 
Don't let real world let you forget how young you are 
Bv BECCA WORTHINGTON 
staff writer 
Since this is my last sex col- 
umn, 1 figured that I probablv 
should say something profound 
and witty perhaps throwing in a 
handful of brilliant quotes and 
statistics to support whatever 
argument I make. But I'm not 
going to do mat. I'm just going to 
share something with you. 
I was home in Richmond for 
Thanksgiving break, sitting at a 
bar with some of my high 
school friends. We were remi- 
niscing about the good old 
days. Pretty soon — as tends to 
happen when you put talkative, 
nostalgic people together and 
give them alcohol — we began 
throwing out names of people 
we sat next to in gym or ate 
lunch with, and whichever one 
of us had seen the specified per- 
s**n most recently gave the rest 
of the group an update. 
After a while, I sat back in 
my chair and just listened, 
growing more and more upset 
it? the awNrte 
It was a sad, distressing wake- 
up call. As names were brought 
up for discussion, I found out 
that this girl is pregnant, that girl 
has had two abortions, this one 
got left at the altar, that one was 
seen carrying a baby around 
Wal-Mart — might be hers, 
might not - this girl .ilready is 
divorced, that one is about to 
luve her second kid, etc. 1 could- 
n't believe the things that peopk- 
my age already are dealing with. 
It  reminded  me or  two 
SARAH STANmjgruphki editor 
summers ago, when I was 
out for coffee with one of my 
best guy friends. He said he 
had a problem. Apparently, 
he really liked this girl that 
he had met and wanted to 
date her. But then he found 
out that she had a 3-year-old 
son, and he didn't know 
what to do. When he asked 
me for advice, I just 
shrugged and patted his 
hand. We drank our coffee in 
silence for a while  Then he 
put down his cup and took a 
deep breath. "Well," he said, 
"I guess I'm at that age. 
Might as well get used to it." 
I suddenly wanted to shout 
at him and mourn his lost inno- 
cence. I wanted him to feel 
young again, at least as young 
as 1 felt. I wanted him to refuse 
to accept the role of a man when 
he hadn't even fully figured out 
the role of a boy. But who was I 
to talk? At the time, my 
boyfriend already had been 
married and divorced. So what 
was I trying to prove? 
I felt so strange when that 
friend of mine pulled out his 
cell phone right there to call her. 
I felt that same strangeness this 
weekend, sitting at the bar, lis- 
tening. When one of my friends 
leaned over and whispered con- 
spiratorially that one of my exes 
is engaged and is going to be a 
father in February, I came to one 
of two conclusions. Either we 
are suddenly very old or we 
still are voung and suddenly 
doing very old things. I don't 
know which one it is. 
I just know that I am not 
ready for this. I finally have 
reached a place where I can sort 
of accept the whole marriage 
thing. I don't understand it and I 
can't relate to it, but I can deal 
with it as long as my married 
friends seem happy and well- 
adjusted. And for the most part, 
as of now, they are. But that 
doesn't make it any less disap- 
pointing to hear that the girl 
who helped me dissect a frog in 
seventh grade biology already is 
signing divorce papers. 
1 cannot get over how many 
pregnancies there have been. I 
know many students here have 
been in that situation, and I do 
not envy them for the decision 
they had to make. It breaks my 
heart — all of it. The number of 
abortions alone is devastating to . 
me because it's such a commen- 
tary on how people our age are 
so far from being ready to have 
children.  That  fact,  in  turn, 
makes me both sad for and in 
amazing awe of the many 
mothers and soon-to-be-moth- 
ers from my high school, all of 
whom undoubtedly are brave 
for going through with it. It still 
doesn't make it any less of a 
shock to see someone I graduat- 
ed with and ask how they've 
been, only to have them tell me, 
"I've been great. The babysitter 
is taking care of my three kids 
tonight." If this is the real world, 
I'm going to cry. 
So as I, and my fellow 
December graduates, fan out to 
our different areas of the world, 
please wish us luck. I want to 
encourage all of us not to rush 
things. We can abuse ourselves 
so easily if we aren't careful. Life 
is a delicate thing. 1 wish we 
could all love with reckless 
abandon, but that's apparently 
not the way the world works. So 
guard yourself, be smart and 
never, ever forget how young 
you are. Even if everyone else 
around you is gniwing old. 
Christmas shopping: 
Are you naughty or nice? 
( HKlS 
Sartor Kendo* Barbery's "Brittany In Control Room," Is ona of tha original ptacas of 
sturiant artwork that wffl ba sold at Z Irk la House's annual auction to ralsa monay 
for tha taftary. Tha auction will run until Dae. 29 at 4 p.m. 
. -        —  - 
BY RYAN MCWILMAMS 
contributing writer 
So, Christmas linn- is here 
again, the time of giving, but 
best of all receiving. Come on, 
really, what is ( hnstm.is about? 
K you said presents, then you 
are correct. There is no better 
time to make a list, check it 
twice and have all your gift- 
receiving wishes come true 
Been thinking about that fur- 
lined, rktor-length suede coat by 
Michael Kors? Ask and you shall 
receive. That full-ruffle, Nathan 
Carter pnnt skirt designed by 
Samantha Treaty' If you're ■ 
good little girl, Santa just might 
put it under your tree. 
The trick to receiving good 
gifts is simple Al I live ginxJ 
gifts and you will receive good 
gths (karma) and B) Be very 
■pacific about what you want. 
The darkest day of my life was 
Christmas three years ago I hull- 
ed to my mother that I needed 
some nice clothes so 1 didn't Ux>k 
like ■ homeless man when I went 
out to various galas on the week- 
ends. On tin1 glorious morning 
that LsOuistmas, I cried and cried 
as every present I opened con- 
tained either a tie or a pair of 
khakis, hnir ties, two dress shirts 
and three pairs of khakis later, I 
demanded the)' all be returned 
and that I get bitter gifts. 
The pmblem is that I wasn't 
specific. What nice means to me 
(a pair of low-cut washed-out 
Ihesel jeans, a pinstriped but- 
ton-down from D&G and some 
Steve Maddens) — I'm really 
easy to please — is not what 
"niie" means to my mother. For 
her, it means a shopping spree 
at J. Crew and American Lagle, 
which are two stores I refuse to 
enter, due to the clone factor. 
You have to be specific. The key 
is to say what item, brand, style, 
color, cut and fabric you want. 
Otherwise, you'll get something 
your grandmother would wear. 
When giving gifts one 
should be just as critical. 
Clothing is a very hard item to 
purchase for another, since no 
two personal styles an' ever the 
same Will they actually like it? 
Will they wear it? Will it look 
good on them? Will it fit? These 
are all questions you should ask 
yourself before picking up the 
article of clothing. 
Don't be cheap If you want 
something expensive, y<xi bet- 
ter give something expensive. 
1 lading presents is a deal. A 
contract bound by law, or at 
see AM., page 16 
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All I want for Christmas 
is exactly what I asked for 
Be specific, be generous, rewards will come your way 
k'.ist ii ahould be Don'l hand 
out past aeaaon department 
rion captai and expad i mink 
coal trom Alexander McQueen, 
It doean'1 work ih.n way kn1>. 
Mom th.in anything, love 
and thought should be put into 
presents   Whj   bother  giving 
aomeone lometiiliia it thev'n' 
not going to like it? Receiving 
pn'sents should K' just as much 
fun as giving them and almost 
as miirh   tun  as  shopping  tor 
them Have fun with it, take 
your time and spend as much 
money as you can. So this holi- 
day season, really do vour 
homework before embarking on 
the expedition that is shopping 
Have a great break and I'll be 
hoping you all make good 
informed gift choices while I am 
reveling in the beauty that is 
Christmas shopping. 
PS. I want some white, black 
stuped pants from Helmut 
tang (hint, hint). 
-u- 
Receiving presents 
should be just as much 
fun as giving them and 
almost as much jun as 
shopping for them. 
-RvanMcWilliams I.AI R\ DKAN//*.*. cdil»r 
Let's hope Junior Ryan McWIINams' mother 
doesn't give him any more ties this year. 
Happy 
Holidays 
from your 
Style Editors 
Brenna 
and 
Alison 
Don't 
fear! 
The 
Breeze 
will be 
back 
again 
next 
year! 
Our 
next 
issue 
is Jan. 
Happy 
New 
Year! 
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The Roots bring intelligent 
hip-hop with 'Phrenology' 
BY ADAM YOST 
contributing writer 
Despite being heralded .is 
"hip-hop's premier live band" 
by Scott T. Sterling of the LA. 
Times, The Roots still have 
avoided gaining widespread 
recognition. In their case. The 
Roots have the unfortunate cat- 
egorization of being an "intel- 
lectual" hip-hop group. As in. 
they're smart, but you can't get 
down with them. 
Fortunately for The Roots, it 
appears mainstream acceptance 
is at hand. On its fifth album, 
"Phrenology," The Roots cram 
their intellectual pigeonhole s<> 
full of dazzlingly-aceomplished. 
genre-busting music that there's 
no doubt that everyone will find 
something to like. 
Straight out of Philadelphia, 
or "illadelph" as they proudly 
refer to it, the eight-man crew go 
all out, fusing everything from 
hip-hop to rock to R&B into 
music that is both accessible and 
relentless in its message. 
Rapper Black Thought 
(Tariq Trotter, lead vocalist and 
lyricist) tackles drugs, sex, the 
lackluster hip-hop scene and 
commercialization in general in 
a barrage of lyrics that need to 
be heard more than once to 
fully comprehend. 
Reminiscent of the great 
political antagonist Chuck D of 
Public Enemy, Black Thought 
rhymes fluently and profusely 
without a trace of doubt in his 
own ability or convictions. In 
Rock You," he says "We've 
come to get it kickin' and tlx- 
movement movin'," and then 
goes on to terrorize everything 
from P-Diddy to commercial 
hip-hop in general 
This intellectual hip-hop 
works because of the magnifi- 
cent combination of drummer 
?uestlove (Ahmir Thompson) 
and the refined turn-table 
stylings of Scratch (Kalzone). 
Scratch, ?uestlove and the rest 
of the assorted motley crew of 
record-spinners, guitarists and 
keyboardist Kamal (Maldog) 
work together flawlessly to lay 
down beats and background 
that are both solid and subtle. 
Rather than overshadowing 
Black Thought's rapping, they 
form a foundation for his lyrics 
and during songs like "Water," 
the musical jam continues on 
well after the rapping has 
stopped to create a profound 
musical statement on the subject 
at hand. 
Songs range from laid-back 
R&B to straight-up hip-hop and 
everywhere in between. 
"Sacrifice," featuring Nelly 
Furtado, is light and low-key, 
while "The Seed (2-0)," fe.itur 
ing the vocals of Cody 
Chesnutt, intermixes Black 
Thought's rap, Chesnutt's soul- 
ful vocals and a guitar-based 
rock beat to create one of the 
most diversely cohesive tracks 
this side of Jurassic 5. 
"Pussy Galore," another 
highlight of the album, provides 
a chilling perspective on mod- 
em commercialism of sex and 
women. Throwing out lines 
like "Promoting everything 
from the liquor to the nicotine'/ 
cell phones, antihistamine, 
ilm ken wings/ You gotta show 
a little skin to get them HMWJna, 
for real/ Y'all know the world is 
a sex machine," Black Thought 
ruthlessly criticizes the utter 
domination of sex over society. 
" Phrenology" is all about 
attacking modem society 
through intelligent observation 
and powerful denouncement. 
The magic of the album is that it 
.lccomplishes this without alien- 
ating the listener. It functions as 
a wake-up call to the individu- 
als that comprise the social orgy 
of commercialism: sex and the 
.ilmighty dollar. At the end of 
the album, the listener feels like 
a part of The Roots' testimony 
against society rather than as a 
target of that testimony. And the 
best part is, they manage to do 
all this to a good beat. 
PHOTtKXXJKrkSY Of- 
MCA Krrnrdt 
Stuff stockings with books 
BY ZAK SALIH 
All Things Literary 
"Christmjs time is here," 
Charlie Biown sings with his ani- 
mated peanut gallery. Indeed the 
season i>f turbulent checkout 
lines, cheerful music and 
unavoidable stress b here. You 
can see it in the decorations that 
hang tVom the ceiling* in outlet 
stores and shopping centers, can 
hear it in the holiday music 
marathons that play on oldies 
and soft mck radio stations, can 
smell it in the heavy pine scent 
that crowds around the 
Christmas tree kiosks in emptied 
church parking lots. The 
Christmas spirit is all around us, 
though whether it hangs heavy 
like a polluted cloud or flows 
richly like the smell of fresh- 
baked Christmas cookies is clear- 
ly a matter of personal choice. 
What better way to spend 
a chilly winter night than to 
lounge by the fire with a 
glass of eggnog and a good 
novel? It's a scene I've tried 
to recreate numerous times, 
yet I've never been able to 
achieve the comforting, 
Rockwellian perfectionism 
with which the scene plays 
out in my mind. When that 
doesn't work, however, one 
always can seek solace in a 
bookstore, whether it's peo- 
ple-watching from the van- 
tage point of an available 
comfortable scat — few and 
tar between during the busy 
holiday crowds — or brows- 
ing the aisles looking for gift 
items of our own 
Christmas also has invad- 
ed bookstores as well, and 
while the crowds may cause 
claustrophobia, while the dec- 
orations may be too tacky and 
while the soft jazzy miiMi 
may attack at the metal fill- 
ings in your teeth, now is the 
best time to step into a book- 
store and to be thankful not 
just for family, friends and 
much-desired PlayStation 2's 
— but for books as well. 
When it comes to gifts, nothing 
says "Happy Holidays" like A 
crisp new book. More and more I 
try and make books the one gift 
everyone can expect from me. 
Even though this policy is a bit dis- 
appointing for my CD-listening, 
DVD-viewing sisters and cousins, 
I hvl like the wizened family elder 
when I wrap up a book that I think 
they'll find special and will, in all 
probability, toss forgotten onto 
their booksheKts or "mysterious- 
ly" leave behind at our grandpar- 
ents' house in Florida. Despite my 
lack of success with younger rela- 
tives, the older ones enjoy it Last 
year, I bought my grandfather the 
David McCullough biography of 
John Adams and my father a book 
on Islamic freedom fighters in 
Afghanistan by Robert Kaplan 
iei my parents get the little ones 
eiectronics — as a frequent reader 
and literary columnist, I feel it's 
my duty to "spread the faith" to 
those who would rather watch the 
latest "Star Wars" episode or 
spend hours playing "Grand Theft 
Auto." Some people give socks 
and underwear, I give books. Bom, 
may I remind you, are imperative 
to everyday life. 
Bool© always have a way of 
worming their way onto my 
Christmas liste, even though it 
takes months to get around to 
reading them. This year, I've tried 
to mix things up a little, crafting my 
list with all the strategy of a little 
child who still possesses the belief 
in a jolly, fat, chimrw-descending 
gift-giver. I've asked for no more 
than five books to reduce the pres- 
sure of getting around to reading 
them and iricrease the chances tKii 
111 get all of them. 
As far as empty, guilty reading 
pleasures go, I've abandoned 
Anne Rice's Litest horror novel 
for the tension of good ol' Michael 
Crichton (his new novel, "Prey" 
amcems a kilter swarm of micnv 
scopic machines). Dave Eggers' 
memoir "A Heartbreaking Wfcwk 
of Staggering Genius" and 
Michael Chabon's "The Amazing 
Adventures of Kavalier and 
Clay" an? two critically lauded 
books from last year's list I still 
haven't gotten around to reading. 
Lefs not forget John Updike's lat- 
est release, "Seek My Face" and 
"The Autograph Man," the sec- 
ond novel from Zadie Smith, 
whose amazing debut concern- 
ing the exploits of multicultural 
characters, "White Teem," is my 
holiday recommendation to all 
those wondering for what to ask. 
So enjoy the holidays — 
and try not to forget the 
books as well, the most ver- 
satile of presents. They can 
bring smiles to peoples faces 
as if they'd just opened the 
most thoughtful gift or make 
them frown as if they'd just 
received a craggy lump of 
coal. They may not look like 
much standing on the 
shelves, but a good, comfort- 
ing read is the perfect gift to 
liven up the dead expanse of 
winter that lies beyond the 
threshold of New Year's. 
FREE COLOR FLYERS 
for JMU Clubs, Orgs, & Sports 
seewww.GoLookOn.com/freecolorflyers 
^m ^ ^ ^H Custom printed t-shirts, sweats, drinkware, etc 
^C m, _ V. Owned .incl operated by DMU students & alumni 
I^P^B^r ^9 Open 9am-9pm weekdays, 12pm-7pm weekends 
,    . Biggest selection of apparel and products 
AcJVGrtlSinQ Best prices, turnaround time & graphic designers 
|Call 442-9226, right next to campus, map: golookon.com/«ot/SOSmap.html| 
Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC 
DANIEL G. WITMER, M.D. 
M. CATHERINE SLUSHER, M.D. 
HERBERT E. BING, M.D. 
JASON K. GENTRY, M.D. 
C. LARRY WHITTEN, M.D. 
LOUIS E. NELSON, III, M.D. 
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. 
SHERRY L. DRIVER, FNP 
2291 Evelyn Byrd Avenue 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
(540)434-3831 • 1-800-545-3348 
Fax (540)432-0518 
It's a Boy! 
"And he will be called Wonderful Counselor, 
Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace." (Isaiah 9: 
Nearly 2,000 years ago, God became one of us in the person of Jesus 
Christ. If you would like to discuss this incredible event, please ask one cj 
us or see www.everystudent.com 
Hi i,ui Augustine 
Chemistry 
Hat Baker 
ISAT 
Patricia Hrcvard 
Health Sciences 
Bnan Charettc 
Human Resources 
Dave Chase 
Academic Advising & 
Career Development 
Kevin Cloonan 
Political Science 
ShacnaConlin. 
Residence Life 
TUY Daughtrey 
Computer Science 
Mike Dealon 
ISAT 
Frank Doherty 
lnsiittiiion.il Research 
(icof ligekwu 
ISAT 
Lou Hednck 
Disability Services 
Linda Hulton 
Nursing 
Scott Lewis 
Chemistry 
Rcid Linn 
Special I* ducat ion 
Jason McClatn 
Student Affairs 
Conley McMullen 
Biology 
Rachael Montgomery 
Academic Advising & 
Career Development 
Janice Preston 
Nursing 
Bob Richardson 
Accounting 
Richard Kobcrds 
ISAT 
Ron Sones 
Information System* 
Dick Travis 
Public Health 
Bob Tucker 
Computer Science 
Ken Williamson 
Marketing 
Bill Wood 
Lconomics 
In the meantime, drop by one of our offices to receive a free interactive 
CD that has study helps, fascinating interviews with faculty and student 
and topics for discussion with your friends. 
Got Books 
MrttfMU, 
tHW—im» 
fcaratHawiliii 
I*. HI to «i« 24»; 
tnaaataafttK 
500,000 New Books 
60%-90% oft reto. 
Today thru December 1 5 
Open Only during Scheduled Dote* from 9»*-7iiv Daily 
t.rvvn   Ytillt-y www.gvboolcfa,,.,.      jmi 
BOOK FA I 
I°2 Green Valley In., Ml. Crawloid VA 22841 (800)3 ^ - 
Th« Stick is 
Video* 
 (And Mottl 
DVO.JudHM! 
FMfc.Mttt.laMC 
NHK MH ■»• MMWI 
.oaMUTVISaU 
c«K«t Inaw . V» 
UlkWVM, * •»• • 
Baily Of awn lay 
Hava You Fad Tha Fan? 
On Sill SUM CO 
DOING 
llllllllllill 
THE SHIM! 
Make Shopping Easy 
HIVE MUSIC! 
a 
Mora Than You 
Third. You An 
0nSil.SI3M.CD 
Ja-rtar laaai 
ThnliMa Than 
On Salt $13 M CO 
Give 'em a Plan 9 
Gift Certificate! 
1    III TU Gift TUlAtmtpFial 
*a* M Iv «•- f t WMUT ttM# 
tm 
 JWIIHSTOMIM 
OHMLOntawuf AfcD WCHMONO TOO' 
WHAT A RECORD 
STORE SHOULD BE! 
Listen Before You Buy I 
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM 
KROGER SHOPPING CTFt 
1790 96 E   Market St 
Man Sot 10-9. Sunday 12 6 
\ 
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THIS GROUP OF STUDENTS RAISED 
$277,500 FOR YOU! 
Thank you for all your hard work! 
Student Managers 
Joe Ciarallo Tabia Coles Travis 
Mary Claire leftwioh Brooke Lombard! 
Madison Connection Team 
Ingrld Abrahamson Enka Hicks 
Diane Arnold Martin Ispizua 
Jennifer Baldon Ji-Yeon Kim 
Jeannine Boofli Robert Krause 
Janine Brooks Kimberly Llttreal 
Megan Conifl Sarah Manley 
Whitney Carswall Melissa Matthews 
Catherine Epstain Kimberly McKenzie 
Heather Eustace Kara O'Neil 
Lindsey Gibbons Amy Park 
Brooke Glover Kelly Price 
Jessica Guy 
Ashley Heavner 
Michael Reed 
Eiizabath Ron 
Kristin! 
Ciara Sherman 
Calrina Sims 
Jennifer Shine 
Jaclyn Stephenson 
Christopher Thomas 
Jaime Tomczyk 
Darcy Uricoli 
Stephanie Yancone 
Katharine Young 
The Madison Connection is a team of student leaders who call parents, 
alumni.and friends of the university for resources to enhance the 
academic & athletic programs tor all JMU students 
Now Hiring for the Spring Semester 
APPLY ONLINE :   www.jmu.edu/madisonconnection 
<Khua Wilton House Inn & Restaurant 
Voted 
"Most Romantic" 
and 
"Best Atmosphere" 
in Best of the Valley 
Reader Survey 
2002 
The Joshua Wilton House 
•* Exciting cuisine using the 
freshest local ingredients 
* Homemade breads and desserts 
•* Award-winning wine list 
•* Ala carte menu with 
entrees starting at $73 
»* Exquisite food and 
impeccable service 
•*■ Outdoor dining available, 
weather permitting 
•* Reservations recommended 
OPEN FOR DINNER: 
Tue-Thu 5-9; Fri-Sat 5-10 
MINUTES FROM/MU: 
Direction*: 412 South Main St., 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
540434-4464 or 1-888-2W1LTON 
Take US 33 west across 1-81 Left at first light 
on Cantrtll. Fourth light, turn right on Main 
St. Wilton House is it corner of So. Main and 
Campbell Streets. 
www.joshuawilton.com 
433-2300   433-3111 
31 Miller Cr. 22 Terri Dr. 
JMU/EMU/S. Main St.       CISAT/Port Rd 
Not vaka w/any other offer 
$7.°° each 
(No Limit) 
Medium One Topping Pizza & a Coke    s, 
Medium Two Topping Pizza 
)Large One Topping Pizza 
>X-Large Cheese Pizza 
^Medium Cheese Pizza & Cinnastix 
10 pc. wings & Breadsticks 
lAdditional TODDMQS onlv $11 
When it snows or freezes and 
you want to know if JMU is open. 
dosed or opening late... 
J&k  
*** Listen to 1610 AM $   on your radio jjg 
• OR* 
Tune in any area radio or TV station 
(most stations will make announcements 
ONLY when JMU is dosed) 
•OR» 
Check out www.jmu.edu 
• OR- 
Call 433-5300 
LOOK HERE FOR NEXT YEAR! 
V2 a block to campus 
Ethernet access, individual leases 
Less than $225.00 per month 
Fully furnished 
Only 2 units left!!! 
Please do not tie up the university's telephone lines 
by calling campus police or the campus operator 
4 bedroom houses 
location, location, location 
plenty of parking 
OTHER UNITS AND TERMS AVAILABLE 
DON'T LET THEM SLIP AWAY!! 
CALL TODAY!! 
Jf DVANTAGE REALTY ANAGEMENT GROUP 
'INC. 
540-434-1173 OR E-MAIL 
AMY SHIFFLETT 
advadmin@rica.net 
'. 
SPORTS ■ Running into the record books Senior cross country star Mollee DeFrancesco earns All-America honors after placing 30th at NCAAs Nov. 25. Paw 21 
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"We basically got off to a slow start, and 
that took away a chance of winning this 
basketball game." 
SHERMAN DILLARD 
men's basketball coach 
MKN'S BASKETBALL- 
Dukes 
add size 
with five 
recruits 
BY DAN BOWMAN 
assistant sports editor 
Five men's basketball 
recruits were anraxinced as 
having signed with the 
Dukes Tuesday. In looking to 
replace five key seniors next 
season, coach Sherman 
Dillard said he felt he was 
able to recruit his best class 
since taking over in 1997. 
"This is a great group," 
Dillard said. "We needed 
si/e and I thought we i;"1 
four guys that can play a 
number of positions for us 
It's a quicker fnmt lira' than 
we had before, very athletic 
and they all have decent 
shunting touches" 
Rav Barbosa. a 6-foot-2 
guard from Allentown, Pa., 
is somebody whom Dillard 
thinks could fill in for the 
void that will be left by 
departing senior guards 
David Fanning and Charlie 
Hatter. Barbosa averaged 
27 points per game as a jun- 
ior at William Allen High 
School in 2O01-'02. 
"[Barbosa's| somebody 
that can obviously come in 
and help us," Dillard said. 
"We're losing David 
Fanning and Charlie Hatter 
so we needed some perime- 
ter help. He's ideally suited 
to come in and be a valu- 
able contributor." 
Dillard also said he 
thought he was able to make 
up for the lack of size the 
Dukes have had in recent 
years. Six-foot-10-inch center 
Ryan Brimley rrom Auburn, 
N.Y., 6-foot-7-inch forward 
Chris Cathlin from Virginia 
Beach. 6-foot-9-inch center 
Eddie Crecn-long out of 
Winston-Salem, N.C.. and 6- 
foot-8-inch forward Cordon 
lohnson from Kenbridge. 
should all be abk' to con- 
tribute immediately for JMU 
according to Dillard. 
"We needed size," Dillard 
said.    "We're    losing    Ian 
TreMcKvirsTpageTl 
MATr("ARASKIJA/ifm.»p*.»..ir.,i/*r. 
Junior forward Dwayrw Broyto*. Ml. sets up JMU's offense as La Sale University's Jeff Farmer defend* him. La Salle won. 67 59. 
Dukes fall to La Salle 
Freeman leads JMU with 18 points in loss 
BY DAN BOWMAN 
assistant sports editor 
Despite a run in the second 
half, JMU could not own unit' 
poor shooting from the field 
and a slow start to both halves, 
losinc, to La Salle University 
67-W Tuesday 
Junior guard Daniel 
Freeman provided a spark off 
the bench, leading all JMU 
scorers with 18 points Senior 
forward Ian Caskill chipped 
in 16 points and 10 rebounds 
for his third double-double 
of the season. Explorers' 
guard Gary Neal led all scor 
ers with 21 points. 
Two free thniws by Caskill 
capped a 2.V4 run midway 
liu'sil.iy 
La Salle 
through the second half to 
help JMU (1-3) take its finl 
and only lead of the game at 
45-44. After I 
a timeout. 
I a Salle I V- 
II Ibfwifd 
Steven 
Smith 
s c o r e d | 
8 e v e 
stra ight I 
points to give the Fxplorvrs a 
51-45 edge, a lead they would 
not relinquish. Smith finished 
with 12 points for La Salle. 
"All the things were in 
place for us to win the basket 
Kill game," coach Sherman 
Dillard said. "We had every- 
thing in our favor, but we hit 
some points then' with some 
slippage defensively and in the 
end we just couldn't get the 
clean looks that we were get- 
ting right before that point" 
JMU, which shot 36 percent 
for the game, fell behind 24-19 
at the end of the first half and 
40-22 to start the second half, 
before making its run. Dillard 
said l>e felt if his team had not 
come out so stagnant in the 
first half, the game could have 
been a much different story. 
"We basically got off to a 
slow start, and that took away 
a chance of winning this bas- 
ketball game/' Dillard said. 
"It's easy to kiok back and say. 
'Well, what a valiant comeback 
there; we fought back and tcx>k 
,i lead ' I'm totally disappoint- 
ed in the fact that we did not 
come out and play the way we 
should be playing here at 
home in a home opener." 
The lone bright spot for the 
Dukes was Freeman, who 
scored 12 of his 18 in the sec- 
ond half, eight of which CUM 
during JMU's run. Freeman's 
intensify oft the bench was 
able 10 energize the Dukes 
offense. However it WM not 
enough to overcome the 
Explorers' composure 
towards the end of the game. 
see COMEBACK, page 21 
—WRESTLING— 
Seniors 
to pace 
Dukes in 
2002-'03 
BY AIMM WISE 
staff writer 
The wrestling team has been 
picked by coaches throughout 
the Colonial Athletic 
Association to finish fifth out of 
11 teams this season. First year 
coach Christopher Elliot empha- 
sized the importance of his sen- 
iors pacing the squad. 
"The first athletes that 
should step up should be (Seth) 
Cameron,, 
( D a v e ) 
C olabella and 
(Pat) Di.i/, 
I Ihot said 
"They're all 
national qual- 
ifiers and 
Ihes know 
what it takes | 
to get to the 
show. With I 
their leader-' 
ship in and out of the (training ) 
rtxim, the freshman and every- 
one else will be able to follow in 
their footsteps." 
Cameron, who currently is 
ranked 17th in the nation for his 
165-pound weight class, is the 
defending CAA champion, gar- 
nering a record of 18-6 last year. 
Colabella also is ranked 
nationally, 20th for his 184- 
pound weight class. Colabella 
placed third last year in the 
CAA for his weight division 
with a record of 25-13, but is the 
favorite this year. 
I »i.i/ finished third in the 
CAA championships a year ago 
at the 141 weight class. This year 
ha is among the top four in his 
division and enters the season 
with a career record of 60-37. 
However, the Dukes also 
have some upcoming talent — 
most notably in hvshman Brian 
kihler. Kihler is a three time All- 
Virginia State Champion in the 
125-weight class and expecta- 
tions are high for the freshman. 
He is always focused on his 
minion hen1 at JMU," Elliot 
Mid Hnan is setting the tempo 
for his vears here both in the 
UVa. 
vs. 
JMU 
Rntghi 
7 p.m. 
Sinclair (iym 
see NEW. page 20 
CLUB SOFTBALL 
Team earns club of month honors 
Bi AIMM Wist 
staff writer 
Due to the efforts of the 
players both on and off the 
field, the club Softball team 
was awarded the club team of 
the month for November. 
The team played well this 
past month, winning a tourna- 
ment that it hosted by defeat- 
ing the University of Virginia, 
Loyola College and Princeton 
University. Not only did the 
team win the tournament, but 
it also planned and organized 
the entire event. 
"We really came together at 
the home tournament we host- 
ed," junior I .mini Schuman 
said. "We planned and organ- 
iml the whole thing, sold con- 
ccssii ms ,m,i held team dinners 
beforehand to pump us up." 
Going undefeated in the 
tournament boosted the team's 
record to 5-1. with two ol Hlflvf 
wins coming against the teams 
state rival, UVa. 
"IVfcating UV.i. twin- WM .1 
boost lor us. MOIUM they wen' 
our big competition last year," 
junior Danielle DeSilvis said. 
According to senior Jennifer 
Dobberfuhl, the strength of the 
team lies in its pinpoint play in 
the infield, as well as outstand- 
ing pitching coming from thnv 
freshman — Anna Baumgartncr, 
|en Rudv and Katie Fox 
"Our pitching staff has rc.illv 
come together this year and 
been an integral part of our 
team," Dobberfuhl said. 
set COHESIVENESS, page 20 
FOOTBALL 
Connelly, Southern first team A-10 
The 2002 Atlantic 10 football 
all-conference ottensive and 
defensive teams were 
announced Nov. 26. |MU had 
four players named to both the 
ottensive and defensive teams 
Senior return socialist 
Mike Connelly was the Dukes' 
only player to be named to the 
offensive first team this season. 
He tallied Id punt n-tums for 
141 yards in'02. 
Red-shirt junior offensive 
lineman l#on Steinfeld was 
named to the offensive second 
team, while red-shirt sopho- 
mOR Kondell Brad lev and jun- 
ior v»ide n\ei\er Alan Harrison 
wen- both named to the otten- 
sive third team. Bradley record- 
ed 737 yards rushing on 183 
carries, while Harrison caught 
35 passes for 705 yards and 
three touchdowns 
I.Vfensivelv, red-shirt jun- 
ior defensive lineman Jerame 
Southern was the only Duke 
tO be named to the first team 
all A-10. Southern recorded 
87 total tackles and 4.5 sacks 
this past season. 
Senior defensive lineman 
Richard Hicks was named to 
the defensive second team, tal- 
lying 64 total tackles and 11.5 
sacks in '02. 
lumor linebacker IX*nnard 
Melton and senior defensive 
Kick lustin Ruffin wen* both 
named to the defensive third 
team. Melton made 78 total 
tackles and two sacks this sea- 
son, while Ruffin got 75 total 
bM Ido and one inteneption. 
from sfflff report< 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
JMU crushes Boise State 
Dukes shut down Broncos' offense, get first win of season 
BY DRKW WILSON 
sports editor 
After starting the season 
0-2, the women's basketball 
team picked up its first win 
ol the season with a 73-35 
drubbing of Boise State 
University Sunday at the 
Convocation Center. 
After the Dukes jumped out 
to a quick 23-9 k'ad, they held 
the Bnincos scoreless from the 
field in the final II minuuv U 
seconds of the first half. Boise 
State's only points in that span 
came (mm sin free throws 
JMU's fast start was fueled 
by the shooting of sopbomon' 
forward Lynn Liburd and sen- 
ior forward Nadine Morgan, 
who both scored 7 points a 
pins in the first eight minutes 
Sunday 
Bate st.ito 
35 
But Boise states shtxtting 
dmught didn't atop then*. After 
JMU held | »-W lead -it the 
half, the. 
Dukes 
defense 
shut    (he 
Broncos' 
offense 
down for 
the     first 
thnv min- ' 
utes of the second half as well 
"At the start of each half, 
you want to do well and get 
that jump on them.'   leraoi 
guard Jess < ichowkzasJd 
I he Dukes' jump on the 
Broncos came with the help 
of good Lietense shutting 
down the triangle offense Of 
Boise State. 
"I thought our team did a 
great job/ coach Bud Childers 
said. "We defended the low 
post bv challenging the Kill a 
little mom and shutting down 
everyone else on the penmeter. 
I thought our guards did a ■MM fob doing that and I 
thought our centers did a gn\it 
fob of moving annind." 
Boise State coach Jen 
Warden said, "They challenged 
us to scorn fn>m the inside and 
weODuldnl answer that -all 
It also helped that the 
Dukes shot well from the 
held, something Childers was 
happy to see. 
"I'd say that it's awfully 
nice to look down at the score 
see BENCH, page 20 
IJRItt  Wll SON ii-'i. ., 
Senior guard Jess Clchowtez. right, drives past Boise States 
Merilee Caldwell during JMU s 73 35 win over the Broncos. 
Dukes 
sign four 
recruits 
Women's basketball has 
signed lour players to schol- 
arships h >r next season, coach 
Bud Childers anntnineed in a 
press release Wednesday. 
Among the recruits is 
Memdith Alexis, a 6-foot-l- 
inch post player from Bishop 
Hoban High School in 
Ashley, Pa. She was her 
team s most valuable player 
last season after her school 
won its second consecutive 
district title- 
Also signing was I esk-y 
Dickiason, a Vfcxit-ll-inch 
guard from Queens Village, 
NY Dickinson is ranked 136 
see CHILDERS, page 20 
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Cohesiveness pays off 
for club softball team 
SPORTS 
COHESIVES ESS. from page 19 
The team nol only gained 
cohesiveness on the field, but off 
as well. They often held dinners, 
watched movies and watched 
other club teams perform 
Dobberfuhl agreed that the 
team has become close through its 
activities. She said, "We did a lot 
of community service and social 
and fund-raising events. Also 
we've done a lot of planning with- 
in ourselves to get organized." 
Schuman, who is the presi- 
dent of the club, along with the 
vice president, DeSilivis, and 
the treasurer. Dobberfuhl, 
helped push the club softball 
team in the right direction. 
"As president, I really tried 
to  turn  the club around this 
year," Schuman said. "Last year 
we lacked leadership and 
organization, so that has been 
my main focus of the year. 
However, all of the other execu- 
tives have been pivotal in our 
MKHNMS -is well 
Although the season is now 
over for the team, its success 
this semester has players ready 
for the spring season, where 
JMU will compete in the 
National Club Softball 
Tournament at Virginia Tech. 
"We will continue to get bet- 
ter," DeStlvis said. "I believe just 
as long as we continue to work 
in the offseason we will start up 
again in February and be ready 
for our games in the first week 
of March." 
Childers signs four 
recruits for 2003-'04 
CHIWEKS.from page 19 
on a list of the nation's best 
players by All-Star Girl's 
Ktporl as a member of her 
C'hrisl the King High School 
ir.im, which currently is 
ranked second nationally by 
USA Today. She also was 
named most valuable play- 
er at the New York City 
tournament "Slam Jam" and 
was named to the all-tourna- 
ment team at the Adidas 
Showtime National 
Championship last summer. 
Shirley McCall. a 5-foot- 
9-inch guard/forward from 
Collinsville, signed as well. 
McCall helped to lead her 
Basset High School team to 
the 2000 group AA state title 
and was the 2000'01 
Associated Press group AA 
state player of the year, 
regional player of the year 
and the Roanoke Times 
lun,.l,ind player of the year 
as well. 
LaVonne Thomas, a 5- 
foot-11-inch forward from 
lonesboro High school in 
(onesboro, Ga„ rounds out 
the four )MU recruits. 
Thomas was the 2001-'02 
Atlanta journal-Constitution 
Metro player of the year and 
the Clayton News Daily player 
of the year. She also was a 
member of the Atlanta 
Hawks AAU team that won 
the 2002 state title. 
—from staff reports 
New coaches provide 
different atmosphere 
SEW, from page 19 
classroom and on the mat and 
is willing to do whatever it 
takes to succeed." 
Colabella said the team is 
motivated this year in part 
because they were picked fifth by 
the coaches in the CAA, but also 
because of the number of 
wrestlers returning to the mat 
after injuries last season. 
"Well to be honest, I think 
we have a lot to prove this 
year," Colabella said. "We have 
guys coming back from injuries 
and a core of upperclassmen 
with something to prove. If we 
wrestle like we can, the ranking 
should take care of itself." 
Elliot,   who   coached   at 
Slippery  Rock  University last 
vr.ir, replaced former 14-year 
coach |eff "Peanut" Bowyer in 
July. Bowyer resigned from 
JMU last April to take a job in 
athletic administration at the 
National Wrestling GttdMI 
Association in Lmcaster. I'A. 
Two new assistants, Chris 
Tin h and Kris Smith, also joined 
Elliot on the staff. Pirch is an '02 
graduate of Cornell University, 
where he compiled a 36-15 record 
in his final season. 
Senior Brian Consolvo said, 
"The new coaches have been 
really good for us. It's nice hav- 
ing new coaches and a different 
style to learn from." 
JMU opens its season 
Thursday at home against the 
University of Virginia at 7 p.m. 
Bench 
key in 
Dukes 
victory 
BENCH.frontpage 19 
sheet with a 50 percent next 
to the field goal percentage," 
Childers said. "We've been 
working really hard at trying 
to take a little bit better qual- 
ity of a shot and improve our 
technique and use our 
defense to start our offense." 
JMU's field goal percent- 
age received help from the 
post, as the Dukes got a lift 
off the bench inside with the 
help of sophomore center 
Krystal Brooks and freshman 
center Denae Dobbins. 
Brooks finished with 8 
points and three rebounds, 
while Dobbins scored 4 
points and collected six 
boards and three blocks. 
"I didn't know how 
Denae would match up with 
those players," Childers 
said. "I thought they might 
be a little bit too quick for 
her but she did a great job.. 
I think Denae is going to be a 
nice player" 
Morgan was JMU's lead- 
in- scorer with 16 points and 
I . >wicz finished with 11 
point*, six assists and five 
steals. Senior forward 
Shanna Price added 11 points 
and Liburd ended up with 9 
points and 10 rebounds. 
"It was a good win — a 
much-needed win. It's been a 
long 10 days," Childers said, 
referring to JMU's 0-2 start 
and the loss of junior for- 
ward Mindy Sywassink for 
the season two weeks ago to 
an ACL tear. 
"We definitely needed 
that today," Cichowicz said 
of the win. "Everyone was 
down, knowing that we were 
in the position to win those 
last two games (a 72-56 loss 
to Tulane University Nov. 22 
and a 70-53 loss to Duquesne 
University Nov. 27)." 
Warden said she knew her 
team would be facing a JMU 
team looking for a win. 
"I think it was evident 
even before this game that 
JMU was not playing the 
way they knew they could 
play." Warden said. "They 
came back home from the 
Duquesne game and they 
were hungry, and you could 
see it on the floor." 
As the Dukes gear up for 
Virginia Tech Saturday, they 
will continue to try to find 
their team chemistry, some- 
thing that Childers said was 
coming together before the 
loss of Sywassink. 
"It takes a while to devel- 
op a team," Childers said. 
"This year's team is still try- 
ing to find itself... We're not 
there yet, but I think today is 
a good start for us." 
Happy 
holdiays 
from 
The 
Breeze 
SURVIVAL 101 
rk 
bk 
NOW OPEN! 
Visit the NEW JMU Bookstore 
on campus in the Godwin Parking Lot 
iT\        
A* JAMES 
^MADISON 
UNIVERSITY. 
BOOKSTORE 
University Bookstore Building • Phone:!540)568-6121 
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Comeback falls Recruits 
to make 
impact 
CROSS COUNTRY 
short for Dukes 
La Salle 's defense shuts down JMU 
Guest Predictor Champ 
The plava 
hater 
the plava 
home the 
title 
( n\ll IIU K   Iwmpagel9 
I Ml really good when 1 
went in," Freeman said. "1 wa9 
■Me In net into the oflense and 
the flow. I waa able to get up 
and down the court a few 
limes and get that first layup 
pretty easilv 
Ur weien'l passing a cut- 
ting as well as we had practiced. 
I don't feel like we followed our 
game plan as well as we wanted 
to in the First half. We seamed to 
step it up a little in the second 
half when we made that run, 
unfortunately we couldn't hold 
onto the lead" 
La Salle coach Billy Hahn 
■aid the Dukes' run did not 
surprise him. but said he was 
impressed with how his play- 
ers handled the pressure, 
especially considering his top 
three  scorers  |Neal,  Smith 
and guard lennaiiie Ihomaa] 
I are all freshmen. 
"You wouldn't believe how 
voting we are," Hahn said. "We 
I had a lot of new guys out there 
I and this was die first nvid trip 
I tor the si\ of them. 
"It didn't surprise me that 
I that happened. It's a game of 
[ momenhim, and we wen' able 
ID Withstand that charge tli.it 
I they made \Ve wen- bending, 
I but we didn't break." 
Dillard said he thought La 
I Salle's defensive sets were part 
I of the reason for their success 
| early in the game, adding that 
]  tin I \plorers were able to do a 
good job bottling up senior 
guard David Fanning 
Fanning, who averages 16.7 
points per game so far this 
year, only scored 7 points on 
three-of-ninc shooting. 
la Salle did an excellent job 
ot getting into us earty," Dillard 
said. "1 thought their aggn-ssive 
liefcnaa -their multiple chang- 
ing defenses — kept us a little 
off balance there. 
"I think whenever a player 
is not getting the looks that he 
needs I think you've got to 
look at the player. David's got 
to continue to work harder 
without the basketball and 
using screens, and you've got 
to look at his teammates, who 
need to work a little bit harder 
to screen for him to get him 
open as well." 
I asi week, the Dukes 
dropped two games, losing 
at Georgetown University 
80-60 Nov. 25 and at West 
Virginia University 70-67 
Nov. 30. Caskill lead JMU 
against Georgetown, scoring 
a   career-high   20   points 
against the Hoyas, while 
pulling down seven 
rebounds. Caskill and 
Fanning both scored 15 in the 
Dukes' loss to the 
Mountaineers Saturday. 
JMU travels to Davidson, 
\r to play Devideon College 
Thursday and will face the 
University of Aknin at home 
Saturday at 7 p.m. 
MhXKVITS. (mm page 19 
(Caskill) and Pat Mitchell and 
Kenny Whitehead, so we want- 
ed not only size, but guys that 
we felt could come in and play 
right away for us." 
Dillard added he was 
pleased to be done with recruit- 
ing so early in the year, because 
it allowed him to focus more on 
his next recruiting class. 
"All in all, this group is by 
tar the best group we've been 
able to attract," Dillard said. 
"They've all played on suc- 
cessful high school teams and I 
feel that they'll be ready to 
step in." 
DeFrancesco earns 
All-America honors 
Senior runner places 30th at NCAAs 
Senior Mollee DeFrancesco 
placed 30th at the NCAA 
National Cross Country 
Championships at Indiana State 
University and earned All- 
America status Monday Nov. 25. 
DeFrancesco finished in a 
time of 20 minutes. 27.2 seconds 
on the 6,000 meter course. The 
mark is the third fastest at the 
distance in school histnrv 
DeFrancesco holds the two 
fastest times as well. This 
year she ran a 20:17 time at 
the NCAA Southeast 
Regional Championships 
Nov. 16 and a 20:27.9 time at 
the Oct. 19 Pre-Nationals. 
"I was initially disappoints I 
with finishing 30th, but after- 
wards I realized that I had 
,ihsolutely no reason to be," 
Defrancesco said. 'Knowing that 
I hadn't had my best race, and 
was still named an All-American 
isn't a bad achievement." 
DeFrancesco earned All- 
America honors by finishing 
among the top 25 American run- 
ners at the event. She became 
only the second female to do so at 
JMU. LeAnne Ikintnxrk received 
All-America honors in 1981. 
—from staff reports 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SOCCER- 
All-Regional teams for 
men, women announced 
The men's All-South 
Atlantic Regional and 
women's All-Mid-Atlantic 
Regional teams were 
announced Tuesday, with 
JMU naming three players on 
the men's side and two for 
the women. 
Senior midfielder Ben 
Munro was named to the first- 
team while senior goalkeeper 
Josh Kovolmko and senior for- 
ward Patrice Filin were named 
to the second   team.   Munro 
scored four goals and tallied 
two assists for the Dukes this 
season, while KovoJanko saved 
103 shots on goal for JMU in '02. 
Filin lead the Dukes in scoring 
with seven goals and three 
assists this season. 
Freshman forward Kim 
Argy and sophomore defender 
Katie Swindells were both 
named to the women's region 
al third team. Argy, the 
Colonial Athletic Association s 
Rookie of the Year, lead the 
Dukes in scoring with 13 goals 
and four assists, also ranking 
second in theCAA. 
Swindells helped to lead 
JMU's defense to a team season 
record 11 shutouts in '02 en 
mute to the Dukes' run into the 
second round of the NCAA 
tournament, when? they lost in 
the second round to the 
University of Richmond. I: 
JMU's sixth NCAA appearano' 
in the last eight years. 
—from staff rqxirt-i 
DELIVERY THROUGH DINNER TO GO 
438-9993 FLEX ACCEPTED 
Q: What's better than a bag of coal for the Holidays? 
A: Everything on our menu! 
Come hang out with the Gang for the Holidays! 
Food, Fun, and Friends are abundant at Spanky's!! 
Gift Certificates Available 
FUNKHOUSER & ASSOCIATES PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC. 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
& 
BEST WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR 
Need Housing for 2003?   We have many options to meet your needs. 
HiinliT\ Ridge Madison Terrace Madison Manor Country Club Court 
Condominiums Townhomes 
Hunters Ridge 
Townhomes 
Madison Gardens 
\\ 
Gingerbread House 
Large Selection 
of Houses i 
Mountain View University Place 
Jfc 
1/ Devon I'.am 
Townhomes 
Duke Gardens 
713 Port Republic Road 
info a funkhousermanagement.com 434-5150 
FUNKHOUSER 
& ASSOCIATES 
Property Management, Inc. 
! 
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OT/ijF/wnafii SPECIAL THANKS 
TO EVERYONE INVOLVED WITH HOMECOMING '02/ 
^mff 
HOMECOMme 2002 
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY. 
2002 Homecoming 
CORE COMMITTEE 
Co-chairs: 
KntbnMuncy 
Jueeji Thompson 
HOMECOMING GX« 
Amu Trembtoy (Fal) 
ShavaJyea Wyat (Spring) 
STUDENT SPIRIT 
SubcommlttN Co-chairs: 
BethBardeau 
Cam* Campbei 
Kathy Soivei 
MARKETING 
SubcommlttN Cc-chalrt: 
Wendell Esbenshade 
Emly Short 
Ann Simmons 
PARADE 
SubcommlttN Co-chairs: 
AmiTnmblay 
Brittany Schaal 
TECHNOLOGY 
SubcommlttN Co-chairs: 
Chris Stop 
JoehEartoy 
SPECIAL EVENTS 
SubcommlttN Co-chalrt: 
Chro Carter 
Linda Fabar 
FetaWang 
ALUMNI EVENTS 
SubcommlttN Co-chair 
Sherry King 
FACILITIES 
MANAGEMENT 
SubcommlttN Cc-chaire: 
B* Caracole 
Ouane Swanson 
AThlETICS/SK 
SubcommlttN Co-chairs: 
Bob Gorton 
JessMetoy 
Shew Moorman 
BUDGET 
SubcommlttN Chair 
Jute Huffman 
Valerie lichJnger 
Karen Mercer 
HOMECOMING 2002 
SPECIAL THANK YOU'S 
UsaAngJey 
GinaAnzuW 
Tara Armentrout 
ChnsBaidoo 
Emily Baker 
Stove Banks 
Jyfcgfcy 
Ebsbelh Bezants 
KaraBigakMn 
Stephen Bacone 
Donna Bitor 
Josh Blake 
Sieve BooMt 
Jenny Brodmel 
Jane Brown 
Sarah Bradley 
Monika Briscoe 
Dsvw Bryant 
Amy outer 
Eteabeth Cady 
WtlCamniB 
Sgl Paggy Campbei 
Jackie Caraynght 
RyanChnsman 
Steven Clark 
Mark Cine 
ErtnConsty 
LI Scod Covanttone 
AtemaCox 
KrnCralg 
Gabby Crab 
JeffCretz 
Chnssna Curry 
Zeb Davenport 
Christy Daary 
Courtney Dak 
Bethany DejN 
DanaDimarco 
Nicole DnM 
Mekssa Dzbynski 
Laura Eaton 
TimEberts 
Anna Marie Etas 
DanaEnsiey 
KimEsp 
MegFN 
KabeFink 
Candace Fletcher 
jNyce Forrest 
Sat* Funkhouser 
Dawn Frock 
Dave Frock 
RetdFrye 
Jason Garrefl 
Krytal Garret) 
ShaylaGrvera 
DkHGIaost 
Nicole Gieadal 
Jonah Gooc-c 
Emly Goodman 
Maura Goodrich 
AMson Graham 
Kim Grimes 
Lori Groom 
Erin Hal 
TenleyHart 
Steve HatneM 
Marisa Heberer 
Nanmi Htfw* 
Regan Haw 
Con/Hi 
Varoniqua Hodaau 
AnonMHotosn 
Andrea Holmes 
PamHoppw 
r*cote Howet- 
Jeff Hotkey 
JuN Huffman 
Becky Hykon 
EmryHynw 
Bob Jennings 
Stscty Johnson 
Stvohtow Johnson 
Chris Jones 
ErinEfcabathJonN 
Carry Kaagan 
TreceyKetegg 
Shannon Kennan 
SeongKm 
Andrew Kneale 
LisaKutsman 
Candace Larten 
Rick Larson 
Chrta Lawyer (EMT) 
Jacquie LarivN 
JurJeonLMe 
Jessica Lumtdan 
Catty Lunny 
Rebecca Macs 
JakanMacey 
Ymka Majakodunrr. 
Jutes Matoney 
Betsy Manpen 
ChrisenaManz 
Jennifer Marras 
EkzebefiMartn 
Lone Mays 
CeoaaMeed 
LoneMier 
JestcaUaner 
DonnyMix 
RebekahMoffat 
neoecca wore 
fowenna Moore 
Tracy Mortis 
JefNaca 
MkeNavarrete 
Jen Nelson 
EncNckal 
Laura Nul 
RWOrebeugh 
Mm ftMnd 
Ketye Parker 
MeghareiPesco 
Amanda Phiips 
ShetyPemow 
Eric Ports* 
Becky Porter 
VasPoumaras 
JafPya 
OMcar Glen Ouck 
KataanaRedc-ido 
Angtoa Ritchie 
Jsnn Robusto 
President RON 
VateneRuaaai 
Lauren Sadter 
Hector Satazai 
MarkSakuar 
Schaeffer 
GiaianSchuIz 
Kathenne Schuster 
Rabekah Sherman 
Sara Slough 
Stacy Smith 
Diana Smyth 
Howard Spangter 
Jordanna Spencer 
Sarah Stonier 
Jessica Starr 
Darmy Sleeper 
LavarStoney 
Judy Stocktor 
Bethany Surprise 
Carrie Tagye 
Metes. Tel 
LeuJeaTangiaa 
Jetaica Tanner 
Laura Tarrant 
Kate Taylor 
Karl Taylor 
Brooke Thompson 
Karen Thomson 
Shanna Torrey 
VWTraooart 
DaveUrso 
Jon Lh/ttewaal 
ToniVbgel 
Betsy Wachendorf 
CaianVMace 
Carolyn Wallace 
Juke Wallace 
MHWatoce 
Carter Walton 
Mark Warner 
Ed nwWICfc 
Heather Weigand 
Alison Wsndfcng 
Erika Wlson 
HeteYeager 
Linda Yaboeh 
JiZagora 
Soon sort, Orgtouaoons, 
and Depaitments 
Alpha Pre 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Alumni Reteaoni 
APO 
Apple Computer 
ARAmark 
Bkantonea 
Braakdarong Oub 
BW3s 
Coca-Cola (Cotoy ShrlHetl 
Concessions 
Char and Equipment Rental 
Cining Services 
Downtown AWebcs 
Events i Conferences 
Ex* 245 
GEICO 
Grey Logowarec (Nancy 
Grey) 
MoHymn 
JMU Alumni Assooabon 
JMU Feosiees Management 
JMU tootoal senors 
icaptarre 
JMU Parking 
JMUPokce 
JMU students 
Kmart 
Kroger 
LakeviewGolfCouree 
Low Kay 
Madison Dance 
Madison Propel 
Madaon Society 
MassanuOen (June 
Bnnkmar) 
klensCkjbvcteyoall 
NoteOnety 
Oriental Tracing 
Ovartortes 
PRO-Moaon 
RHA 
Runner's World 
SCC Exec 
SGA 
SOS 
Special Events Staff 
Stoderk Ambassadors 
Sunchase (Lisa Shaffer) 
Taylor Down Under 
rhe Cheerleaders 
TheDukettos 
Tn-Sigma 
UPB 
UREC 
UREC Massage 
Warnart 
Western and Associates 
(Mmam Clark) 
821FWestport 
PUZZLED 
WWB*E TO uvf NEXT %AR? 
Let Pheasant Run solve the puzzle! 
Open Monday - Friday 10am-5pm 
Phone: 801-0660      Web: www.pheasantrun.net 
Take A Virtual Tour On    ^% 
_c#w«Tui«rr 
i I. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
THURSDAY, DEC. 5.20021 TMB Braze 123 
MftiewTownliotuts 
1 All fumnlwdl 
1204 -July 2003 -June 
20(14. 4 rooms. SI.000 
1208 . 5 rooms. W/D. D/W. 
G/D.2 1/2 baths. $1,175 
1220-5 room. 3 hath. 
Available 7/0MB. $1,175 
(all 828-0464 today! 
Forest HiBs & (ireenbriar 
Drivf Townhouse* 
lataapfraaaratatrlBI!  DM 
•choal jeer  4 4 5 Bertram Ran 
SIJ0O.|l.7OUi» CiMe.Tdn*™c. 
jnd EflVmci hookup* at ill roam. 
I all 4.VL47W 
Punlad about whare 
to live neat year? 
Lot Phaaaant Run 
aolva lha puzzle! 
Pheasant "Run 
Townkomes 
Phone: 801 0660 
Web: www.phoii.nlnm ntl 
—■ »"»■   4- ~      II !■ 
Visit US at th* Housing Fair! 
Where? PC Ballroom 
JVhtn? Doc. 4, 11am-5pm 
One    ■•droom    Apartment    ■ 
$395/montn. quiet neighborhood, 
dote lo IMU Available 1/1/03. 
Fini month free! Call 4214960. 
Muat Turn Over ar IIHIIII • mce 
bedroom In South Vtow apertimnta 
Bedroom 12 available w*h private 
bath. Moat uMttiea included. Rent 
la 1295/month. Deeperete to renl 
w-l pay l/4tn of rant throuch May 
Please contact Taylor. 8044362 5685 
aj ,.,-'*■._<.,  .,■•.,-( 4 o M90 
2 Ho. I Weal Fatrvtew U 
Harrison • both W/D. microwave. 
A/C. yard Front 3 bedroom*. 
(825. bach 2 bedrooms, S550 
4W BM 
2000 VW Beetle 
Silver, all power, motavoof. keyfcu 
catty/alarm. ViK mile*. wimnt>. 
perfccl condmon. >l >.750A»j> 
Call 434-3S2S or c-inail 
p^'l Ha yahoo, .m 
61.100 Weekly Potential - mailing 
our circular* Free information Call 
2036830202 
■ERVICES 
iinilla'KaJllilMl 
PARTY VACA'IONS 
UTJN   AAP'! 'C    JAMJCA 
NuiMttS  FLCR^A  S PADRE 
ad apartment in The Commons. 
lent is $279/mo. (negotiable) phis 
electricity bill, all other utilities 
free Great location, greet roommaa.1. 
Available immediately Sublease 
through summer 2003. Please 
contact Ben. 804-3382015 or 
email KnuCoUOaol.com. 
Feeling Cramped? Compare our 
spacious houses, duplexes and 
apartments. See photos, prices 
and current availability for 2003 - 
2004 at wvrw.CM0epniparry.corn 
Room Available fer Sacend 
neater • $230 per month. Call 
2966964 or UonsnOaol.com. 
Elliabeth Itreet 2003 • 2004 - 
perches, hardwood floors. Ethernet. 
,!i ige«ajieM aemm 
_ .*. ■ 2 3 
bedroom, directly across from |he 
campus $700/month plus deposit 
Available 1/1/03. Call 438-9140 
S*S4>pWMvM,HWM ..,, 1Hrn<. 
farm 5 minutes from JMU. 
Antebellum home's 'summer 
kitchen* renovated to pnvate room 
with bath, washer/dryer, gas 
fireplace, kachen privileges. Morse 
in barn 90 feet away gets 2* acres 
pasture 6500/mo for both. 
Trailer and tach space. Starling 
January. References necessary, 
lease. Call 576 3879. Or email 
mctvnstopriere>nxh-Tgfaam.h 12.veois 
2 Fiwr Rvdroom I nils 
KiEhl Beside Kadi Other! 
I Me, lo be rcinihlctrd Close to 
>ampuv $240/imintii per person. 
CMoasI TTII* could be cooler than 
>«ilhink. Really' 
Call Biyan. 804-*-> 1344 
Ne-tMlea trosn Clay, Weed. Stone. 
asd Paper! Gift & Thrift. 227 N Mam 
Maasa mitten Time Mara - 4th 
weeh Sept. 1st wee* Oct. Sleeps 
8. full kitchen. |acu*-i. sauna. 
double deck i5.000/wh.. o.b.o 
703255-4712. 
Washer ■   Kenmoro,   compact. 
eicelient condition (I paid 6500). 
6200 Dryer - Whirlpool, slechabis. 
small to medium sired. 660 Call 
5742306. 
Oat a Speeding Ticket? vour 
auto's speedometer may be wrong; 
Calibrate your speedometer today 
and beat that uchet on court. Call 
4346600. 
Lang  Dlatanca~».»   caste"/ 
aalwrrta • Mo fees No 10 10 Call 
1 866 36tv 3489 
http://bestrates iscool.net 
'l-SOO-23 I-7»M>; 
,.,,*EM)LEiSw-inr.'TOU»S;t-i 
loteers lAaartra 
Nags Head - Student summer 
rantels   Call 252 2556328 or 
eeafii'ewa/eety.corn. 
fcnaaayeee Oao a* free*-* • attecriod 
bathroom, closest to bus stop. 
Available December 14th. No 
December rent. 6295 (negotiable^. 
Call Babar. 442-5911. 
1964 Chrysler LeBaro* 
miles, very dependable, new 
stereo, spoke wheels, elec   locks 
and windows, automatic, air Call 
Sharon. 4335112.   $1,000 (neg). 
2001 Ford Tw-n-M 
perfect condition. V6 engine. AC, 
alarm. Alloy wheels. AM/FM/ 
cassette, cruise control, driver/ 
passenger airbag. power locks, 
windows, and steering. 442-5767. 
HE LP WA 
Bartender Trainees Needed • 6250 
a day potential. Local positions. 
1S0O2933985. art. 215. 
2S1 Campbell Street • will be 
■liable June 1. 2003 through 
May 31, 2004. Call 4336047. 
Check Out 
These Great 
Rentals! 
Hum: they'll to FAST! 
165 N. High- 10- 12 large 
rooms. Available July or 
August 2003 
.180 W Water -4 large 
rooms, large lot. available 
Mil 03. SI. 14" 
280 W.Walfe-with 
basement, pets welcome. 
Available 6/01TO. $750 
1169 Harrbaa-4 rooms. 
D/W. W/D. G/D. Available 
6/01/03. $1,000 
31* Old S. Mga - 2 rooms, 
nice house. W/D, July 2003 - 
June 2004. $600 
1113-D Reurvair - College 
Station Available Ml/03. 
furnished. W/D. D/W. G/D. 
$900 
Call 828-0464 today! 
In Sherwood Forest. Dishwasher 
and washer/dryer lor only 
(425/month water included and a 
S4 25 deposit. Call 5780106 or 
438-0310 Ash (or lames or Amanda 
Hour,, tor Real . 
Good neighborhood, close to 
campus, washer/dryer included. 
May 2003 May 2004 lease 
Groups only Call 4330380. day; 
or 4321580, evening 
3 opctaks Beara I- In 
Forest Hills. Do not need throe 
people; individual leases. Price la 
negotiable. Available December 13 
OVougn June Kachen and appSencet 
Call Sean. 9/353*8508 
I   SuDI. 
- December 
2002 through August 2003. Pnvate 
bathroom. 3 female roommates. 
Can 442-5750. 
We   have 
property at: 
WESTPORT VILLAGE 
HUNTER'S RIDGE 
DEVON LANE 
MASON STREET 
LIBERTY STREET 
J-M'S 
OLD SOUTH HIGH 
UNIVERSITY PLACE 
EAST & WEST MARKET 
HJOH STREET 
1-2-3-4 OR 5 
BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
2-3-4 BEDROOM 
HOUSES 
ALL WALKING 
DISTANCE TO JMU! 
NO BUS RIDE! 
Kline Really 
Properly Management 
Are you looking for 
a place to live now 
or the following year? 
We haive a vjnctv of rainuiutr 
sNuaiiorv thai rna\ meet voui 
noils Out two-IVior Lwohouwr. 
feature lout trdrixins 2 1/2 bsths. 
huge lutthen endless maims rf 
stcnge snare and a woahrr and 
dryer We have phone cable, and 
Ethernet avaaable Hi each room 
Ft* an naaaNRy lating 
call 801 OMOcc cm*, us at 
PheesaitVecasdntrunjiet 
Web Position Available • m Sports 
rwadJaMsVoni leWMK phaMBphjj 
lor Spring semester 2003 
Responsibilities include web 
design, maintenance, office worn 
Dreamweaver and PhotoShop 
eiperience required. Applications 
avaaable in Sports Media. Godwin 
220. Can 568-3294 for information. 
Hene>' Around for the rtoHdeys? 
Coma have fun and make money" 
Hank s Smokehouse and Dell Is 
now looking for server* hosts and 
catering help! Experience a must' 
Apply in person at Hank's 
Smokehouse on Route 33. Just 7 
mat* past the vaNey Mall' 
MEN: 
Is someone close to 
you ■ sciual assault 
or rape survivor? 
Want to help them more? 
l-et'i get logether to discuss It. 
Contact Dave Rutn, 
Office of Sexual Auaull Prevention 
Warren 404, 568-J407 
romsdatftjmu edu 
Confidential for you 
and your friend. 
NOTICE 
For more ■(rrnssoon aid 
auiancr rriadina thr 
iavejfjrpDiac(rnawin([ hiaici 
orcrrtaiarvartailmr 
Bcllci HinincM Bureau. In. 
I4M-5.I3-5MI 
CAWIrt • AUHUO a .:mm 
BWUAU • fjOKO' 
Mil tun tt Iran, 
UM CAM, SO rttt! 
IJM44M*4* 
www.ststravel.toai 
Spring 
HI Early Sariag 1 •ah specie**! 
Cancun 4 jaasaic from $4291 
Free 1'       IS.1   SSw aws & parties1 
Award w.rmmg cor npanyl Group 
leaders free! Florida PMBSBWB ''i"'1 
$149t *(x>nnt>reakt/mvel.con> 
lfl006786366. 
r Years*JanuarySpn 
fWXSON 
r Wi • to launch 
FOR SALE 
Handmade Cards lor Chrlstwi 
"   227 N M»n. 
'93 Dodge Colt - -o* mileage, 
some wom needed   $1.700/neg. 
9 Piece Pearl Drum Set - rack, 
double pedal, maple snare. Paiste 
symbals. $2f70O Contact Gavin, 
5404367 2861 
19M Haaea C*V EX AsW • slhw. 
with ettras aicellent condition. 
115,000 miles. Below NADA at 
$10,900. 080. 4321018. ext. 4 
i daytime): Chns. 
19« >4>N Cowteet - 5 spaedT^. 
84.000 miles, greet shape, new 
tires, battery. Perfect student cart 
$4 395. best offer. 8799947. 
Hamsonburjbaeed Discount card 
Responsibilities include morketing 
and vendor management. Contact 
lnfo4>nitiatlvel6.com to receive 
more tntormauOn and schedule an 
interview. 
■ Now hmng 
tun and part time sales and 
marketing positions Start a career 
in the student travel, promotion 
and events industry Work In and 
travel to exotic locations Salaried 
positions available. Contact Dean 
Longway. 8002589191. art. 160 
or o«ane>studentexpress.com. 
1986 Ford Bronco II • 4WD. 3 inch 
lift good condition great for four- 
nnoehng. 12.500. or best offer. 
Cat 64    4380681 
SEMESTER 
BREAK WORK 
Work 1 -5 weeks over 
break In retail 
sales / service dept. 
813.75 base appi. 
Apply now! Start after 
finals. Conditions apply 
434 245 0340 
Work In your home town 
Apply on-line 
collmgci nco me. com 
IMY 
.'   |Fest | 
I      t 
0Jy%  NiuhKLill Ticketa 
Ifr.s.i.Uod.wigSa 
SKi.rS, inayeL 
1   BOO   SBS.rakl.l 
■ reak     2003     with 
R/tnp an, hotel, 
free food and 150% lowest price 
guarantee' Reps wanted! Organize 
15 friends, earn 2 free trips, VIP 
treatment, cash and prizes to 
promote StudentCity.com! Cal 
1-800 293 1445 or email 
saies9siudentcity.com today I 
• 1 Spring Break Operator! 
Awesome deals on package* with 
free meal plans for Cancun & 
Jamaica Book by October 31st. 
Call us today, 1866-273 2900. 
www vagabondlowrs.com 
At Lastl Spring Break la Naarl 
Book before Nov. 6th   Free meals, 
parties. 2 free trips, lowest prices, 
Call 1800426 7710 
www aunapiasntoun.com 
JA*U Serina. aVeek..Are yea QoMg? 
Then go Direct1 Book now and get 
guaranteed lowest price, tree messs. 
and free insurance' Campus rep* 
wanted1 Organize some friends 
travel freel We tw>t zero customer 
complaints! 1 800 367 1252 
www, sprtngbreai idnect.com 
Spring Break 2003 • is now 
sponsored by Student Express! 
Cancun. Acapulco. Mazatlan, 
Jamaica, Bahamas. South Padre, 
Las Vegas. Florida, and ibiza. 
Book early and get free mealal 
Student Express sponsors the 
best parties and is now hiring 
salaried Salespeople, Campus 
Reps, and On site Staff Contact 
www studentexpress com or call 
1 800 787 3787 for details 
Aat Nawl Guarantee the beat 
spring break prices! South Padre, 
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, 
Acapulco. Florida and Mardigras. 
Travel free, reps needed, earn 
SSS Group discounts (or 6*. Call 
1888THINHSUN (18888448578, 
dept 2626.) 
www.sprinjbreaiVd/ftCounli.com 
Wanted)! tprlaaj Breakers! SCv 
wants to send you on Spring Break 
2003 to Cancun. AcaoWco. Mazatlan. 
Jamaca or the Bahamas *x free! Can 
now at 1800-7964786 or email at 
sales4Huncoastvacation* com. 
!   IK 
best prices! Mexico. Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Fionda, Texas Book now 
and receive free parties and 
meals. Campus raps wanted! 
1800 234-7007 
endfesssummer foura.com 
Sun Splash Tours 
1.800.426.7710 
www.iunsplashlours.com 
111 Early Specials! Spring Break 
Bahamas party cruise' 5 days 
$299! Includes meals, parties! 
Awesome beaches, nightlife! 
Departs from Florida! Get group 
go freel •^arwia*jn?afcr/ave/ com 
18006786386 
Spring Break Insanity I Go to 
www.inter-campus.com or call us. 
8003278013. Guaranteed lowest 
pnees. Hottest destinations free 
meals and more' Cancun. Jamaca. 
norlda. and Bahama* Party Cruise! 
17 years experience. Hep* wanted 
PERSONALS 
B*j 
Fine Arta and Crafts 
special 
Shenandoah VaSny eras 
jewelry, pottery, gtes*   ornaments 
and much more   OASMS GeHery, 
103 S    Main St   in downtown 
Harrlsonburg. Monday, Thursday - 
Saturday, 10 a.m.    5:00 p m. and 
Sunday. 12:00 p m.    5:00 p.m. 
Call 4428188 
Skydlvel One day first Tandem 
skydi.es Irom 2 1/2 miles up! 
22 lumper aircraft. JMU student 
discounts! Call 1877-3483759 
(877 DIVE SKY) 
www StVydiveortinge com 
ADVERTISE IN 
THE BREEZE 
CLASSIFIED ADS! 
$3 00 for the first 10 words 
$2 00 for each add'l 10 words 
Itlock.id. arc till inch 
Vow accepting 
credit cants!I 
(Classified advenising only) 
Visa or Master Card 
I   .III inJU, 
in pin. i- your ad! 
568-6127 
Need some money? 
Sell your items in The Breeze ctossifieds! 
Text Books - Furniture - Clothes - Music - Odds & Ends 
FREE COLOR FLYERS 
for JMU Clubs, Orgs, & Sports 
see wvm.GoLookOn.com/freecolorflyers 
Custom printed t-shirts, sweats, drinkware, etc 
Owned and operated by DMU students & alumni 
Open 9am-9pm weekdays, 12pm-7pm weekends 
Biggest selection of apparel and products 
Advertising   Best prices, turnaround time & graphic designers 
ICall 442-9226, right next to campui, map: golookon.com/tog/SOSmap.hlml| 
•Mill 5treet 
GRILL 
Steuks. Ribs. Salads, Sandwiches. Pasta, Seafood, Fresh Baked I*TV.KI 
\ltHI- Hulls  I     Id pill 
In- Sal i   10 lOptn 
Sundaj 11 K) 9 pm 
I Mill Sired. 
Staunion. \.\ 
Best Barbecue Ribs 
in the Valley 
wo) 886-0656 
L1VEJAZ2?. 
Every Wednesday Nighi 
7:30- 10:30 
uu« raillstTeetgrill.com 
Old Country Store 
1/2 RESTAURANT 1/2 RETAIL 
STORE NO. 263 
121 PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD • HARRISONBURG, VA 22801 
PHONE: 540 574 3099 
Earn over $7f 000 
this summer while building your resume! 
NOW 
interviewing: 
at JMU 
All positions 
filled by 
Christmas 
www.tpmtejmsMps.com 
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From all of us 
at Southview, 
The Commons, 
and Stone Gate 
wSfJafflpspftf-#V ^^SSBfi 
I   ■ ■  ''■■■■*: 
Don't forget to 
sign your lease 
before the Holidays! <*v. 
FREE 
Sec you when 
you get back ■i 
impu* 
'    ''      Br 
- -    \ 
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Commuters on Port 
Republic Road en- 
dure the traffic 
while construction 
for the new stop- 
light at the Forrest 
Hills Road intersec- 
tion gets underway. 
The traffic light was 
installed on Dec. 1. 
in effort to alleviate 
some congestion on 
Port Republic Road. 
Students contribute to traffic tensions 
BY LEIGH DIVERIS 
contributing writer 
Rush hours, heavy vehicle flow 
from Interstate 81, a train that runs 
across nearly every main road and traf- 
fic from JMU makes getting around the 
city of Harrisonburg like running an ob- 
stacle course. 
According to JMU Parking Services, 
as of September 13,7,604 student permits 
were issued for fall semester. With this 
influx of drivers in the city, the volume of 
traffic on the main roads, especially 
around the entrances and exits of the 
campus, significantly increases. 
Harrisonburg resident Aaron Brown 
attributes the traffic to the overpopula- 
tion of the city. 
"There are just too many people in a 
small area. There are a lot of people 
around Harrisonburg and this is the only 
place to go," Brown said. "So basically, 
too many drivers, one place to go and not 
enough room for them all." 
While easing traffic tensions is ideal, 
it is not always simple. Andrew 
Williams, transportation planner at the 
Harrisonburg Department of Public 
Works, said there are many issues in- 
volved in relieving traffic volume in the 
city. They have to take into account the 
accident rate of the street and back ups 
caused by traffic lights. The city of Har- 
risonburg also has to consider university 
and state concerns, considering the city's 
proximity to JMU and 1-81. 
As students and residents know, 
some of the worst times to get around the 
city are during the intervals between 
ON-CAMPUS ACCIDENTS IN 2001-2002 
ipus vem- 
ported 
asre- 
by the 
Office ol 
ic Safe 
rding to 
the report, 
more acci- 
lents occur] 
during fall 
and spring | 
semesters 
than during 
May session 
and the sum- 
mer months. 
' Nun ' ( 
2001 Accidents 2002 Accidents 
January 1 January 10 
February 6 February 17 
March 9 March 7 
April 11 April 7 
May 5 May 6 
June 4 June 3 
July 3 July 4 
August 5 August 7 
September 6 September 13 
October 19 October 3 
November 8 November* n/a 
December 8 December* n/a 
Total 85 Total 77 
classes at JMU. For the 15-minute breaks 
that connect classes, hurried student dri- 
vers scramble to get to classes on time. 
"It's really inconvenient around 
noon on Canrrell [Avenue] with all of 
the students driving to class at the same 
time, the construction and long traffic 
lights on the road," junior Agatha Mc- 
Cain said. 
The Department of Public Works is 
also concerned with pedestrian traffic 
around campus entrances and exits. 
"One of the challenges we have, be- 
cause the university spills out across 
South Main Street, is to separate pedes- 
trians from car traffic," Williams said. 
Students also realize the need to im- 
prove pedestrian intersections. 
Senior Katie McNutly said, "I've no- 
ticed a lot more 'No Turn on Red' [signs] 
which are nice because it makes crossing 
safer for pedestrians." 
Students are aware of the need for 
changes in traffic patterns on the streets 
around campus. Junior Suzanne Da- 
mon said, "They need to install a light at 
the intersection of Port (Republic) and 
Forrest Hills because the intersection 
gets easily backed up, especially if you 
are turning left." The Department of 
Public Works has, according to 
Williams, recognized this dangerous in- 
tersection as a problem and a new light 
was installed on Dec. 1. 
The Department of Public Works is 
considering building a footbridge across 
South Main Street to ease the traffic 
caused by pedestrians on the road, ac- 
cording to Williams. 
The Harrisonburg Police Depart- 
ment constantly analyzes traffic condi- 
tions in the city, according to Captain D. 
Claytor. 
"We evaluate intersections and ac- 
cidents for improvements," Claytor 
said. The police force assesses citizen 
complaints by conducting surveys on 
the feasibility of improvement and pre- 
sents these results to Harrisonburg's 
Transportation Safety Committee. If 
the suggested improvements are made, 
the police department then enforces 
the changes. 
Of course, if driving or walking 
around Harrisonburg feels like running a 
gauntlet, there are alternatives to getting 
around. The Harrisonburg Transit bus 
system and carpooling are options to 
consider. Both are great alternatives to 
driving to class that not only save money 
and gas, but will help to ease traffic ten- 
sions around the city. 
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Advantages of living, working in Valley lure alumni 
BY TRAVIS W. CLINGENPEEL 
senior writer 
For the majority of JMU students, 
Harrisonburg is an ideal college town 
to spend four years of their lives. When 
graduation comes, most pack up and 
leave, to return for only Homecoming. 
But for a select number of JMU 
grads, the allure of jobs in the area and 
the atmosphere that the Harrisonburg 
community offers are an attraction to 
stay. 
Family ties 
Michelle Hite ('88), assistant editor 
of Montpelier, JMU's alumni magazine, 
aspired to return to Harrisonburg to 
work, but had to wait 11 years until the 
opportunity presented itself. 
"I called in every favor I could to 
get this job," Hite said. "I'm tied to my 
community. To do the job for your 
alma mater, it rocks." 
Mark Warner ('79), JMU senior vice 
president of student affairs, didn't wait 
to get back to the Harrisonburg. He 
traded in his cap and gown for a posi- 
tion in the office of Residence Life 
immediately after commencement. 
-66 
/ think both city residents and 
JMU students have caricatures 
of the other. 
— Brad Jenkins 
Daily News-Record features editor 
55 
PHOTO COURTESY OF Mark Warner 
Senior Vice President of Student Affaire 
Mark Warner graduated from JMU in '79 
"I got brainwashed and never left 
JMU," Warner said. "I loved JMU, but 
initially I didn't plan to stay here per- 
manently." 
Warner said he planned on living in 
Harrisonburg for two years, but he and 
his wife started a family and decided 
that Harrisonburg was an ideal com- 
munity in which to raise their children, 
Warner said. 
Harrisonburg being a perfect loca- 
tion to start a family has encouraged 
many to stay following graduation, 
including Daily News-Record features 
editor Brad Jenkins ('99). 
Jenkins said he was engaged when 
he graduated, and he and his fiance 
decided to begin their married life in a 
familiar place like Harrisonburg. 
"I initially thought we'd stay 
around for about a year and then we'd 
move somewhere else," Jenkins said. 
"But the Valley grew on me, and its 
beauty and slower pace have kept me 
here." 
A new look 
The transition from JMU to the real 
world is a drastic one, and according to 
Jenkins, brings a different perspective 
on life in the Valley. 
"I notice the increased traffic in 
August more now, and I notice crowds 
when school is in session," he said. 
"But I like that aspect of the city. I like 
that college students kind of liven the 
place up." 
Perhaps one of the most interesting 
aspects of remaining in the 
Harrisonburg community following 
graduation is watching one's alma 
mater and its surrounding community 
PHOTO COURTESY OF The Bluestone 
Daily News-Record features editor Brad 
Jenkins graduated from JMU in '99. 
grow. 
Hite said that she has noticed an 
increase in the cultural diversity of 
both JMU and the surrounding com- 
munity since she was an undergradu- 
ate and that she enjoys the opportuni- 
ties that brings. "Thanks to JMU, we 
have a lot of cultural events to attend 
without the huge metropolis atmos- 
phere." 
Tension in the community 
A lot has changed since his time at 
JMU, Warner said. When he was an 
undergraduate, most students lived on 
campus, and downtown Harrisonburg 
was a popular hangout for students. 
"We did not have the density of stu- 
dent population off campus like we 
have now," Warner said. 
Warner said that at times the rela- 
tionship between JMU and 
Harrisonburg has been strained, but he 
thinks that overall the relationship is a 
symbiotic one. 
"That type of relationship allows us 
to enjoy the synergy created by the 
interaction of two rich resources," he 
said. 
Jenkins said that the riot in Forest 
Hills Aug. 31, 2000, did a significant 
amount of damage to the relationship 
between JMU and its surrounding 
community. 
"1 think the riot really ticked a lot 
of city people off," Jenkins said. 
"They were right in their frustrations 
... There's got to be respect for the 
police of the city — they're doing 
their job." 
As for the town's view of JMU, 
Jenkins said that at times he senses an 
underlying impression that JMU stu- 
dents are snobby rich kids whose 
lifestyles are financed for them, but he 
was quick to contradict this. 
"That's a wrong impression," 
Jenkins said. "I think both city resi- 
dents and JMU students have carica- 
tures of the other. We sort of exagger- 
ate what the other is like based on 
stereotype and quick impression." 
Warner said that the town's feelings 
are mixed on the subject. He said that 
while many enjoy the athletic and cul- 
tural resources provided by the uni- 
versity, many are frustrated by the traf- 
fic that is associated with the school. 
Looking ahead 
As far as the future of JMU and 
Harrisonburg's relationship, Warner 
said that the more the JMU community 
and Harrisonburg residents work 
together on common issues, the 
greater that they will understand and 
appreciate each other. 
Jenkins said that an atmosphere of 
greater understanding would go a 
long ways toward JMU students and 
residents living together more peace- 
fully. 
"What we're dealing with are two 
very different lifestyles in the same 
city," Jenkins said. "I think most of the 
people around here are hard-working 
people. A lot of people around here get 
up really early, work hard all day and 
come home and then have to take care 
of their family. They have a right to 
live in peace." 
Jenkins said that students need to 
understand that their comparatively 
unrestricted lifestyle is different from 
that of most Harrisonburg residents, 
but that that does not make either way 
of living better than the other. 
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The 
other 
side 
Police, students share 
perspectives on 
JMU community 
relations 
BY JENNIFER O'BRIEN 
contributing writer 
On the Sunday after Homecoming, 
officer Eddie Skelton drove around Har- 
risonburg evaluating the remnants of the 
weekend celebrations. As he navigated 
through apartment complexes littered 
with red plastic cups and broken bottles, 
he reflected on the relationships between 
JMU students and the year-round commu- 
nity. "I feel my job is really about provid- 
ing services to meet people's needs, and to 
help with problem solving" he said. 
Issues of dispute often come down to 
the different lifestyles of the residents that 
live in close proximity. 
Turning off Greenbriar Road, Skel- 
ton said, "These houses probably cost 
$170,000 to $400,000. People decided to 
move here to achieve the American 
dream, to buy a home and live here with 
their families." 
As he turned off of Greenbriar and 
onto Village Lane, he continued, "Look at 
the trash on this road. This is not from peo- 
ple digging through the dumpsters; this is 
from the parties last night." 
Just as he said this the car in front of 
him drove over a glass beer bottle left in 
the middle of the road. As glass flew into 
the air, Skelton shook his head. "This real- 
ly is dangerous. Can you imagine what 
would have happened if someone had 
gotten a piece of that in their eye?" he said. 
As Skelton drove down Village Lane 
at about 3 p.m., several JMU students car- 
ried trash bags in and out of their apart- 
ments while an older man, a woman and 
JENNIFER O'BRIEN/ contributing photographer 
Officer Eddie Skelton of the Harrisonburg Police Department scans the the littered streets of Village Lane the Sun- 
day after Homecoming. Skelton estimates 80 percent of all weekend calls send him to out-of-hand college parties. 
her child gathered aluminum cans off the 
street. Officer Skelton speculated they 
would turn the cans in after a few hours 
and make over $100. "They don't mind. 
They are cashing in, I reckon," he said. 
Skelton turned off of Village Lane and 
back onto Greenbriar. 
"How would you feel if you lived 
up there and you knew this place was 
in your back yard?" Skelton said. "I 
think a lot of natives are fed up with 
the college atmosphere. This is their 
home for 20 to 30 years." 
JMU students agreed the varying 
lifestyles of college students and Harrison- 
burg residents cause many conflicts. Ju- 
nior Hector Salazar feels many problems 
stem from how the residents of Harrison- 
burg view the surrounding colleges. 
"I think we JMU students take a lot 
for granted and that we don't respect that 
residents of Harrisonburg make this their 
actual home," Salazar said. "The real prob- 
lem is JMU students look at Harrisonburg 
as their playground. Look at all of the 
apartment complexes with plastic cups 
and beer cans in the streets," Salazar said. 
For other students, memories of 
Forest Hill's riot over two years ago still 
linger. In 2000, the annual Forest Hills 
block party the weekend before classes 
began ended in violence. 
Junior Alaina Sadick feels some of the 
conflict between JMU students and the po- 
lice are a result of that riot. 
"It was definately the most people I 
have ever seen at a party. The party did 
get a little ridiculous but the police didn't 
have sound reason to use the methods 
they did," Sadick said. "It was just a 
bunch of kids having fun, no one was 
getting hurt. Tear gas and rubber bullets 
were not necessary." 
Skelton feels students often don't 
recognize how easily parties can get out 
of hand. He routinely covers weekend 
shifts and estimates nearly 80 percent of 
all calls direct him to college parties. 
"There are a lot of very decent students 
here," he said. "You know, yes sir, no 
ma'am types. But, a lot of the students 
we deal with are under the influence of 
alcohol. I will say the meanest I've ever 
been treated is by college students when 
they are drinking — spit on, throwing 
beer on my head and throwing bottles at 
the police cars. I once had a kid tap dance 
on the roof of my police car." 
However, Skelton was quick to admit 
that the relationship between the towns- 
people and JMU students is also positive. 
"There is like a 15,000 population in- 
crease when the students come," Skelton 
said. "That means more traffic, noise, con- 
gestion, a faster pace of life, but then again 
the businesses need it." 
As he drove east on East Market 
Street, Skelton said, "Look at these places 
like Pargos and Chilis. Economically, the 
college is very good for the town. It 
brings a lot to it." 
Skelton says he always hears accusa- 
tions that police are just out to get college 
students by breaking up parties. "I often 
hear, 'don't you all have better things to 
do?' I'd say roughly 80 percent of our offi- 
cers have college experience or are college 
graduates. A good number of those are 
JMU graduates. 
"Students are out on their own for the 
first time and what do college students 
like to do? Party, and they deserve to — 
it's the time of their life. These college stu- 
dents are adults, but in some ways they 
are still mommy and daddy's little kids." 
Skelton admitted police have a bi- 
ased view against JMU students be- 
cause they deal primarily with prob- 
lems. However, he believes in the end, 
his role is to protect the interests of all 
Harrisonburg residents. 
"Our relationships with students are 
mostly negative because most people only 
talk with the police if they do something 
bad," Skelton said. "Not all college stu- 
dents are bad, but there is a percentage or 
two that break the rules. There are laws 
and they have to be enforced." 
For some students, however, it is not 
that simple. The conflict has been routed 
in both communities as long as they have 
been at JMU. 
While neither police nor students de- 
nied the negative outcomes of the 2000 ri- 
ots in the Forest Hills neighborhood, 
Salazar offered a unique perspective. 
"Although the immediate effects were 
devastating in the big picture it helped 
bring JMU and the community together by 
opening up dialogue," Salazar said. "The 
community coalitions that were formed as 
a result of the event have worked to resolve 
tensions and resulted in programs such as 
this year's [volunteer] day." 
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Forces on, off campus respond to sexual violenci 
CASA addresses community needs 
BY RYAN CHRISM AN 
conributing writer 
Fifteen years ago, Shirley Collins, a well-known community 
member died of injuries she sustained after being sexually 
assaulted in Harrisonburg. The community, its leaders, allied 
professionals and private citizens found that there were few 
resources for people seeking services for sexual assault and 
abuse, and as a result, Citizens Against Sexual Assault (CASA) 
was started in 1988. 
Responding to sexual violence with compassionate action in 
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County, CASA staff and volun- 
teers work to provide direct victim services, professional train- 
ing and educational programs. 
CASA began providing services in Harrisonburg in October 
1989, and it continues to increase awareness of the issue in the 
area. Such services aim to promote a sense of empowerment to 
help decision-making and dealing with women, men and chil- 
dren s unique situations. 
A 24-hour hotline and a help line run by teens for teens are 
some operations that CASA uses for crisis intervention. Support 
groups for victims, teen groups, parents of victims and partners 
of survivors are organized through CASA. Workshops for sur- 
vivors teach personal safety and healthy relationship awareness 
according to CASA. 
CASA also accompanies victims to the hospital for medical 
attention and to attorney s offices for law enforcement services if 
desired. Court advocacy as well as referrals for service 
providers, mental health professionals and other medical servic- 
es are also offered. Domestic violence programs, child abuse 
protection and other sexual assault services make up this task 
force that analyzes how sexual violence is affecting the commu- 
nity. 
Educational programs in middle and high schools, colleges, 
church and civic groups and allied professionals demonstrate 
CASA s response to sexual violence with compassionate action. 
All of CASA s services are free and confidential. 
CASA also collaborates with the Office of Sexual Assault 
PHOTO COURTESY OF Amy Goss 
Senior CASA employee Amle Jo Close trains 16-year-old 
Spotswood High School student, Shauna Layman, for 
CASA s teen run helpline. 
and CARE, Campus Assault ResponsE. 
"It is important that CARE and CAS; 
because sometimes students want separ 
sometimes its more comforting to wor 
Amie Jo Close, CASA s youth outreach cc 
As a JMU student dedicated to reach 
nity, Close is responsible for the develop 
education and prevention programming 
school students. 
"CASA and CARE may cross paths z 
dent is in the emergency room after an a 
associate director of Sexual Assault Prevei 
Resource center, said. Some victims prefe 
pital. Many do not even report. "It must i 
the victim as to what he or she wishes in 
Wing said CASA is an agency under t 
the state sexual assault agency office i 
agency runs on grants and donations and 
of directors. CASA serves the entire Han 
community, while CARE serves the stude 
The two are completely different in 
trained professionals while CARE consist 
but "both are wonderful groups of peopl< 
ering victims and providing preventio 
said. 
Wing has been doing this type of v 
years. She said she holds high esteem fc 
who is engaging in the healing process fr 
"It takes a great deal of strength to m; 
and each journey is individual. There is n 
she said. 
CARE members committed 24 hours a da 
PHOTO COURTESY OF CARE 
Junior Kristin Damlano and senior Melissa 
Diffley hand out stickers for CARE week. 
The sticker demonstrates the statistic 
that one in four college-age women will be 
the victim of rape or attempted rape by 
the time she graduates college. 
BY RYAN CHRISMAN 
conributing writer 
According to the National Victim Center 
and Crime Research and Treatment Center, 1.3 
forcible rapes occur a minute. Statistically, sen- 
ior year of high school and freshman year in 
college are times when an individual is most 
vulnerable to sexual assault. Established for 
students by students, Campus Assault 
ResponsE, CARE, is committed to helping indi- 
viduals directly and indirectly affected by sexu- 
al assault with a 24-hour help line, educational 
programs and demonstrations on campus. 
The help line operates seven days a week 
on a pager-voicemail system to assist those who 
are in need of crisis intervention or information. 
Its purpose is to encourage sexual assault sur- 
vivors to seek support and advocacy according 
to CASA. 
Anyone can be a victim of sexual assault, 
regardless of age, gender, ethnicity or sexual 
orientation. "You don t have to go through it to 
empathize with someone who has," junior Patty 
Huber said. "It s about listening, not telling." 
Volunteers working the help line go 
through about 32 hours of training to offer such 
assistance Huber said. They respond to situa- 
tions and inform callers of resources available at 
JMU. When a caller leaves a voicemail, the vol- 
unteer on call checks it and calls the person 
back within 15 minutes on a private phone. 
These services are confidential and free. "It 
has to be comforting for a victim to know they 
can call if they want to," Huber said. "We have 
received calls from or concerning students from 
other schools including Bridgewater College 
and in the community, and those are always 
welcome." 
CARE president and senior Lindsay 
Mahony said the pager system is successful. 
"It s been utilized more this year than ever." 
The organization also provides educational 
programs to residence halls and other organiza- 
tions. "Rape is Not Sex" is a series of skits and 
role-play situations that teach students statistics 
of sexual assault and how to be a secondary sur- 
vivor. 
"Anyone who is important to the person 
who has survived physical, mental or emotion- 
al abuse, sexual assault, dating violence, 
domestic violence or incest is a secondary sur- 
vivor," senior One in Four member Adam 
Suritz said. 
One in Four is an all-male organization 
whose programs are geared towards men help- 
ing sexual assault survivors. 
"Your sexuality is i 
said. "We want victims 
empowered, understand 
and knowing that their t 
Huber said she thin 
"only crime where the b 
belongs. We want them 
fault." 
Although the help 
CARE s operations, the i 
cated to spreading awar 
tion throughout campi 
associate director of Sex 
and the Women s Resc 
increase in awareness hi 
comfortable about comii 
Although Citizens i 
(CASA) is the main orgs 
with the community, ( 
expanding by starting C 
schools that do not have 
Wing is the advisor 
in Four. "CARE and On 
deal to do with it (aw; 
dents who are willing tc 
vent sexual violence ag 
work well with my offic 
part of them." 
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One in Four: 
Teaching men, 
helping survivors 
BY RYAN CHRISMAN 
conributing writer 
Dedicated to fighting against rape and sexual assault, 
One in Four spends its first year as a recognized organization 
continuing to teach men how to help a woman recover from 
a rape experience. 
Just this year, Student Organization Services recognized 
the group as an official JMU organization. Previously, it was 
sponsored by the Office of Sexual Assault and Substance 
Abuse Prevention. The all-male groups name originated 
with the statistic that one in four college-age women will be 
the victim of rape or attempted rape by the time she gradu- 
ates college. 
"It genuinely rearranges the way you look at relation- 
ships between men and women," senior Adam Suritz, One in 
Four s vice president of marketing, said. Suritz joined One in 
Four because a woman he loved had been a victim and he 
wanted to help her. 
"When the opportunity to educate other men about how 
to help was presented to me, I took it," he said. Suritz was 
nominated to be in One in Four, as a nomination is required 
for the consideration of any potential member. 
"As I went through the membership process and learned 
more about the group, I knew it was 
something I had to do," Suritz said. 
"I m glad I have had the oppor- 
tunity to affect the lives of the 
people at our presentations. 
Knowing that even one person 
will be able to make a differ- 
ence is a great feeling." 
Members of the group pres- 
ent to a one-hour workshop, "The 
Men s Program: How to help a Sexual 
Assault Survivor What Men Can Do." 
Although the program is focused towards predominantly 
male groups, the information is helpful to anyone. 
The Men s Program is presented to all-male groups on 
campus. One in Four said they are currently trying to present 
to the police department. The group helps increase aware- 
ness of the male population about sexual assault because 
"the information is sometimes easier to hear coming from 
men," Campus Assault ResponsE member Patty Huber said. 
About 20 hours of training over a span of two days pre- 
pares members for such presentations and interactions. 
During training, the group examines gender roles, legal 
issues and men s actions. 
Suritz said he aims to bring awareness of the issue and 
the group s mission to JMU students and to areas in 
Harrisonburg. 
Participants in programs learn what constitutes consent 
and how they as men can decrease the instance of sexual 
assault. 
"The single most important factor in a woman s recov- 
ery is being believed," Suritz said. "We want to help her 
make small choices to re-empower herself." 
To to schedule a presentation for a group or organiza- 
tion, contact Dave Ross at oneinfbur@jmu.edu or x8-3407. 
LOGO COURTESY OF 
One in Four 
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Senior Amy Mcll- 
wee delivers her 
community-service 
with a smile.  Mcll- 
wee, along with 
four other stu- 
dents, spent the 
day at Sunnyside 
Retirement Home 
helping the resi- 
dents with their 
daily activities and 
playing bingo. 
PHOTO COURTESY 
OF Clete Sellers 
BY LAURA COCHRAN 
contributing writer 
You remember anticipating the 
worst. After jogging your memory for 
hours, thinking of every little recogni- 
tion, community service, organization 
and athletic team you were a member of, 
you still were nervous that the competi- 
tion was better. However, four years of 
committing yourself to activities that 
served the community helped you stack 
your college application. 
What most students forgot was how 
they got here. The community service 
that decorated the applications sent to 
JMU, stopped as soon as the students 
turned down Bluestone Drive. Less than 
5 percent of the students at JMU partici- 
pate in service-learning projects, accord- 
ing to Rich Harris, associate director of 
Community Service-Learning 
However, there are several courses 
"each semester that can help you recap- 
ture the spirit of service. Ranging from 
the Legal Environment of Business to 
Early Childhood Education, many class- 
es dedicate a portion of their curriculum 
to experiences in the surrounding com- 
munity. In conjunction with the Com- 
munity Service-Learning Center for 
Leadership, Service and Transitions, the 
faculty places their students in an envi- 
ronment where they can volunteer with 
the Red Cross or the Boys and Girls Club 
and receive credit. 
"My students do real service-learn- 
ing projects that apply course concepts," 
assistant professor Toni Whitfield said. 
"They are serious and not like some oth- 
er extra assignment." 
Whitfield, assistant professor in the 
school of communication studies, stress- 
es that her course assignments are not 
just community service; they are service- 
learning. The projects use civic learning 
' to provide insights in personal and social 
responsibility, moral development, being 
a citizen in a democracy, political aware- 
ness and social change, according to 
Whitfield. 
Whitfield's service-learning assign- 
ments began after she asked community 
members what some of their dream pro- 
jects were that they could not do. Once 
the organizations brainstormed propos- 
als for projects, they consulted the stu- 
dents in Whitfield's organizational com- 
Prancing around 
In Halloween 
costumes, five 
students from 
JMU entertained 
and aided the 
Harrisonburg res- 
idents by taking 
their service- 
learning Into the 
community, thus 
enriching their 
day. 
PHOTO COURTESY 
OF Clete Sellers 
CSL sends angels 
into community 
Courses offer service-learning 
munication course. The students in the 
class accepted plans of action that varied 
depending on the client. 
Marketing schemes for volun- 
teer recruitment at Sunnyside Re- 
tirement demanded one group of 
students to develop a media kit 
that would make information on 
volunteer services readily avail- 
able,   according   to 
Whitfield. The me-   ^M 
dia kit included a 
collection of radio, 
television, newspa- » 
per,        organization * 
names and contact in- ^ 
formation formatted in a 
database.     The  group   a 
also  is  responsible  for 1 
creating media  releases I 
that announce  the need " 
for volunteers at the re-  " 
tirement home. 
Hopes of putting ser- 
vice-learning courses 
directly  in  the JMU * 
catalog are foreseen in the 
future, according to Harris . 
"We are just exploring 
possibilities right now," Har- 
ris,   said. "There is a rise in 
interest from the students and 
the faculty for this type of 
course." 
One of the courses would 
be a mimic of the current Al- 
ternative Break Program. The 
class would embark on its 
own alternative break that 
was academically-based. 
"The whole class would 
be involved," Harris said. 
Community Service- 
Learning also sponsors a pro- 
gram annually that provides 
instruction and financial support to fac- 
ulty who promise to develop new ser- 
vice-learning courses. 
"We    developed    the    Service- 
Learning Faculty Associates  Pro- 
gram because faculty wanted in- 
struction and a support sys- 
tem," Harris said. 
The      Service- 
Learning      Faculty 
'  Associates  Program 
i   was formed  from a 
partnership between 
!   Academic Affairs and 
P Student  Affairs.  The 
university offers five 
.   grants  (one  to each 
£*    college of the univer- 
,   sity) that are used 
I by   the   faculty  to 
, ^B^ learn about the prin- 
ciples  required  to  inte- 
grate   community ■ ser- into The pro- 
would "learn overly simplified knowl- 
edge about health or black and white 
thinking through book and lecture." Stu- 
dents also commend teachers who ex- 
pand their coursework into service- 
learning. 
"Working out in the community at 
the local schools, gives me the opportu- 
nity to give back to the residents of Har- 
risonburg," senior Lindsay Hazellete 
said. "I learn from them and they learn 
from us (students)." 
Check out service-learning opportu- 
nities for next semester at 
imvw.jmu.edu/csl/. 
vice-learning 
their academics, 
semester-long 
gram educates the facul- 
ty on how to incorporate 
service-learning into their 
curriculum,   according  to 
Harris. 
"I applied to be a facul- 
ty associate because I was in- 
terested in broadening the 
scope of my class beyond the 
book and lecture," professor 
Monica Reis-Bergan said. "I 
thought by adding a service- 
learning component that they 
would witness first hand the 
complexities of heath psy- 
chology." 
Reis-Bergan teaches 
health psychology and she 
was worried that her students 
PHOTO COURTESY OF Clete Sellers 
Residents at the Sunnyside Retirement 
Home play bingo, which was hosted by 
JMU's SCOM 350, Organizational Com- 
munication class. 
Courses Offering CSL Experience 
Teaching in a Diverse Society 
Leadership and Organization 
Analytical Methods 
Intro to Patient Care 
Leadership in Organizational Settings 
Communication Basics 
Social Geography 
Intro to Interpersonal Communication 
Intro to Early Childhood Education 
Introduction to Social Work 
Communication Basics 
Nature & Issues of Disabilities 
Women in Politics 
Seminar in Leadership 
Leadership in Health 
Telecommunications 
Critical Social Theory 
Field Experience in Special Education 
Legal Environment of Business 
Global Dimensions 
Current as of fall semester 2002 
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Close as 
brot 
Connecting 
through Big 
Brothers/ 
Big Sisters 
BY ALEX PERROY 
contributing writer 
Visiting second-grader David Avel- 
lenada for almost a year, junior Rachel 
Seidenburg knew exactly what to get 
him for his birthday. She knew he loved 
Matchbox cars and his smile brightened 
the hallway at his school when she gave 
him a small Chutes and Ladders game 
and two cars. As they played with his 
gifts, David would stop everyone who 
walked by and say with a grin from ear- 
to-ear, "Look what 1 have! My big sister 
gave this to me." The two have become 
close and Seidenburg even has a picture 
David drew taped her on her wall with 
the inscription, "I love my big sis." 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters enables 
these positive relationships with stu- 
dents and children across Harrisonburg- 
Rockingham community. This nonprofit 
agency has been matching adults with 
children in Harrisonburg for 26 years, 
and the positive influence they have had 
over the community is statistically 
proven. According to its annual report, 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters reports that chil- 
dren in its program are 46 percent less 
likely to begin using drugs, and 79 per- 
cent have improved grades in two or 
more subjects. 
College students make up 70 per- 
cent of the adults paired with children 
according to the annual report. 
Through Big Brothers/Big Sisters, stu- 
dents get a chance to have a little broth- 
er or sister they never had in some cas- 
es or to positively affect a child who 
comes from at-risk areas or single-par- 
ent homes. 
"They are the backbone of this orga- 
nization," said Rajan Shore, director of 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters. "The kids love 
college students, and it also gives the stu- 
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Above, JMU senior Juan Kuilan, right, and Little Juan at Valley View. Below, Jasmine, Juan and Juan spend time outside at Valley 
View hanging out and having fun. 
dents the ability to get out of their homo- 
geneous isolated life on-campus and do 
social work in the real world." 
The children involved in the group 
want to be matched with JMU students, 
and Shore said she can never find 
enough of them. Male students are the 
hardest to come by, but are the most 
needed she said. 
Seidenburg, who has been involved 
with Big Brothers/Big Sisters for almost 
a year, thinks that college students being 
involved in the program creates a better 
relationship between students and the 
Harrisonburg community. 
"It is good for the parents, teachers 
and children to see that college students 
care about more than just partying," Sei- 
denburg said. The program also "gives 
the children a positive role model they 
might not have at home." 
The emotional affects that Seiden- 
burg sees every week keep her in the 
program she said. During one visit, 
David said, "1 wish you were my real big 
sister so I could play with you every- 
day." This kind of response makes the 
simple one-hour-a-week commitment 
worth it. 
"I feel that I have made a difference 
in the Harrisonburg community being 
involved in this program," Seidenburg 
said. "It also gives you a sense of re- 
sponsibility since this child looks up to 
you and looks forward to seeing you 
every week." 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters is split into 
four different volunteer programs. The 
Core Program requires three hours per 
week for one year. In this program, stu- 
dents devote time with their "Little" do- 
ing activities such as playing in the park, 
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playing board games and baking cook- 
ies. The next program, which makes up 
60 percent of the total volunteers, is the 
School Mentoring Program. This pro- 
gram requires an hour-a-week commit- 
ment for one academic year that involves 
reading, playing computer games and 
playing on playgrounds all at the school. 
Another program is the "Hands Up" 
program, where students take two hours 
out of their week to visit a child at the 
Boys & Girls Club. 
The two hours are split into two dif- 
ferent one-hour sessions where one 
hour is spent on academic support and 
one hour on recreational activities. The 
last program that Big Brothers/Big Sis- 
ters offers is the Hispanic Mentoring 
program. Students spend one hour a 
week with a Spanish-speaking student 
working on many different activities 
similar to the School Mentoring Pro- 
gram on school grounds. 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters has recently 
extended its arm to a new program 
called Valley View. This program is ex- 
clusively for the children of Valley View 
in Harrisonburg and is headed by East 
Mennonite University graduate Gini 
Trotter. In this program, students travel 
to Valley View on Mondays from 4 to 
5:30 p.m. for recreational activities, arts 
and crafts and to teach about good deci- 
sion-making especially when dealing 
with drugs and alcohol. 
The children in Valley View are liv- 
ing in a designated "Weed and Seed" 
area, which are low-income areas 
where children may be around drugs 
everyday. The program implements the 
Skills Mastery and Resistance Training 
program also called the "SMART 
Moves" program. 
"The primary goal is to provide 
young people with the knowledge, skills, 
self-esteem and peer support to help 
them avoid using alcohol, tobacco and 
other drugs as well as avoid drunk dri- 
ving, drug trafficking and sexual activi- 
ty," Trotter said. 
If you would like to have more in- 
formation on Big Brothers/Big Sisters or 
apply to join the organization call 433- 
8886 or check out their Website at 
http://home. rica. net/bigbro. 
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Athletes lend helping hand 
Student-athletes volunteer to read, hold clinics 
BY BRAD RICHARDS 
contributing writer 
JMU athletics often score big with 
the community through camps and out- 
reach programs and in return, it has 
gained some of its most devoted cheer- 
leaders and supporters, officials said. 
JMU's surrounding community, 
which reaches far beyond Harrison- 
burg, is a key part in the success of 
the teams. The student athletes ap- 
preciate the loyal support from all 
their fans, and the athletic depart- 
ment continues to enjoy the contribu- 
tions from all the Dukes' supporters. 
What the community does for the 
athletic department and the team is 
unprecedented. This past Sept. 14, 
when the JMU football team played 
against Florida Atlantic University, 
there was a check presentation for $1.1 
million in fundraising from last year. 
"That check was a significant 
demonstration of how the community 
supports the athletic programs here at 
JMU," said Geoff Polglase, the associ- 
ate director of Athletics for Develop- 
ment and Marketing. 
"The interest level in the community 
is growing. It's visible at the home 
games, you see more students, and you 
see more of the community from off cam- 
pus. There are more families present 
also," Polglase said. 
Teams at JMU do more than just play 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF JMU Athletics 
Sophomore Ashlee Schenk and fellow 
JMU softball teammates work with 
youths and community members at a 
local park. 
the games on the schedule and take class- 
es. The student-athletes are active mem- 
bers in the community. They spend time 
with the community and give back in 
many ways. The athletic department 
supports local youth organizations such 
as the Boys and Girls Clubs and the Big 
Brothers/Big Sisters program. 
There are many sports camps held 
on campus during me summer and 
many local youths participate. 
Men's basketball coach Sherman Dil- 
lard holds summer camps each year, and 
his day camps and overnight sessions are 
filled with a majority of local youths. He 
also holds a team camp for a couple of 
days, and that session also draws local 
high schools to participate. Spotswood 
High School and Harrisonburg High 
School have participated in past years at 
Dillard's camps. 
These camps are great for local kids 
and in some situations, they give the 
coaching staff a chance to look at possible 
recruits. Senior Ian Caskill is a current 
member of the JMU men's basketball 
team who came to the team camp a few 
years ago. 
The student-athletes are not required 
to help out at these camps, but many do. 
Usually, if they are in the area for the 
summer whether for summer employ- 
ment or classes, they will help out. 
"Last year, about 75 percent of the 
players (men's basketball team) helped 
out at the camps," Dillard said. 
"The student-athletes play an active 
role in the community, outside the enter- 
tainment aspect," Polglase said. 
The athletic teams also make appear- 
ances at local schools. In early October, 
some of the basketball players went to 
Peakview Elementary School for a Na- 
tional Lunch Week event. The student- 
athletes had lunch with some of the class- 
es and they signed autographs for the 
kids, Dillard said. 
Dillard added, that in September his 
team participated in a "meet the players" 
event and held a clinic for the "Chil- 
dren's First" program at a local park. 
The student-athletes give back to 
their fans and this can add to the future 
foundation and stability of the athletic 
department. 
Ticket sales through the athletic de- 
partment are crucial to keeping and cre- 
ating community involvement with 
teams. The basketball programs and 
football program all offer a 'family plan' 
package for tickets. 
"We make the packages as favor- 
able as possible for community mem- 
bers. We want them to be involved and 
we want them to enjoy the entertain- 
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Student-athletes periodically make visits to local schools. Most of the time, an 
athlete will read a book to a class as part of the reading program through the ath- 
letic department. 
helping at the JMU's health center. 
Not only is she required to work in a 
rotation at the health center on campus for 
four weeks during senior year, but most 
athletic trainers help out at area physical 
therapy centers and at Rockingham 
Memorial Health Center, Richardson said. 
JMU student-athletic trainers also 
work at area high schools. Turner Ashy 
High School, Harrisonburg High and 
Spotswood High School all have three 
trainers assigned. 
"The trainers [from JMU] at the high 
schools, assist the certified athletic train- 
ers there with helping with the rehab of 
injuries and doing administrative work 
as well," Richardson said. 
Other activities that the trainers do 
for the community involve helping out at 
events for Relay for Life, the Special 
Olympics and they are trying to put to- 
gether a possible raffle for The First Tee, a 
nationwide organization that raises mon- 
ey to provide activities such as golf 
lessons to underprivileged children in 
the community. 
The relationship that JMU now has is 
an ongoing process and in the future 
things onlylook to improve, Polglase said. 
"Sure mere is always room to ex- 
pand our community involvement 
from student-athletes all the way 
through the coaches and top adminis- 
trators," Polglase said. 
ment we offer," Polglase said. 
The family plan helps add another 
dimension to the JMU fan base, which 
builds upon the university and com- 
munity relationship. 
"The young families that are vis- 
ible on Saturday's football games are 
,";reat. The young kids are enjoying 
the environment we provide," Pol- 
glase said. 
—66  
The student-athletes play 
an active role in the 
community, outside the 
entertainment aspect. 
— Geoff Polglase 
associate director of Athletics for 
Development and marketing 
While the players themselves repre- 
sent the athletic department and JMU, 
the athletic trainers play a role as well in 
the community. 
Senior Rebecca Richardson, a Health 
Sciences/ Athletic Training major, has 
worked at Eastern Mennonite University 
for the early part of this semester and 
probably will go back when she is done 
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Harrisonburg arts provide 
variety of entertainment 
BY BECKY BAINES 
contributing writer 
Far from the bright lights of big cities, 
the Harrisonburg area boasts its own arts 
community — one with world-class Shake- 
spearean theater and delightful galleries. 
Just minutes from the JMU campus, places 
like Court Square Theater, Oasis Gallery 
and the Black Friar's Playhouse provide 
educational opportunities, while also 
drawing from JMU talent. 
Shenandoah Shakespeare 
Shenandoah Shakespeare was found- 
ed in 1988 by JMU English professor, Ralph 
Cohen, and JMU graduate Jim Warren ('88). 
Cohen had been involved with a study 
abroad program in London, which places 
emphasis on studying Shakespeare's 
works. 
"But students just weren't enjoying it 
like they used to. Shakespeare had just be- 
come too over-produced," Cohen said. 
Cohen and Warren wished to create a 
Shakespeare company that focused on the 
original elements of plays of the Eliza- 
bethan era. And so, Shenandoah Shake- 
speare was born. Today, the company has 
three troupes, two that tour and one that re- 
mains local. The "Beguile the Rich" tour 
troupe and the "Brave New World" troupe, 
have traveled to 47 states in five countries 
since their opening, performing their true- 
to-history versions of original Shakespeare, 
and the Blackfriar's Resident Company 
performs year-round in Staunton. 
The Blackfriar's Playhouse recently 
was constructed and is an exact replica 
of the original Blackfriar's Playhouse in 
London where Shakespeare's plays 
were originally performed. It was com- 
pleted last year, and is now home to a 
resident company. 
The objective of Shenandoah Shake 
speare is simple: "Get back to the original 
elements of Elizabethan drama, and pn>- 
BECKY BAINES/ contributing photographer 
The OASIS Art Gallery Is home to a variety of unique artistic works by entirely lo- 
cal artists and craftsmen. 
en roles. Gender roles are also shared. "All 
of the women in Shakespeare's plays were 
originally played by men or young boys," 
Cohen said, therefore some of the parts are 
switched in this manner as well. This is not 
to say that there are no women in the plays. 
Actually, women sometimes play the lead 
roles as men. 
Cohen feels that the Shenandoah 
Shakespeare Company has deep roots 
within JMU. 
"JMU started this. For the first three 
years it was only JMU students. We are al- 
ready one of the more important Shake- 
speare companies in America. JMU should 
take a great pride," Cohen said. "We are 
only a half hour away from the school. Stu- 
dents should take advantage of this." 
Court Square Theatre 
The Shenandoah Shakespeare Com- 
duce the plays just as Shakespeare himself   pany is not the only non-JMU theatrical 
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The company doubles parts, 
just as Shakespeare did, so in 
a  single play, an actor 
may have up to sev- 
entertainment in the area. Located in 
downtown Harrisonburg is the Court 
Square Theatre. This 250-seat theatre is 
the site of many stage productions, films, 
dance troupes, singers and songwriters. 
Since its opening in 1998, Court 
Square has given a home to a diversity 
of talent. 
"So far, we're heavier on folk and 
bluegrass music. But we've also had some 
rock, country, and western," said Jon 
Meyer, manager of the theater since Au- 
gust 2001.  "And that's just the music." 
The theater also hosts national and 
regional productions. However, the the- 
ater just produced its first show ever 
called the "Sunshine Boys," starring 
Glick and Phillips, a pair of locally fa- 
mous bluegrass musicians. More recently 
the theater has also housed the produc- 
tions "Play It Again, Sam" and "A Night 
of Mark Twain." 
"Jerry Hardin actually starred in 
that, and he was the original character 
'Mark Twain' in the Star Trek series," 
Meyer said. 
Not only does the Court Square The- 
atre have live stage acts, but they also quite 
frequently show films. "We show a lot of 
very successful independent and foreign 
films. We see a lot of JMU and Eastern 
Mennonite University students coming to 
Want to Go? 
The Blackfriar's Theater is located in Staunton. For more infomation or to 
purchase tickets, please go to www.shanendoahshakespeare.com. 
The Court Square Theater is located at 61 Graham St. in downtown Har- 
risonburg. For information about productions, tickets and times, please go to 
www. courtsquaretheater.com 
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The Blackfriar's Playhouse in Staunton        Harrisonburg. Exhibits are changed continuously. 
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those. It's actually really a bargain at five 
bucks a piece," Meyer said. 
Getting the word out about the abun- 
dance of opportunities may be the theater's 
next challenge. 
"We're in an area where arts are not 
high on the recreational list," Meyer said 
of Harrisonburg. "It's growing and it 
needs to grow." 
"Hopefully we can all start to pull to- 
gether and begin to really be a central artis- 
tic force in town that will include and help 
get the word out about all arts," Meyer 
said, "We can work together as a magnet." 
OASIS Art Gallery 
The local talent and culture in the re- 
gion does not end on stage. "Our Art Space 
In the Shenandoah," or OASIS, is a mini-art 
gallery, which is home to works by local 
artists, also located in downtown Har- 
risonburg. All of the artwork is available 
for purchase. There are currently more than 
80 artists' works represented, ranging 
from a $2 postcard to a $1,000 painting. 
Ten years ago, the Shenandoah Coun- 
cil of the Arts, made up of art and cultur- 
al organizations, formed for the purpose 
of trying to encourage arts in the commu- 
nity. From that, a business council was 
formed a few years ago to help local art 
venues survive. That council wanted to 
open a visual arts center, and OASIS was 
bom. Formerly a private gallery called 
"Sycamore House," OASIS has been in 
business for over two years. 
"Some people walk past us and just 
think we're a bar or a watering hole," said 
Philip James, a retired art professor at 
JMU, and director of the gallery. "But we 
needed a name with more feeling than 
just 'Our Art Space.'" 
All artists whose works are represent- 
ed in the gallery are from the immediate lo- 
cal region, with few exceptions. 
The exhibits change monthly, or when 
an artist sells work they can replace with 
another piece. "It's not really student art," 
James said, "but we are not trying to keep- 
ing them out. Students and classes are wel- 
come at anytime. We have art professors 
bring their classes in, but we also have lines 
of kindergarteners." 
OASIS is seeing increasing traffic these 
days, partly due to the rebuilding in the 
downtown area, but also because other or- 
ganizations have discovered the pleasant 
ambiance of the gallery. 
"We've had concerts, poets, small 
group meetings, college students, political 
meetings, and a couple of weddings here," 
James said. 
There are many artistic outlets in the 
Harrisonburg region, "You just have to 
know where to look for them," Meyer said. 
"I would like people to see the arts as an 
omnipresent activity, as important as shop- 
ping or other recreational activities." 
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